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ix. Abstract 
This study examines the interpersonal relationships between 
Americans and Chinese in the New England region of the United 
States during the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, but 
with special emphasis on the years of the Chinese Educational 
Mission to the United States of 1872-1881. The shared experiences 
between East and West helped in the building of a bridge across 
chasms of cultural ignorance. In later years, the concept of a 
"bridge“ was to become a physical symbol of lasting dedication to 
the permanence of cross-cultural friendship. 
Though the Chinese Educational Mission has been largely 
consigned to history as a failure, as it was prematurely disbanded 
due to a diplomatic row before its full potential could be 
realized, its significance does not lie solely within the purview 
of modern China's self-strengthening movement. Of equal if not 
greater interest is the study of the unique cross-cultural 
philanthropy and enduring relationships formed between the Chinese 
themselves and the families in the cities and towns of the 
northeastern United States where they lived and which literally 
became their second homeland. 
Part One of this study looks briefly at the life of Rong Hong, 
also known as Yung Wing, who, as the architect of the Chinese 
Educational Mission and an American-educated student himself, was 
perhaps the first Chinese to experience such a lifelong bond of 
friendship. From his years in America in the late 1840s, to his 
return to China and subsequent missions abroad during the 1850s and 
1860s as a Western-educated Chinese with a clear vision of the 
future. In section one, the seemingly insurmountable odds which 
were faced by the Chinese in America during the nineteenth century 
fail to hinder Rong Hong's impetus to create a program of overseas 
study for young Chinese students--a program in which he was to 
devote his life's energy and enthusiasm. 
Part Two of this study details the history of the Chinese 
Educational Mission in the United States. From the date of their 
arrival in 1872 until their departure in 1881, the history of the 
first Chinese students in New England is marked by a cross-cultural 
integration on many levels： family, school, community, humor, and 
even incredible tragedy. The formation of meaningful relationships 
between East and West during the initial years of the Chinese 
Educational Mission is traced in sections one through eight. In 
sections nine through thirteen, the ranks of the Chinese 
Educational Mission are broken--through death, youthful rebellion, 
and, perhaps most damaging, through political unrest in China and 
in the United States. Though the Chinese Educational Mission comes 
to an end, the connections between East and West continue to grow. 
Part Three examines the New England community's active 
interest in the disbanded Chinese Educational Mission： in sections 
one to three come frightening tales of death and chaos from China, 
as well as letters of remembrance and reassurance which appeared 
publicly in New England newspapers. In sections four to six, 
during the twilight of his life, Rong Hong finds little peace in 
China or the United States--his dream remaining unfulfilled. In 
section seven, the deeply moving interpersonal relationships 
between the former students and their hosts are expressed through 
the exchange of letters of remembrance. In section eight, upon the 
arrival of another generation of Chinese students to the United 
States, and in the conclusion, the continuation of interpersonal 
relationships between Americans and Chinese enabled a lasting 
appreciation for the philanthropic spirit of the Chinese 
Educational Mission to be achieved. 
xii. Notes on Romanization 
With the exception of the acknowledgement s and certain 
portions of the text and bibliography, this thesis is written using 
the Pinyin form of romanization. It is hoped that the many Chinese 
personal names will be rendered in a uniform standard to aid the 
future researcher. With the exception of the appendices, the 
following anglicized words have been retained: Hong Kong is used in 
place of Xianggang, and Taipei in place of Taibei. Guangzhou is 
also rendered as Canton and Beijing as Peking. 
Most of the original materials used in the production of this 
thesis, when referring to Chinese names, are inconsistent in their 
standard of romanization and utilize many different variations of 
their Cantonese-dialect equivalent. This is particularly true of 
Thomas E. LaFargue‘s 1942 study, China's First Hundred. Though 
this volume was reprinted in 1987, the romanization has not been 
altered to reflect modern scholarship. 
For the researcher, this thesis presents a conversion table 
which provides Pinyin, the LaFargue equivalent, and the many 
variations in romanization the researcher is likely to encounter 
when utilizing original materials. This thesis also provides a 
listings--by detachment and in alphabetical order (Pinyin)--using 
Chinese characters. 
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Introduction： Building the Bridge 
A significant amount of scholarly attention has been devoted 
to the experiences of ethnic minorities in American history, 
where, all too often, their association with and integration into 
American culture has often encountered considerable difficulty 
in the form of cultural misperception, economic and social 
hardship. Ultimately, these are stories which demonstrate both 
the resilience and challenges representative of a growing and 
diversified America, which together help to make up the rich and 
vibrant fabric of multiculturalism in the United States today. 
Consider the case of the Chinese, many of whom labored in 
the American West during the latter nineteenth century, and were 
constant fixtures in the mining and railroad industries and in 
both urban and agricultural development. The history of the 
Chinese in America, however, like those of many ethnic and racial 
groups in the United States, is a long and bitter struggle 
against contempt, ignorance, and hostility. In many respects 
there are difficult memories which cannot be buried so easily by 
the passage of years. At the same time, an analysis of 
historical processes allows us to assess the overall experience 
of the Chinese in America--an experience not overwhelmingly 
negative despite the difficulties encountered- -where considerable 
attention should be given to the positive influences which have 
come from the interactions between Chinese and Americans, and 
which contributed to the initial building of a bridge between two 
cultures. 
Such is the story of the Chinese Educational Mission to the 
United States of 1872-1881, in which we are presented with a 
singularly exceptional account of cross-cultural philanthropy 
and the progressive building of American-Chinese relations, the 
breaking-down of barriers of ignorance, and the embrace of faith 
and friendship--a true "bridge” in every sense of the term. 
Though generally perceived as small in scope when compared to 
larger, more influential historical processes, the Chinese 
Educational Mission presents a fascinating and detailed 
historical picture whose significance in the history of American-
Chinese relations was short-lived but remarkably far-reaching 
overall. 
In 1871, the Imperial Chinese Government formally 
established a program to send four groups of thirty young Chinese 
students yearly to the United States beginning in 1872 for 
special training in practical Western learning for the benefit: 
of China's modernization. This program, called the Chinese 
Educational Mission, was originally envisioned to last for 
fifteen years but instead managed only nine.^ Before these 120 
students were prematurely recalled to China in 1881 following an 
unfortunate diplomatic row between the governments of the United 
States and China, there existed in the New England towns and 
villages of the northeastern United States, a curious 
association, which, despite the overwhelming indignities suffered 
t>y Chinese in other parts of the country, helped pave the way for 
future generations of Chinese students to come to America, and 
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forever endeared a philanthropic New England spirit to the 
building of American-Chinese relations. 
With the exception of a few scholarly works, the Chinese 
Educational Mission exists primarily as a footnote to history. 
In most texts on modern China, the reader is likely to find a 
passage sounding something roughly like this： 
"In 1872, the Chinese Government began to send the first of 
120 students to the United States, but in 1881, the program was 
recalled.“ Words not very encouraging to the interested 
researcher. While the Chinese Educational Mission is hardly 
representative of the overall Chinese experience in America--only 
a hundred or more students compared with thousands of immigrants 
--it stands as a lasting tribute to the interpersonal and 
remarkably well-developed cross-cultural relationships between 
two cultures. It is the purpose of this study to present 
evidence that the years spent by the Chinese students in the 
United States were of considerable influence to the mental and 
emotional development of both cultures, and it is the view of 
this author that any serious inquiry into the significance of the 
Chinese Educational Mission certainly deserves to examine this 
interpersonal relationship, which certainly deserves more than 
the cursory mention it has generally received thus far. 
While the Chinese Educational Mission is an historical event 
representative of the positive experiences of the Chinese in 
America, it is also an excellent example, both in theory and in 
practice, of the Chinese concept of Tiyong, basically translated 
as: “Chinese learning as essence, Western learning for practical 
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knowledge.“ This concept came about to try and reconcile China‘s 
need to modernize and adopt methods of Western learning during 
the late nineteenth century, without abandoning the essence of 
its rich social and cultural heritage. The Chinese Educational 
Mission and the students which comprised it perhaps best 
exemplify China‘s initial attempt at attaining an effective 
system of Tiyong. 
This study was initially born out of a research project 
appraising the career of the much-celebrated Chinese railway 
engineer, Zhan Tianyou, who was a member of the first detachment 
of Chinese Educational Mission students, arriving in the United 
States in 1872. Zhan, together with his classmate Ouyang Geng, 
was one of only two Educational Mission students to have received 
a college degree before being recalled to China in 1881. In 
Zhan‘s case, the Chinese Educational Mission can be viewed as a 
medium for the transfer of technology： Zhan successfully 
integrated Western principles of engineering into Chinese society 
at a most difficult time--when the conservative elements of the 
Chinese government could not reconcile with those of reformist 
thought and the growing Western influence upon Chinese society. 
Moreover, Zhan, like his fellow students, all left their 
indelible mark as bridge-builders (in Zhan‘s case quite 
literally) in the cross-cultural history of the Chinese in 
America.2 
While Zhan remains perhaps the most famous and well-studied 
of all the students, and the subject of numerous biographies, 
t>ooks and articles, there are so many other individual stories 
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which serve as links to other aspects of modern Chinese history： 
Zhou Changling, another student, also known as Sir Shouson Chow, 
became the first Chinese to be appointed to the Executive Council 
of Hong Kong, and Shouson Hill near Aberdeen is named after him. 
Wen Bingzhong and Niu Shangzhou became brothers-in-law to Charlie 
Song, and so entered into the history of one of the most famous 
families of modern China. It would be much too monumental an 
undertaking to try an attempt to research all of the histories 
of each former Educational Mission student： that task will be 
left to future scholarship. 
It is therefore the intent of this study to present a 
detailed historical picture of the Chinese Educational Mission 
in New England and its interpersonal and emotional effects on 
participants both American and Chinese, through the coming 
together and interaction of cultures. This is accomplished 
through the extensive use of original newspapers, letters, and 
personal reminiscences by the former students themselves and by 
their American schoolmates and guardians. Many of these and 
other original documents have been obtained from the four primary 
sources of Chinese Educational Mission original documents： The 
Thomas E. LaFargue Papers at Washington State University, The 
Connecticut Historical Society and Connecticut State Library at 
Hartford; and the Rong Hong (Yung Wing) collection at Yale 
University Library. This study brings together original 
documents and source materials from all four of these locations, 
as well as from other sources, and presents them herewith in a 
single study. 
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It is not the intent of this thesis to duplicate research 
already undertaken in the two major published works on the 
Chinese Educational Mission： Rong Hong's 1909 autobiography, My 
Life in China and America, and Thomas E. LaFargue ‘ s China's First 
Hundred. published in 1942, both of which offer the reader 
descriptive accounts of childhood in China and the careers of the 
Educational Mission students upon their return to China 
respectively. While Rong Hong's book is fascinating to read, to 
the serious scholar there are many inconsistencies. It is 
generally understood that Rong Hong was nearly into his eighties 
when My Life was written, and his recollection of certain 
historical events leaves the reader with many unanswered 
questions. 
LaFargue‘s volume is particularly significant in that he was 
able to personally interview many of the surviving Educational 
Mission students, but his book does not give adequate attention 
to the years the students spent in America, devoting more 
attention to their careers after returning to China； for which 
it remains the best account offered in the English language. As 
with Rong Hong, the surviving students were quite elderly when 
they were interviewed by LaFargue, and while their memories of 
the years spent in America were passionate and remarkably 
detailed, these, too, leave the reader with many questions and 
only encourage the search for answers. Thus, though both books 
contain certain historical inconsistencies, as well as presenting 
an almost dizzying array of mismatched proper names, they are 
thoroughly interesting for the beginning researcher but are 
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difficult to use as scholarly tools. 
While there has been a small but nevertheless considerable 
amount of scholarship on the Chinese Educational Mission in 
recent years, no research thus far has combined material from all 
of the primary sources mentioned above. It is therefore the 
intent of this thesis to be used not only as a companion volume 
to LaFargue and Rong, but as a sourcebook to anyone interested 
or engaged in Chinese Educational Mission history and research. 
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PART ONE: RONG HONG'S AMERICA: THE VISION OF 
AN EAST-WEST SYNTHESIS, 1847-1871 
Thg^ Convergence of East and West 
In terms of cross-cultural influences, China has made a 
profound and lasting contribution to society and culture in the 
Western world. Beginning in the nineteenth century, however, 
China's response and. reaction to the West began to take a 
downward turn. The costly defeat of China by Britain in the 
First Opium War of 1839-1842, which, in addition to the opening 
up of the so-called "treaty ports" along China‘s coast, also 
alerted Western nations to the cheap and almost limitless supply 
of Chinese labor available to them, and many such nations were 
eager to exploit that resource to the newly-developing Americas. 
In the infamous "coolie trade” to Central and South America, 
Chinese laborers were often coerced into unfair labor contracts 
by British or Portuguese recruiters active along the south China 
coast .3 
As a result of Mexico‘s defeat in the Mexican-American War 
of 1846-1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo ceded California 
and much of Mexico's northernmost territories (Nevada, Arizona, 
New Mexico, Texas, Colorado, Utah), to the United States. With 
the discovery of gold in California in 1847, a veritable flood 
of miners, ranchers, farmers, land brokers, and new settlers 
began to pour into the American West. The lure of gold 
transformed the Western United States almost overnight from a 
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once sparsely-populated frontier into mixed blessings of "boom-
bust" economic cycles, unprecedented increases in population, 
unequal regulation of the use of natural resources, and an often 
lawless existence in which disputes were usually settled by 
violence/ 
Into this fray came the Chinese, where the havoc and 
destruction caused by the Taiping Rebellion of 1850-1864, which 
resulted in the deaths of well over twenty million Chinese, 
caused hundreds of thousands to flee the country--even if this 
meant signing into a labor contract. Shipboard conditions, 
however, ranged from merely uncomfortable to appalling, and it 
was not until 1867 that the passage from one continent to the 
next became more bearable when the Pacific Mail Steamship 
Navigation Company expanded its North American route, begun in 
1848, to include trans-Pacific service and the profitable 
ferrying of passengers between Hong Kong and San Francisco. By 
1852, there were 20,000 Chinese in California alone. 
The California Gold Rush of the 1850s and the tremendous 
growth of American railways in the western United States during 
the 1860s necessitated a desire for cheap and reliable labor. 
The Chinese who came to the United States to work on the railways 
and in mining gave white workers keen competition. In 1867, one 
of the most hotly-contested issues in California politics was the 
subject of the naturalization of Chinese workers. White workers 
and labor groups in California demanded legislation blocking 
Chinese immigration and severely restiricting their increasing 
influence in California's labor market.^ Coinciding with this 
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was the dramatic move on behalf of the United States Government 
to formally sanction the immigration of non-indentured Chinese 
to the United States under the Burlingame Treaty, which was 
signed at Washington on July 28, 1868 / Originally born out of 
the Sino-American negotiations after the signing of the Treaty 
of Tientsin of 1858, the Burlingame Treaty was envisioned as a 
gesture of good will between the oldest and newest nations on 
earth. A decade later, in 1868, the treaty formally recognized 
the right of free migration and emigration of citizens of both 
the United States and China. Article VII of the treaty read: 
Citizens of the United States shall enjoy 
all the privileges of the public educational 
institutions under the control of the 
Government of China: and reciprocally 
Chinese subjects shall enjoy all the 
privileges of the public educational 
institutions under the control of the 
Government of the United States, which are 
enjoyed in the respective countries by the 
citizens or subjects of the most favored 
nations.'" 
Most significantly, the Burlingame Treaty contributed to 
the development of the overseas Chinese movement, by beginning 
to alter the thought that those who left China had to abandon the 
prospect of ever returning, previously due to the long-standing 
threat of death awaiting those who neglected their ancestral 
tombs to seek fortunes abroad.® The majority of Chinese who 
came to the United States were sojourners, intent on someday 
returning to their homeland.® 
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An Auspicious Association Beains 
While the education of large numbers of Chinese students 
began in earnest with the Chinese Educational Mission in 1872, 
the formation of significant lifelong friendships between Chinese 
and New Englanders began with Rong Hong, more popularly known as 
Yung Wing, who became the first Chinese to graduate from Yale 
College in 1854, and in doing so became the first Chinese to 
graduate from any college in America.^° Born on November 17, 
1828, son of Rong Minggun (Ming Kun Yung) and Lin Liantai (Lien 
Tai Lin), and a native of Nanping village near the Portuguese 
enclave of Macao, Rong Hong became a student at the Robert 
Morrison Society School under headmaster Reverend Samuel Robbins 
Brown, himself a native New Englander and an 1832 graduate of 
Yale College.ii When Brown announced his return to the United 
States in 1847, Rong Hong was one of the fortunate few pupils to 
be offered a chance at obtaining a Western education, and 
travelled to America under Brown's tutelage. 
It was a long crossing： through the Indian Ocean, around 
the horn of Africa, across the southern and northern Atlantic, 
but Rong Hong, together with Brown, and two of his Morrison 
Society School classmates, Huang Sheng and Huang Kuan, arrived 
safely in New York harbor on April 12, 1847, aboard the clipper 
ship Huntress. While New York was then a city of a mere 300,000 
inhabitants, without awe-inspiring skyscrapers, subways, electric 
lights or electric trains, it was nevertheless the most metropol-
itan city in America at the time, and the impression on the three 
was no less dramatic. As Brown had predicted, and, no doubt 
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feared, the young Chinese were the center of attention everywhere 
they went. While in New York, Rong Hong was introduced to 
Brown's friends D r . David E . and Fanny P. Bartlett, who would 
later figure prominently in the history of the Chinese Education-
al Mission.i2 The quiet trip to the New England countryside 
fortunately relieved some of the excitement and energy which the 
city inevitably drained from Rong Hong, and the idyllic New 
England setting would be the beginning of a profoundly personal 
experience which would forever influence the course of his life 
and. work. 
While they proceeded to his home in East Windsor, Connecti-
cut , B r o w n was fully aware of the extent that all this new found 
excitement had upon Rong Hong and his companions, and was careful 
to keep them ever under his watchful eye. Brown later wrote： 
The boys have been highly gratified and 
often surprised at what they have seen from 
place to place, and wherever they have been, 
have won the esteem of all who know them. 
Of course they have been great objects of 
curiosity, and it has been annoying to them 
to be gazed at； but their aversion to it is 
a security against evil consequences, while 
I have taken every pain to keep them out of 
sight, and unexposed to temptation/^ 
Monson and Yale: The Capron Connection 
It was at Monson Academy in Monson, Massachusetts, that 
Brown enrolled Rong Hong, Huang Sheng and Huang Kuan in a three-
year educational program, from the fall of 1847 to the summer of 
1850, and the three were placed in the home of Brown's mother, 
Phoebe Hinsdale Brown, who lived in Monson. While at Monson 
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Academy, Rong Hong met a young student named Eunice M . Chapin, 
from Whitinsville； Massachusetts, and the two quickly became 
friends. Eunice Chapin was the first girl Rong Hong took to a 
formal evening party in America.^^ Of Rong Hong's two Morrison 
School companions, Huang Sheng returned to China in 1848 due to 
ill health, and Huang Kuan, upon his graduation from Monson, 
enrolled in the medical program at the University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, from which he later graduated as M.D. in 1857.'' While 
Rong Hong originally envisioned himself returning to China after 
graduating from Monson, he realized the rare opportunity being 
made available to him and decided to remain in the United States 
and attend Yale College. 
Rong Hong was able to support himself at Yale by working as 
a library assistant as well as by receiving aid from, of all 
places, the Ladies Association of Savannah, Georgia, who, through 
the assistance of Rev. Brown, helped to support him financially. 
Rong Hong immersed himself in his studies, but admittedly, it was 
a struggle. The Western education available to a young Chinese 
was unmatched at the time ： mathematics, Latin, Greek, English, 
French, German, history, and the sciences." In addition to the 
academic challenges ahead of him, Rong Hong also lived as 
somewhat of a celebrity on the college, in 1852 becoming an 
American citizen. 
Thus, Rong Hong's graduation from Yale in 1854 was known by 
almost all of the citizenry of New Haven, and his Yale annual 
contains dozens of messages of friendship and well-wishes from 
his classmates--no small number of which were written in Latin 
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and Greek!i7 in the same year of Rong Hong's graduation from 
Yale, Eunice Chapin married one of Rong Hong's Yale classmates, 
Samuel Mills Capron, who would later become the principal of 
Hartford Public High School from 1865-1874, a period coinciding 
with the arrival of the first students of the Chinese Educational 
Mission/® 
A lifelong friendship was formed between Rong Hong and the 
Caprons, and thus, when Rong Hong again returned to America in 
1872 in his capacity as co-commissioner of the Chinese Education-
al Mission, it was largely through his friendship with the Capron 
family, which included five children： Helen, Alice, Clara, 
Bertha, and William, that Rong Hong decided, to make Hartford his 
own home and later the permanent base of his operations in the 
United States.'' 
The Dream is Born 
Zeng Guofan (1811-1872) and Li Hongzhang (1823-1901), were, 
during the 1860 and 1870s, two of the most powerful and influen-
tial officials in the Chinese government. Both were grizzled 
veterans of the Qing government‘s desperate effort to suppress 
the Taiping Rebellion： Zeng cotrananded the Hunan army, and Li, his 
protege, led the Huai Army. After the defeat of the Taipings, 
both rose to prominence as statesmen and policy-makers in the 
Qing court during China's Ziqiang, or self-strengthening 
movement. 
Though Rong Hong returned to China after his graduation from 
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Yale in 1854, his place in history was already assured and thus 
he did not return to China completely unknown. Though Rong Hong 
worked in a variety of decidedly menial jobs upon his return to 
China, an experience which he details in his autobiography, the 
change came in 1862, when he was interviewed and later sent by 
Zeng Guofan on a mission to the United States to purchase machine 
tools for the establishment of the Jiangnan arsenal near 
Shanghai. Rong Hong's skills as a statesman were already 
evident--his command of English was nearly impeccable--and his 
return to the United States allowed him to further establish his 
name and reputation both in China and in the United States.'。 
Li Hongzhang had built an impressive resume as a military 
commander and provincial bureaucrat, spearheading China‘ s initial 
attempts at self-strengthening through the study and acquisition 
of industrial technology： machinery, firearms, shipyards, and 
rail and telegraph lines. To this effect, Li exerted a powerful 
influence on the Chinese Foreign Affairs Office, the Zongli 
Yamen, which was created in 1861 solely out of the need to 
initiate and develop a cohesive foreign affairs policy.^' Like 
Zeng, however, Li‘s scope of modernization was limited primarily 
to military technology, with little or no real knowledge of 
Western political or educational systems, society, or culture?。 
Rong Hong, however, possessed an intimate and firsthand 
knowledge of Western education, and thus his value to Zeng and 
Li in China's Ziqiang movement was realized. The simple buying 
of machinery, in Rong Hong‘ s view, was not going far enough. 
Machines themselves were useless unless they could be operated 
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and understood only by those intimately familiar with the 
principles behind them. Rong Hong's proposal was to send a 
select group of Chinese students to the United States to 
experience Western technology firsthand. These students would 
then be able to return and train thousands to serve in the future 
modernization of China. 
The generally pleasant diplomatic atmosphere between the 
United States and China which existed under the Burlingame 
Treaty, together with Rong Hong's knowledge and praise of the 
educational system of New England, helped to convince Zeng and 
Li on the feasibility of the venture, and enabled the Chinese 
Educational Mission to become a reality. While Rong Hong's plan 
found sponsorship with Zeng and Li, there was less enthusiasm to 
award Rong Hong with sole charge of the Chinese Educational 
Mission. Instead, the more conservative elements of the Qing 
government prevailed, and Rong Hong was paired with Chen Lanbin, 
a Hanlin Academy scholar whose conservative reputation and 
staunch adherence to Confucian etiquette impressed Zeng and 
appeased the traditionally-minded elements of the Qing court, 
many of whom doubtless had called into question Rong Hong's 
credentials for such a monumental and unprecedented enterprise.^^ 
While Chen Lanbin and Rong Hong held the ranks of commis-
sioner and co-commissioner respectively, Rong Hong would 
personally direct the recruitment of candidates. There were very 
few students to be found in the north, however, and Rong Hong 
found it necessary to concentrate his efforts predominantly in 
the Guangdong area, which constituted nearly seventy percent of 
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the students ‘ home province. This proved to be a successful 
undertaking, as Rong Hong found it easier to look for children 
like himself, whose families or villages already had some contact 
with Westerners or who received exposure to Western education in 
the English schools of Hong Kong or in the missionary schools 
along the south China coast.^^ 
A preparatory school was established at Shanghai, and from 
this potential candidates were funnelled in from various 
provinces to be examined for general deportment and suitability 
as potential overseas students. Of these, only the most 
promising candidates were selected, and all were required to 
obtain from their families, a form of acknowledgment waiving the 
teachers and administrators of any liability due to injury or 
death incurred while overseas.^' It was nothing less than a 
courageous and unselfish act for those parents to willingly send 
their children to a far-off land to be participants in history. 
By 1872, with the selected students under preliminary 
instruction at Shanghai, Rong Hong journeyed to New England in 
advance of the first party to oversee the final arrangements and 
to anxiously await the arrival of the first detachment of 
students. The Chinese Educational Mission was born, and the 
office in America would come to be known as the Chinese Educa-
tional Commission. 
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PART TWO: OUR CELESTIAL NEIGHBORS: THE CHINESE 
EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION IN NEW ENGLAND, 
1872-1881 
Arrival of the Celestials 
The first detachment of Chinese Educational Mission students 
arrived aboard a ship whose name carried a portent of unusual 
significance: the Pacific Mail steamer Great Republic landed at 
San Francisco on September 12, 1872。 After a nearly thirty days ‘ 
crossing of the Pacific Ocean, the Great Republic parted the 
mists to reveal San Francisco's Golden Gate, the busiest hub of 
America's western frontier. To the eager-eyed young students, 
the sights were vivid and many no doubt held this first vision 
of America forever in their minds: steam launches and sailing 
ships anchored along the mighty wharf, the stately mansions 
peering through the foliage of well-kept lawns and windswept 
pines, and the houses of business and commerce clustering like 
bees in the center of the city. ^^ 
But this was no ordinary passenger steam ship, and news of / g / 
‘\J 
its arrival made its way into newspapers from coast to coast. 
In addition to the more than 250 other passengers on the 
manifest, the full cargo of tea and general merchandise bound 
overland, the Great Republic carried a group of Chinese travel-
lers whose purpose in the United States was altogether n e w . ” 
So special was the mission of these visitors that an unusual and 
extraordinary account of the passenger list was cabled to news 
services across the country： 
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The thirty Chinese students who arrived 
yesterday are very young. They are fine 
intelligent ladies and gentlemen, and of 
much fairer complexion than any of their 
countrymen who have heretofore visited the 
United States. Three tutors of the Mandarin 
rank accompany them.^® The Chinese govern-
ment appropriated $1,000,000 for their 
education.29 The design of the Chinese 
Government is to send thirty students annu-
ally to this country. 
The Chinese ladies of rank, who came here to 
be educated, and the boy students, are 
receiving much attention. As the last 
students, while in America, became contami-
nated by Christianity, all forms of the 
religion of Confucius will be rigidly en-
forced, and the four books of the five 
kings, and the sacred edicts of the Emperor 
Kanghi[sic] will be portions of their regu-
lar lessons. ^° 
From the moment the Chinese Educational Mission entourage 
stepped ashore in San Francisco, their incredibly well-documented 
and surprisingly detailed relationship with the American media 
had begun. 
It was the three daughters of the Mission's newly-arrived 
interpreter and translator, Zeng Lansheng, which caused those 
reporting the story to erroneously state the inclusion of "female 
students" in the party when in fact there were none. Lena, 
Annie, and Amy Zeng accompanied their father, mother, and three 
brothers as they disembarked in San Francisco, and they were at 
the very helm of the Chinese Educational Mission's early public 
interest among New England media. Zeng Lansheng, also known as 
Tsang (or Chan) Lai-sun, was Chinese-Malay and the son of a poor 
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Singapore gardener who became an early recipient of Western 
education sponsored by the American Board of Commissioners for 
Foreign Missions. Zeng came to the United States in 1842, in the 
year of the First Opium War, and was placed by Robert Morrison 
into a school in New Jersey. He later learned English at 
Hamilton College in Clinton, New York, before returning to China 
in 1848 to work with the American Board Mission in Canton, and 
later became acquainted with Rong Hong in Shanghai. Chen spoke 
the English language fluently, so well in fact that those in the 
American press portrayed him as a very agreeable and well-spoken 
man, being in actuality over fifty years of age but not looking 
much more than thirty.^' Almost as soon as he arrived in 
America, Zeng Lansheng, by virtue of his large family and 
outgoing personality, was for many months wrongly labelled by the 
uninitiated as the sole commissioner of the Chinese Educational 
Mission, and said to occupy the position of Second Mandarin in 
the Celestial Kingdom. This was an understandable mistake, since 
Rong Hong had arrived well in advance of the entourage, thereby 
being absent from the initial media reports. ^^ 
The party remained a few days at the ornate Palace Hotel in 
San Francisco, then the city's tallest building, before embarking 
on another long cross-country journey. Had the young students 
been able to spend more time on the west coast of the United 
States, they may have gained a keener understanding of the plight 
of many of their countrymen who had helped shape the economy of 
the Sierra foothill towns and the Sacramento Valley farmlands. 
Time was pressing, however. The United States was a big country 
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and there would be time to see it in due course. 
Of their train trip across country, an experience undertaken 
by all four detachments of students, both Li Enfu and Wen 
Bingzhong give excellent accounts of their passage through the 
Rocky Mountains, the vast expanse of prairie country, the ever-
diminishing herds of bison, and even a daring robbery attempt of 
their train by bandits masquerading as American I n d i a n s . " 
The young Chinese newcomers were initially portrayed by New 
England newspapers as being the sons of officials or wealthy 
gentlemen of Canton and Shanghai, and it was while the members 
of the first detachment were on the train from Albany, New York, 
to Springfield, Massachusetts, that they occupied a special car 
set aside for their use.'' While on this train ride, one of the 
students was observed walking through to the smoking car and 
proceeded to sit down with a group of astonished American 
travellers to a friendly game of euchre. His smile was described 
as "childlike and bland,“ and those sitting around him looked on 
anxiously to see how many packs of cards he would draw from his 
capacious silk sleeves, but alas, they were disappointed in 
seeing him lose as he apparently did not know the game.^^ 
As with Rong Hong and his two companions twenty-five years 
earlier, the initial mix of East and West occasionally provided 
too great a temptation for the New England children the Chinese 
students encountered. In Springfield, the Chinese newcomers 
furnished both a clever and caustic rebuke to the naive rudeness 
of the local children who were staring at them from behind almost 
every house window as they left the train station. The ypung 
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Chinese proceeded to throw down on the street American copper 
pennies and watched the local children scramble out of doors to 
pick them u p . "Think of it, ” reported the newspapers, "the 
‘heathen‘ Chinese tossing coppers to the children of Puritan and 
enlightened New England！ "^ ® 
The innocent nature of American children was not only to 
blame, as the arrival of the Chinese in Springfield was also 
marked by the rude curiosity manifested by people in the 
community who ought to have known better, but their disposition 
was attributed to simple ignorance and not deliberate malicious-
ness . In one such instance a woman entered the dining room of 
the Haynes House, the Hotel in Springfield where the party of the 
first detachment was staying, and, while some of the students 
were eating, immediately commenced examining their queues, 
finally having to be shown out by hotel s t a f f ! ” 
In Springfield, Zeng Lansheng's family lived in a house on 
Howard Street, and later on Bay Street. In addition to providing 
interpretation and translation services for the commissioners and 
teachers, it was Zeng's duty to assist Rong Hong in supervising 
the distribution of students into Massachusetts and Connecticut 
homes as they disembarked from their train ride overland. ^® 
Not surprisingly, Zeng Lansheng‘s family attracted quite a 
bit of attention as new additions to the Springfield community. 
Zeng's wife, known as Ruth, who was then slightly over thirty 
years old, was the first Chinese woman ever to reside in New 
England, and, more interestingly, also had bound feet. She 
possessed, according to local newspaper accounts, "The smallest 
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feet imaginable." Even more incredible to behold were the feet 
of the youngest daughter, Amy, bandaged with pieces of pliant 
wood and bound firmly to prevent their growth--the so-called 
“small petal extremities," it was said, being much prized among 
the olive-eyed daughters of the flowery kingdom.'' Zeng Lansheng 
later returned to China for the purpose of accompanying the 
second detachment of students to the United States/。 
Through Rong Hong's friendship with B. G . Northrop, the 
Superintendent for Education in Connecticut, together with the 
Reverend Joseph Hopkins Twichell, minister of the Asylum Hill 
Congregational Church of Hartford, the decision was made to place 
all four detachments of Chinese students with Christian fami-
lies / ' Homes to accommodate all of the students were easily 
secured. Not surprisingly, most of the hosts were members of 
the Asylum Hill Congregational Church, some of the most prominent 
members being David and Fanny Bartlett and their three daughters, 
Mary, Margaret, and Louise； Bela C. Kellogg and his wife Mary 
Golden Bartlett; the Goldthwaite sisters； Julia and Katherine 
Burbank, the latter of whom was a member of the English faculty 
at Hartford. Public High School; and Mrs. Helen E. Blakeslee, an 
elementary school teacher/^ 
Almost immediately after the arrival of the first thirty 
students, Rong Hong, in his capacity as co-commissioner, both 
for the benefit of the students and the families with whom they 
would reside, issued a declaration which was printed in the 
Hartford Daily Courant. October 12, 1872 (see appendix E for 
complete text). Designed to introduce the Chinese Educational 
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Mission to the public, Rong Hong established a set of ground 
rules which were to be followed by students, teachers, and host 
family members. Again, Rong Hong demonstrated his considerable 
eloquence as a statesman, and proceeded to raise the notion that 
New England represented the nurturing presence of a very special 
relationship heretofore unique to both American and Chinese 
history. 
A New England Childhood 
Clara Day Capron, one of the four daughters of Rong Hong's 
Monson and Yale friends Samuel and Eunice Capron, was born in 
Northborough, Massachusetts, on August 4, 1864, and recalls that 
upon the arrival of the first detachment of Chinese Educational 
Mission students in 1872, she was then only 8 years old, and she 
and her family lived in Hartford in the north half of a double 
house at 43 Willard Street /' While Rong Hong's Hartford 
residence was located at 69 Farmington Avenue, the members of 
the Chinese Educational Commission, including co-commissioner 
Chen Lanbin, moved into the south half of the house shared by the 
Capron family. The entire entourage included two teachers, Ye 
Yuanjun and Rong Zengxiang, a cook, laundryman, houseboy, tailor, 
and secretary." A fence separated the backyards of these two 
residences, but both became two of the most visited houses in 
Hartford, as Capron, together with several other neighborhood 
children remembers being： 
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Perched, recklessly on the rounding top of 
the board fence, engaged in the hilarious 
sport of teaching English words to a Chinese 
laundryman who had brought his laundry tubs 
out from the basement and placed them on the 
grass. Our method was to shout each word as 
loudly as possible to make it sink better 
into his consciousness, although we were 
almost near enough to touch him. His face 
was wreathed in smiles as he repeated each 
word after us, and when he could not pro-
nounce the letter "r" we shouted with laugh-
ter.45 
Capron remembers that her new neighbors were always 
impeccably dressed in their Chinese robes, and she, together with 
the neighborhood children, would ring their front door bell 
whenever they chose to do so, always being ushered courteously 
in the house into the presence of at least one of the Chinese 
teachers. The house, Capron recalls, though exactly like her 
own family's in terms of architectural style and interior space, 
seemed completely different on the inside. There were no chairs, 
only huge tapestries, prints, and other works of art which hung 
from the walls. The northeast corner of the living room was 
dedicated to Confucius and a shrine was set up there, though none 
of the neighborhood children ever got a close look at it. The 
house was fascinating to a child of eight： 
At the top of the front staircase was a hall 
closet. In our house, we used it for coats 
and hats, but the Chinese had filled it with 
boxes, and boxes, and boxes of nuts and 
sweetmeats• We were conducted solemnly up 
the stairs and each of us was presented with 
a sweetmeat. These were delicious and we 
went often. We were always received wit:h 
politeness and it never occurred to us that 
we were a nuisance or a bore /^ 
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A Community Awakens 
Upon his arrival in Springfield, Li Enfu remembers his first 
meeting with his guardian, Mrs. H . R . Vaille, and it remains one 
of the best accounts of a student ‘ s first impressions of New 
England: 
When 工 was pointed out to her, she put her 
arms round me and kissed m e . This made the 
rest of the boys laugh, and perhaps 工 got 
rather red in the face； however,工 would say 
nothing to show my embarrassment. But that 
was the first kiss 工 ever had since my 
i n f a n c y . . . . 
We learned. English by object-lessons. At 
the table we were always told the names of 
certain dishes, and then assured that if we 
could not remember the name we were not to 
partake in that article of food. Taught by 
this method, our progress was rapid and 
s u r p r i s i n g . . . . 
There was no difficulty in finding nice 
people to undertake our "bringing-up,“ 
although 工 now know that a philanthropic 
spirit must have inspired all who assumed 
the responsibility of our training and 
education.47 
There seems little question that the feelings of the New 
Englanders were genuine. While there was never any deliberate 
attempt by Rong Hong or any of the host family members to convert 
the young Chinese students to Christianity, the religious 
heritage of Hartford, particularly that of the Asylum Hill 
Congregational Church, exerted a powerful social influence on 
local families, as well as those in neighboring towns. 
The Asylum Hill Congregational Church, located on Asylum 
Avenue in Hartford, had been founded in 1865. Originating from 
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a Sunday school which had been organized five years earlier, the 
:hurch had become a prominent fixture in the Hartford conununity. 
rhe Ecclesiastical Society was established in 1864； and the 
:hurch building itself was dedicated in 1866 /® 
The pastor of the church was Reverend Joseph Hopkins 
rwichell, whose experiences in the American Civil War had given 
tiim a depth of human understanding in which differences in 
theological beliefs were of little consequence. Twichell brought 
to Hartford the warm feeling which he felt for all faiths during 
the war years, and would later become a good friend of Rong Hong 
and an ardent supporter of the Chinese Educational Missi0n/9 
While it was understood that while none of the students were 
to be "forced" to convert to American religious beliefs, they 
were required to observe the rules and regulations of their host 
families. Because of the religious tradition inherent in many 
New England families, the students could not be isolated from its 
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influence. In many cases the consequences were obvious. The 
participation of the students in church services, though never 
officially sanctioned, was nevertheless permitted.^° 
Wen Bingzhong recalls that at first the students wore the 
customary Chinese silk robes whenever they appeared in public. 
Though never conscious of their appearance in China, they were 
now all too aware of their long gowns and plaited queues which 
suddenly made them look like girls. Each time the students 
ventured out of doors, Wen said, they would draw a crowd of 
neighborhood children that would follow and playfully call them 
”Chinese girls.” For the sake of convenience and less publicity, 
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the students； after having been in America for some months, 
prevailed upon the commissioners to allow them to adopt the 
American mode of dress. Though they were required to retain 
their hair in the queue, this was often carefully concealed down 
the backs of their shirts.^^ 
Wen further remembers that all of the students were quick 
to receive impressions of their new American way of life and to 
assimilate its ideas and ideals, retaining them for the rest of 
their lives. The students entered into the spirit of the 
schools, played baseball and football with their American 
friends, and would, on occasion, even get into playground fist 
fights to settle their disputes in true "American" style. '^  
By the middle of 1873, all of the students in the first and 
second detachments had been placed with families in New England 
towns. In order to prepare for the arrival of the third 
detachment, another formal declaration was jointly issued by 
commissioners Rong Hong and Chen Lanbin.^^ 
According to newspaper accounts, the students had adapted 
remarkably well to their new community and classroom environment 
--already well into their English classes in public grammar 
schools--and were found to be sturdy competitors for the top 
honors of their class. It was widely observed within the media 
that the young Chinese students were all fitted for the higher 
grades of American education and would enter scientific schools 
and colleges as was expected. The entire Chinese Educational 
Mission, thus far, had met with the unanimous and undivided 
approval of both commissioners Rong Hong and Chen Lanbin, and 
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they both expressed their satisfaction publicly. So successful, 
in fact, had. been the experiment that it was widely reported the 
Chinese government already had a plan to extend its educational 
enterprises to England, France, and Germany. In addition, an 
effort would soon be made to gain a place for some of the 
students at America's military academies at West Point and 
Annapolis. By all accounts, the Chinese students were certainly 
worthy examples for American youth. ^^ 
In 1874, Clara Day Capron was a ten-year-old pupil of the 
fourth class at the West Middle Public School in Hartford. Upon 
the arrival of the first Chinese students at West Middle, she 
was at the very top of her class, earning 8.5 points in scholar-
ship and 10.0 points in deportment and by the end of the December 
1874 term, and 9.4 and 10 .0 by the end of January 1875. Capron ‘ s 
only Chinese classmate in 1874 was Cai Shaoji, who, then nearly 
15 years old and a member of the second class, lived with David 
and Fanny Bartlett in Hartford. Cai managed to garner 7.9 points 
in scholarship and earn a solid 10.0 in deportment. By January 
1875, Cai was joined by fellow classmates Huang Kaijia, also a 
resident in the Bartlett home and a member of the second class, 
and Chen Juyong, a member of the third class. At the end of 
January, 1975, Cai remained at the head of his class with 
scholarship and deportment scores of 8 .8 and 10.0, respectively, 
while Huang received scores of 8.5 and 10.0. Chen quickly took 
his place at the top of the third class, earning a 9.2 in 
scholarship and a perfect 10.0 in deportment." 
In addition, the first two groups of students had also 
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enjoyed remarkably good health overall--their aggregate sickness 
in all of the first two detachments never exceeding a period of 
two weeks. The total sum of the doctor's bills for the first 
sixty students scarcely reached fifty d o l l a r s , ® 
The third detachment of students arrived in San Francisco 
on July 12, 1874. It was previously announced via the Hartford 
Evening Post of June 4 that year, that those families in which 
the first two detachments of students had made the most improve-
ment would probably have a chance to increase their numbers of 
boarders if they choose to do so. As with previous groups, the 
students stayed in rooms provided at the Haynes House in 
Springfield, until permanent homes could be found for them among 
local families in neighboring towns.^^ 
Annie F. Smith, a resident of Lee, Massachusetts, remembers 
Sun Guangming and Wu Jingrong and their first appearance at 
church with Deacon Alexander Hyde, in whose home they lived. 
Smith recalls that Sun was tall and dark, with high cheek bones; 
Wu was shorter, round, and lighter in complexion. Their garments 
that day were made of beautiful stiff brocaded satin and they 
wore thick-soled padded shoes and round satin caps. One of their 
first escapades was the wild chasing of a neighbor's pigs through 
the village. Smith remembers that the two were in some of her 
classes at school and were always enthusiastic and bright young 
scholars, and, after the customary period of adjustment, soon 
appeared at school in Western-style shirts and trousers of dark 
blue flannel, with their queues neatly braided around their heads 
or concealed down their backs under their shirts. Smith 
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remembers that Sun and Wu felt most at home with M r s . A . V . 
Shannon, the daughter of Deacon Hyde, and when Wu received the 
news from China of the death of his mother, he went to M r s . 
Shannon to ask her to braid something white into his queue, the 
Chinese sign of mourning. When the Chinese Educational Mission 
was recalled in 1881, Sun walked more than a mile out to Smith's 
house to bid farewell to her father, who had been his Sunday 
school teacher.^® 
The Roots Take Hold 
Rong Hong married Mary Louisa Kellogg, daughter of Bela C. 
Kellogg and Mary Golden Bartlett of Avon, Connecticut, on 
February 24, 1875, and they had two sons, Morrison Brown and 
Bartlett Golden, both born in Hartford. Of Rong Hong's wedding, 
which was attended by Ye Yuanjun and Rong Zengxiang, the Reverend 
Joseph Twichell, who performed the ceremony, wrote： 
The presence of these Chinese gentlemen in 
their strange dress at a solemn religious 
service and social festival in a Puritan 
home in a Connecticut country town was a 
striking, and to me, exceedingly impressive 
feature of the occasion.^® 
Rong Hong's marriage to an American woman became a source 
of concern for Chen Lanbin, who doubtless questioned the reaction 
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this union would have on the highly impressionable students； and 
was quick to make this point known in his reports to Peking. 
Chen feared Rong Hong was causing the students to devote less 
attention to the Chinese classics and to become as thoroughly 
Westernized as they possibly could. Clearly, the young students 
looked up to Rong Hong, and the fact that a man of his stature 
would choose to marry an American woman was to have profound 
significance on the young, impressionable boys." 
In November of 1875, Rong Hong, acting on authority from 
the Chinese Educational Commission, purchased a lot on Collins 
Street at the corner of Woodland Street in Hartford/' It was 
then the intention of the commission to erect a large building 
to serve as its headquarters and to provide both housing and 
offices for the administrators and a dormitory for the students, 
when those who did not live in Hartford came in from towns in 
other counties. The price of the sale was $10,000, and the 
building, which was to be erected on a lot with a depth of nearly 
500 feet, would be large enough to accommodate 70 persons." 
When the final installment of students arrived in 1875, there 
would be at all times a large number of students under the 
iTunediate care and supervision of the commissioneirs, necessitat-
ing more rooms than could be obtained in any hired house. The 
decision to undertake construction of a new building was entirely 
that of Rong Hong, and his choice of location, which was 
healthful, sightly, and on a pleasant street, was considered a 
benefit to the Hartford c o r r a n u n i t y . " 
By November of 1875, the fourth and final detachment of 
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t:hirty students arrived in San Francisco aboard the steam ship 
China. After staying at the Palace Hotel for five days, they 
again proceeded overland by rail to Springfield." 
In the fall of 1875, with the Educational Mission gaining 
widespread success and popularity among the New England communi-
ty, Li Hongzhang, acting on behalf of the Chinese Government, and 
not failing to attract the attention of the United States 
government, duly issued a decree promoting Chen Lanbin and Rong 
Hong to the positions of Envoy Extraordinary and Minister | 
Plenipotentiary； and Assistant Envoy Extraordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiary respectively, with the hope that the Chinese 
Educational Commission would be the stepping-stone to permanent 
diplomatic representation in the United States at Washington, 
D.C/5 
Though Rong Hong's title was actually that of assistant 
minister, to allow him to spend more time in direct contact with 
the students themselves, diplomatic duties at Washington would, I 
. ， V 
in later years, take more and more of his time away from 
H a r t f o r d . " chen Lanbin, on the other hand, relished this more 
prominent development in his career, and in 1875, his replacement 
as commissioner for the Chinese Educational Mission, Ou Eliang, 
accompanied the final detachment of students. Chen Lanbin 
travelled to China to officially receive his new appointment and 
would not return the United States again until 1878. Commission-
er Ou, who brought his family with him, lived in Hartford at 314 
Collins Street at the corner of Atwood Street/' One of the 
original teachers, Ye Yuanjun, suffered ill health and was 
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replaced in 1876 by Liu Qijun. Ye, however, would later serve 
as secretary to Chen Lanbin when the latter returned to America. 
In addition, Kuang Qizhao, the new interpreter and translator, 
joined the commission, assuming the post previously held by Zeng 
Lansheng. Kuang had been the English instructor in the prepara-
tory school at Shanghai and had known all of the students, 
instructing them in English for three to five months per each 
installment before they left for their course of study in the 
United States. When the last installment of students left China 
in 1875, Kuang went with them to become the official interpreter j 
and translator for the teachers and students at Hartford. Kuang 丨 
brought his wife, Shaoqin (Sieu Chin) . Thus Mrs . Kuang, together ‘ 
with Mr.〇u Eliang's wife and daughter, became the first Chinese 丨 
laciies ever to reside in Hartford.^® Rong Hong himself, on i 
November 30, 1875, went to Springfield to await the arrival of ； 
the party. On the evening of December 1, there were 56 Chinese 
registered at the Haynes House, consisting of the thirty new I 
arrivals as well as assistant commissioner 〇u and interpreter 
Kuang with their respective families and servants. ®^  It was 
reported, that twelve students would come to Connecticut and 
eighteen would remain in M a s s a c h u s e t t s / 。 in Springfield, the 
newly-arrived students were promptly distributed to their new 
homes. The Sumner Street house in Hartford continued to serve 
as the commission's headquarters, but was an insufficient 
structure for a dormitory, and made the completion of the 




After the arrival of the fourth and final installment in 
November, 1875, the preparatory school in China, where the 
students received their preliminary instruction in English before 
coming to America, and where Mr. Kuang had been instructor, was 
closed, reportedly not to be reopened unless for the preparation 
of pupils for education in the higher branches in European 
colleges and universities .'^  
The Centennial Year 
In July 1876, the Chinese students attended the United 
States Centennial Celebration at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Their school examination papers and English compositions were to 
be displayed as part of the educational exhibit for the State of 
Connecticut. There were a total of 113 students attending the 
Centennial, under the supervision of Superintendent B. G . 
Northrop, and accompanied by an assortment of staff, six American 
teachers； Liu Qijun and Kuang Q i z h a o . ” On August 24, The 
HartfQrg Evening Pp,st reprinted an interesting though rather 
insensitively-written account of their appearance at the 
Centennial which was published in The Philadelphia Times. 
According to this account, the party first went to the Chinese 
Government Pavilion in the main building of the exhibition and 
w e r e . . . 
. . . s o o n jabbering with the Pig-tails 
there. The words used most in their conver-
sations were “chin chin?“ and "Ah, ho yon!“ 
meaning in English "how are you?" and "verv 
fine." 
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They are a fine-looking set of fellows for 
heathens and receive much attention from the 
fair sex. 
Most of them seemed to take more interest in 
machinery than in anything else, and numbers 
of them could have been seen examining 
sewing machines and other machinery that 
required female attendants.'^ 
Some of the students impressed a gathering of officials 
admirably by speaking English almost perfectly. In the educa-
tional department of the main exhibition building, specimens of 
maps and engineering sketches drawn by the students were on 
display. These were reported by many of the local newspapers to 
be "very well done. "^ ^ 
At the conclusion of their first day of sightseeing, the 
students dined at an American restaurant, the proprietors of 
which had been exclusively contracted to feed the party during 
their stay in Philadelphia.'' Even while staying at the Atlas 
Hotel, it was reported, the party wore dark flannel suits cut 
"a la Chinese” and let their queues hang in view to add to their 
personal beauty.'^ 
On their final day at the exhibition, the students were 
entertained at the Judges‘ Pavilion, where brief speeches were 
given by many diplomats and honored guests.'® Sir Charles Reed 
of London, president of the exhibition's judges' panel, in giving 
a special award to the work of the Chinese students, exclaimed 
that their endeavors showed very extraordinary excellence.'® 
The highlight of the Centennial for the visiting students 
was the arrival of United States President Ulysses Simpson Grant, 
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who was present at the reception and shook hands with each of the 
students, which delighted them t h o r o u g h l y / 。 On their return to 
Hartford, the students were to write a composition on "what 工 saw 
at the Exhibition.“ The students spent a total of three days in 
Philadelphia, and the total cost of the trip was approximately 
$2,000 /1 
Timothy T . Kao makes the important point that the Chinese 
Educational Mission coincided with a great period of scientific 
and technological innovation in America, and this had a profound 
impact on the Chinese students, particularly those involved in 
Engineering such as Zhan Tianyou. During the years the mission 
was in progress, the telephone was invented by Alexander Graham 
Bell in 1876; and the phonograph and the incandescent lamp were 
invented by Thomas Alva Edison in 1878 and 1879, respectively.®^ 
The New England community revelled in the popularity of the 
Chinese Educational Mission. Superintendent B. G . Northrop later 
praised the students and the administrators on their highly 
successful participation in the Centennial and their position in 
the Hartford community in general. Northrop was quick to point 
out that all of the students received public praise for their 
gentlemanly conduct in representing the State of Connecticut, as 
well as the extremely high quality of their examination papers. 
"It is a compliment,“ Northrop continued, "that Hartford is 
selected as the permanent headquarters of the Chinese Educational 
Commission.，… 
The New Yg>ar 
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Chinese New Year in America is now a popular East-meets-West 
tradition in nearly every large American city and certainly in 
every Chinese community in the United States. Hartford in the 
1870s was no exception. In San Francisco, where the Chinese 
community had been well established for decades and occupied 
several streets, hundreds of dollars were spent on firecrackers 
alone, and the streets were sometimes over ankle deep with the 
remains of exploded firecrackers. For the New England community, 
Chinese New Year was a new phenomenon, and local newspapers 
delighted in being the first to report the idiosyncrasies of this 
once far-off holiday that had now descended right into the midst 
of their own community. All financial matters, it was reported, 
between Chinese businessmen were to be settled and debts paid 
before the arrival of the new lunar year. In addition, it was 
said that businessmen who could not meet their obligations were 
generally advised to give up their property to their creditors. 
Chinese New Year was a spectacle to behold, and in Hartford a 
very pleasant occasion was anticipated by all." 
During Chinese New Year, 1877, which fell on February 14, 
the Chinese Educational Commission opened its doors at the Sumner 
Street location, the Collins Street building having still not 
been fully completed. No formalities were observed during the 
occasion, which took on more of an “open house" flavor. All of 
the callers adopted a purely neighborly manner, though the guests 
included both the Governor of Connecticut and the Mayor of 
Hartford, as well as a number of state and national government 
officials. Refreshments were served and the occasion was an 
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exceedingly festive one attended by numerous guests who called 
throughout the day to pay their well-wishes. On hand to receive 
the visitors were Rong Hong,〇u Eliang, Rong Zengxiang and Liu 
Qijun, and interpreter Kuang Q i z h a o / ' Also present were 
Reverend Joseph H . Twichell and David E. Bartlett. Mr. James R . 
Stevens officiated during the reception as Master of Ceremo-
nies .86 
With the exception of Rong Hong, the Chinese teachers wore 
their national holiday dress that day: a robe of drab grey satin, 
heavily padded and quilted, and a sash of deep blue satin and 
damask silk, with a black cap and thick black but lightweight 
white-soled shoes. 
The rooms at Sumner Street were adorned with choice flowers, 
festoons of smilax, and gaily-painted Chinese pictures and 
inscriptions, and during the evening, the guests were treated to 
a table spread lavishly with oysters, ices, creams, charlotte 
russe, confectionery, cakes and fruits, together with real 
Chinese tea, the latter being served in real "China” cups, which 
required considerable tact on the part of some of the guests to 
handle with aplomb.®^ Nearly four hundred persons paid their 
respects to the Chinese commissioners that day.®® 
“Too Muchee She“ 
While praise was almost continually heaped upon the young 
students for their educational brilliance, a curious mixture of 
comedy and eyebrow-raising cultural misperception occasionally 
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found its way via the media into public attention. As with the 
sensationalist and insensitive published account of the Chinese 
students at the Centennial exhibition, the Educational Mission 
was not completely immune from the odd or curious news story. 
For instance, imagine the scene as the citizenry of Hartford 
awakened with a start to the knowledge that newly-arrived 
commissioner Ou Eliang in fact had two wives living with him. 
His neighbors had simply assumed one was his wife and the other 
was his or her sister.®^ It was one of many cultural mispercept-
ion which had existed completely unnoticed. In addition, the 
following curious incident, which allegedly occurred during the 
first week of June, 1877 was published shortly thereafter： 
One day last week, one of the Asylum Avenue 
cars was making its slow way outward, well 
filled with gentlemen and ladies, the seats 
being occupied, and as lady after lady 
entered they were invited to sit by gentle-
men, who in succession arose and politely 
gave their seats to the ladies until, final-
ly, the only representative of the sterner 
gender who retained a seat was a portly 
Chinese commissioner. Soon the car stopped 
again, and the Oriental, who had been all 
along expressing by his looks a profound 
contempt for this silly chivalry of the 
Americans, felt the pressure of public 
opinion too strong to resist longer, and, 
rising, yielded his seat to a simpering 
schoolgirl, who took it as if it belonged to 
her ladyship. The Celestial countenance 
grew darker, and its owner clung to the 
strap with a tightened grip until he reached 
his destination, the corner of Sumner 
Street, when, reaching the sidewalk, and 
meeting an acquaintance he exploded： “Too 
muchee she！“ 
Most newspaper accounts of this sort, though few, were 
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dismissed as altogether sensationalist and contributed very 
little to the positive images those connected with the Education-
al Mission wished to promote. Speculation lends one to believe 
that this abovementioned individual, was in fact Chen Lanbin, 
although the physical description is rather odd and unflattering. 
More than likely, the antagonist of the story was an attache or 
an unknown member of the commission staff. The story, though 
fascinating, may also be apocryphal, and merely a concoction of 
an active reporter's imagination?® 
Th^ SchQlars 
In 1875, Cai Shaoj i received the highest average score in 
writing at West Middle Public School, Hartford. The following 
year, also at West Middle； Chen Juyong and Deng Shicong took 
first and second prize in spelling, respectively.®^ 
Among the most beautiful specimens of writing exhibited at 
the fourth and fifth departments at the Wadsworth Street Public 
School were those executed by Cai Tinggan, who had been less than 
a year in school. Outside of school, the students typically 
practiced writing in English only about ten minutes every day.®^ 
Zhu Baokui, a pupil at South Hadley High School, Massachu-
setts； took first prize for declamation. Zhu had been in the 
United States only two and a half years, and in 1876 he also took 
first prize for spelling at the Hopkins Grammar School.^^ Li 
Guipan, upon his graduation from the West Middle Public School 
in Hartford, was awarded First Prize in penmanship and received 
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as a prize the Household Book of P o e t r y ， 
The new headquarters of the Chinese Educational Commission 
at 352 Collins Street officially opened its doors on April 11, 
1877 . The building, a large, south-facing double brick house was 
built under the personal supervision of E. C. Gardener, who was 
a well-known architect of Springfield, Mass. The house sat back 
almost 200 feet from the street and was three stories high with 
a spacious attic. It was heated by steam and contained the most 
modern fittings for,water and gas. In the rear of the building 
stood a spacious barn with a hennery attached. The property 
contained numerous fruit trees, grape vines, and hundreds of 
square feet of lawn.'^ There were seventeen students in the 
school that first summer in 1877, hard, at work on the Chinese 
classics, particularly the books of Confucius, as well as Chinese 
composition, the hours of study being from nine to twelve in the 
morning, from two to four in the afternoon, and from seven to 
nine in the evening. All of the students, it was reported, 
"studied loud, “ meaning that they performed recitation, the noise 
at times being sufficient to easily distract an American pupil 
were he placed in the room. This habit, however, was not always 
followed when the students were out of the Chinese school, as 
they rigidly conformed to the systems in the preparatory and high 
schools they attended. Doubtless some curious observations were 
made by people on the street passing the Collins Street building 
before it was publicly known that the "study loud" method was the 
rule and not the exception. 
Below is a chart indicating some of the students‘ progress 
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in scholarship and deportment at Hartford Public High School 
during the latter part of 1877. The Chinese students were almost 
always at the very head of the class rankings. It is also 
interesting to note the presence of two Japanese students in the 
school .96 
1877 June July Sep Oct Nov 
$gniQr Cl^S5 
Liang Dunyan 6.9/3.5 7.8/6.0 7.9/7.0 7.9/7.0 7.5/7.0 
Junior Class 
Cai Shaoj i 9.8.10 9.9/9.5 9.7/9.5 9.8/9.5 (N/A) 
Zhang Kangren 9.3/10 9.6/10 9.4/10 9.5/10 9.6/10 
Zhong Wenyao 9.1/10 9.9/10 9.7/10 9.9/10 9.8/10 
Huang Kaijia 8.8/9.0 8.8/7.5 9.6/8.5 9.5/6.5 9.4/6.5 
Thirq Cl^sg 
Chen Juyong 9.6/10 9.9/10 9.8/10 9.6/10 9.3/10 
S h i g e t a d a K o m a i 9.3/10 9.4/10 8.5/10 9.0/10 9.3/8.5 
Sadanori Matsudaira 7.2/10 7.8/10 7.6/9.5 7.0/10 7.8/9.5 
Fourth Class 
Chen Ronggui 8.1/10 9.2/10 8.2/10 9.3/10 9.5/10 
Deng Shicong 7.4/10 7.9/10 8.5/10 8.4/10 8.3/10 
At the graduation exercises for Hartford Public High School 
on April 18, 1878, Liang Dunyan delivered an oration entitled 
"The Northern Bear,“ which drew forth thunders of applause and 
he was called again to the stage. The subject was a treatment 
of the incidents in the Russian-Turkish War. Russia, Liang 
stated, would be too innocent for this world, if it was true that 
she acted entirely disinterestedly in the prosecution of the war. 
The cruelties of the Turks were greatly misrepresented and 
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exaggerated, and their chief crime in the eyes of Russia, it 
seemed, was in being of Asiatic origin. Liang portrayed Russia 
as a thief in the uniform of a policeman, and as possessed of 
the cunning of the fox and the bloodthirstiness of the tiger. 
If Russia were not checked in her wild career for power by and 
by there would be only one great power in E u r o p e . ” 
"Russia is a thief!" Liang cried, with so much eagerness 
that the audience caught the passion of his oration, and 
applauded long and loud.®® 
The delivery of Liang's oration excited the greatest 
enthusiasm in the audience, and longer applause followed his 
delivery than that of any given by the other pupils of the 
school. As his teacher, Mary Bartlett, looked on, Liang was 
called out after he had taken his seat, and once more bowed his 
thanks to the audience. He was later presented with a basket of 
flowers. Out of 76 students: 44 girls and 32 boys, Liang was 
awarded second place for his o r a t i o n . ” 
The severe storm over Hartford of April 18, 1879 did not 
dampen the enthusiasm of the audience gathered to hear the 
efforts of 60 or so young ladies and gentlemen of Hartford High 
School‘s senior class anniversary exercises. Among the many 
guests present were Connecticut Superintendent of Education B. 
G. Northrop； W. G. Pettis of the Boston Advertiser? Principal 
Flint of the Collinsville High School； Principals Boswell and 
Peck of West Hartford and New Britain High Schools, respectively; 
Mr. Camp, the former mayor of New Britain, Connecticut and former 
state treasurer； the Rev. Joseph Twichell； and the Rev. Dr. Sage. 
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i i . 
Representing the Chinese commission were Liu Qijun, Rong 
Zengxiang, Kuang Qizhao, and Huang Sheng/。。 
The members of the graduating class entered, the auditorium 
from the north aisle, marched around to the front of the platform 
and to their seats accompanied, by the tune of Amaryllis, 
performed under the direction of professor of music, M r . Irving 
Emerson. The boys wore dark suits and the girls wore dark silk 
dresses and most of them flowers in their hair. The three 
Chinese graduates wore rich silk robes： one was of figured olive 
damask, another featured a sash of pearl-colored satin over 
another olive-colored robe, and the third was composed of an 
exceedingly rich cafe au Iait-colored satin, with yellow satin 
leggings. The wearer of the latter carried a fan to match the 
color in his dress, and wore a cap with the red button of a 
Mandarin.i。i 
Among the highlights of the exercises were orations 
delivered by Huang Kaijia. The life of French minister Jean-
Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683) was his subject. Although Huang 
spoke English with a slight accent, he used exceedingly graceful 
gestures--reflected particularly in his hand movements. Huang's 
sentences were well-worded and his presentation was woven into 
one of the most intelligent and sensible speeches that day. 
Huang received a handsome basket of flowers and loud applause 
from the a u d i e n c e . ^ 
Huang s speech was followed by an oration on "The Opium 
Trade" by Cai Shaoji. Cai said he was qualified to speak on 
opium as he had seen its effects with undoubted authority. Cai 
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said that on every street in China one could see shops with a 
drug offered for sale called "the magical soother,“ the "price-
less medicine" . If only people knew its effects, they would call 
it "the vile dirt,” and the most horrible poison. Cai then went 
on to give a horrible picture of an opium addict ‘ s life and 
death. Fathers sold their children to get money to buy opium. 
Once contracted, the habit could, not be overcome. Over 300,000 
lbs. of opium had been sold, yielding a revenue of $60,000,000. 
It was worse than murdering a man with a knife to sell him this 
poison. Cai spoke of the Opium Wars, which caused the opening 
of the treaty ports in China. He thought that, while Chinese 
officials were somewhat to blame, Great Britain had committed the 
greater wrong by permitting her subjects to aggressively trade 
in the drug. “China is not dead, only sleeping, and will 
eventually rise to the proud station in the world which God has 
destined her to fill." The applause at the conclusion of his 
address was the most passionate of the day, and Cai received a 
large basket of flowers/。〕 
At the Hartford Public High School graduation exercises of 
1880, Zhang Xianghe gave a declamation from Wendell Phillips‘ 
oration on Daniel 0'Connell. Zhang's enunciation was very clear 
and distinct, his gestures good, and the delivery of his 
declamation gave great satisfaction to the audience.'°^ Zhang's 
use of intonation that day was almost perfect； it was said, and 
those who observed his style commented that it was conversational 
rather than forensic--perhaps a little too much so. Nonetheless, 
his effort was greeted with hearty applause from the audience, 
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and he was presented, with two large baskets of elegant flowers 
and a bouquet .'°^  
The highest rank in the graduating class at the Hopkins 
Grammar School in New Haven in 1880 was won by Li Enfu, who won 
first prize in both English and Greek composition. The fourth 
rank in the second class was won by Zhu Baokui. First prize in 
Latin composition and penmanship was won by Zhou Chuane. Song 
Wenhui, meanwhile, had passed the entrance examination for the 
Boston School of Technology, for which he had been preparing at 
the Somerville High School in Massachusetts for the previous two 
years.ios 
One of the remarkable observations which the Chinese 
students noticed in the United States was the deference and 
respect offered to women, particularly teachers, and the views 
of the Chinese students on the order of American society were 
considerably modified by these observations. Despite the long 
tradition of teacher-student relationships in Chinese society, 
which were not only typically male-to-male, but were considered 
one of the most essential relationships of Confucian thought, 
American female teachers were almost immediately accepted, by the 
Chinese students. Whenever the students came under the instruc-
tion of female teachers, they exhibited marked courtesy, respect, 
and kindness towards them. They also had been keen to observe 
that there was apparently “no superior and no inferior" in 
America, but that equality of right seemed the basis of New 
England society.^°^ 
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Death in a Strange Land 
Like members of any community whose experiences were often 
shared together through many years, the Chinese in New England 
were no exception from the trials and uncertainties of everyday 
life. They had been welcomed into the hearts and homes of their 
American hosts, colleagues, and friends throughout the New 
England community； and upon the loss of life which accompanied 
the history of the Chinese Educational Mission, the outpouring 
of grief and sentiment shared by all members of the community was 
great. 
Tragedy first struck the Chinese Educational Mission and the 
New England community in April of 1875 with the death of Cao 
Jiajue, who passed away at the age of twelve years and nine 
months. Cao had contracted an acute case of scarlet fever in the 
United States and died at the headquarters of the Chinese 
commission on Sumner Street in Hartford. Cao had arriveci with 
the third detachment of students in 1874 and lived in the home 
of M. W. Kellogg in North Amherst, Massachusetts, before coming 
to Hartford. Only three days after his arrival in Hartford, he 
contracted the sickness and was taken to Sumner Street, where he 
did not recover. Cao was praised as a bright and promising lad, 
having made good progress in his studies. At the time of his 
death, his father was no longer living, though his mother and 
three brothers were still in China.i。® 
The funeral for Cao was held on April 20, 1875, and the door 




heavy black crepe, knotted with a broad black ribbon. The 
ceremony began at one o'clock in the afternoon, and for the first 
time, the Chinese had been summoned to mourn the loss of one of 
their own. Cao‘ s body lay in the front parlor of the Sumner 
Street house in an elegant casket with silver fittings, exposed 
at full length. Cao was attired in a full assortment of silk 
robes. Various Chinese articles lay around his hands while 
around his head there was an assortment of elegant white flowers 
and green leaves which were tastefully arranged. On top of the 
casket lay a simple wreath of white flowers, while baskets of 
flowers poured in from the citizens of Hartford and North 
Amherst. The service was conducted by Reverend Joseph Twichell, 
who began by offering words of condolence and then reading 
passages from the scriptures. Rong Hong then translated 
Twichell‘s words into Chinese for the members of the commission. 
After all had taken a last look at Cao ‘ s body, the casket was 
borne outside to the waiting carriage by some of Cao‘s fellow 
students： Huang Kaijia, Cai Shaoji, Liang Dunyan, Wu Yangzeng, 
Chun Juyong, and Huang Xibao. Cao‘s body was to have remained 
in Hartford unless sent for by his family in China, but this did 
not come to pass, and he was buried at Spring Grove Cemetery--the 
first Chinese burial in the History of Hartford?。' Evidence of 
the kindly feelings by the residents of Hartford were manifest 
in the many contributions of flowers which were preserved and 
sent to Cao's family in China.n。 
In 1877, Mrs. Shaoqin Kuang, aged twenty-two, and wife of 
interpreter Kuang Qizhao, died after an illness of several months 
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at their home at N o . 56 Willard Street, Hartford； just after nine 
o'clock on the morning of Monday, May 1 7 . " 
The entire Chinese coimiunity about Hartford sympathized 
deeply in the affliction of Mr. Kuang upon learning of the death 
of his wife. Shaoqin was born in Guangdong province in 1855, the 
daughter of a wealthy merchant, and at the age of seventeen, was 
married to Kuang Qizhao. The sacrifice, devotion, and true 
heroism which enabled Mrs. Kuang to leave her native land to live 
in America, ignorant of the language, customs and. religion, was 
commendable. In 1875, the couple arrived at Hartford and moved 
into their home on Willard Street. There was but one other 
Chinese family residing in Hartford, that of commissioner 〇u 
Eliang. The Kuang‘s first child； Qinfan (Chin Fun), was born in 
Hartford in 1876, a boy who promised to make a healthy, robust 
Chinese-American. 
Though Mrs. Kuang had many friends among her neighbors, they 
had really never even heard her voice, having only seen her pass 
from day to day beside the carriage of her boy, to whom she was 
attached with the most beautiful and unostentatious motherly 
devotion. For several months she had felt the ill effect of the 
changing New England climate, and under its influence contracted 
bronchial pneumonia. Though she suffered much in her last 
months, she supported herself with rare patience throughout. Her 
last words were reportedly characteristic of the wifely, motherly 
love that had marked her life. As the earth was vanishing and 
her senses failing, the last tie that bound her, holding fast 
when all the rest were broken, was her son. She whispered, "Who 
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will love my little baby now?“ and died with that upon her lips. 
She was described as one of the most beautiful women of her race, 
and was thoroughly worshipped in the home she made happy. 
The keen edge of the reality of her death fell painfully 
upon her husband, Kuang Qizhao, thus left so far from his native 
land with a helpless infant in his care and with almost none of 
his countrymen to whom he could apply for the assistance required 
by the child."' 
It was the kindness of Jay and Julia Filley of Hartford 
which was extended to Mr. Kuang in his despair, and the pair 
opened their home to him and his young son. On the day of Mrs. 
Kuang‘s passing, Julia Filley had written in her diary: 
Mrs. Kuang, wife of the Chinese interpreter 
died today a young woman of 22, leaving a 
young child of 15 months of age. It is very 
sad Sc yet we must believe God doeth all 
things well, however mysterious His Provi-
dence may b e . " 
Mrs. Kuang ‘ s funeral was held the following day at their 
residence at 56 Willard Street and was largely attended. Mrs. 
Kuang was clothed in an elegant costume of Chinese silk with the 
most natural and simple adornments, and lay in a plain rosewood 
c. Her bridal wreath of five years before was placed over her 
forehead, and her hands, folded upon her breast, held a moss 
rosebud. There was but little adornment aside from flowers, of 
which there was a beautiful assortment offered by friends. A 
plate upon the casket bore simply Mrs. Kuang‘s name and her age. 
Beside the casket stood a small oil portrait of Mrs. Kuang, which 
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had been painted in China. ^ ^^  
The simple Christian service was conducted by the Reverend 
Dr. Sage, as Reverend Twichell was at that time away from 
Hartford and unable to return in time for the funeral. Reverend 
Sage read various verses from the Bible and added a few happily 
chosen remarks upon the sad circumstances： that the good shall 
always live forever in the presence of God. The service then 
closed with prayer and the casket was borne away by Rong 
Zengxiang, Liu Qijun, Professor William F. Gage, and James L. 
Stevens. Kuang Qizhao held his young son, Qinfan. The funeral 
party proceeded to Spring Grove Cemetery where Mrs. Kuang was 
buried in the Chinese lot, near Cao Jiajue, who died in 1875. 
At the graveyard, young Qinfan remained beside the grave as the 
casket was lowered and as the last prayer and last selection from 
the Bible was read, while many friends threw tributes of flowers 
upon the casket. ^ ^^  
On Friday, April 25, 1879, Mrs 〇u, first wife of the 
commissioner 〇u Eliang, passed away at their residence on 314 
Collins Street at four o‘clock in the afternoon, where she had 
been ill for some time. She was attended to in her last moments 
by Mrs. Harriet E. Butler.''^ Mrs.〇u left three children and 
was the second Chinese woman to pass away in Hartford. A private 
memorial service was held at their house on Sunday, April 27. 
Mrs.〇u’s funeral was conducted in the Chinese language, and 
her body was enclosed in an iron casket of rich rosewood finish 
with a glass top. Her face was covered with a crepe veil, which 
permitted only the form of the features to be seen.u? At the 
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foot of her casket stood a table on which were heaped pyramids 
of grapes, apples, oranges, and bananas, together with bouquets 
of flowers and a burner full of incense and joss sticks.''® 
As it was known that Mr.〇u had two wives, his second wife 
was clothed in black alpaca robes and the children wore robes of 
white cotton cloth. A few families who were intimate with the 
Chinese commission were present, but otherwise, the services were 
kept private. After the service, Mrs. Ou' s body was taken to 
Spring Grove Cemetery to await return to China. The pallbearers 
were Huang Sheng, Liu Qijun, Rong Zengxiang； Jay H. Filley, 
United States Marshall J . D . Bates, and James R. Stevens.''' 
Mrs. Ou' s body was later embalmed by the firm of Cook & 
Whitmore, undertakers, and placed in the repository at Spring 
Grove Cemetery to await the return of Mr. Ou to China in about 
three months ‘ time.i"。 Mr. Ou had announced that he would be 
returning to China in June of 1879, and on the afternoon of June 
12, 1879, the casket containing the body of his wife was shipped 
to New York, where it was placed on a Liverpool-bound steamer 
and shipped to China via the Suez Canal/'' On June 13, Mr. Ou 
sold much of his personal furniture and household goods at 
auction.i22 
Pan Mingquan, a student at the Rensellaer Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, New York, died of tuberculosis on Friday 
evening, November 28, 1879.'" Pan had come to Hartford in 1872 
as a member of the first detachment of students. He graduated 
from the Norwich Free Academy and stood high in his class at 
Rensellaer. At the time of his death, he was an only child, aged 
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18 years.i24 
Pan's funeral was held Tuesday afternoon, December 2, at 
the Chinese commission building at 352 Collins Street at three 
o'clock. Unlike the funeral of M r s .〇 u , which was a private 
service, a large number of neighbors and friends were present for 
Pan's funeral, as well as about forty of the students residing 
in Hartford and a few from out of town. The Reverend Joseph 
Twichell conducted the service, which was held in accordance with 
the American custom, as Pan has since been converted to Chris-
tianity and requested that he be buried in the United States. 
Reverend Twichell‘s words touched on the necessity of being 
prepared for death, the fact that the ranks of the students had 
been broken, and the hidden fear and uncertainty of being in a 
land far away from their families. His words affected many 
students present at the service to tears. ^ ^^  
A long funeral procession of carriages arrived to carry the 
officials, students and many friends to the gravesite. Pan was 
buried at Spring Grove Cemetery. '^® 
Less than one week after the funeral of Pan Mingquan, the 
Chinese community at Hartford was again shaken by the death of 
Ye Yuanjun, one of the first Chinese commission teachers and more 
recently an attache to the Chinese Embassy in the United States. 
Mr. Ye died in Paris, France, on November 30 at the age of 55. 
Ye Yuanjun had resided in Hartford from 1872 to 1876, but owing 
to failing health, he returned to China and was replaced in his 
capacity as teacher by Liu Qijun. In August 1878, he returned 
to the United States in the capacity of secretary to Chen Lanbin, 
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China's newly-appointed minister at Washington, and remained for 
some months at Washington and occasionally at Hartford. When 
Chen Lanbin travelled to Madrid, Mr. Yeh accompanied him, and 
soon after arriving there was taken ill with a tropical disease, 
and was obliged to relinquish his duties and go to Paris for 
medical aid where he sadly did not r e c o v e r . i” 
That the media reported the passing of these members of the 
Chinese Educational Mission was no small feat. The reports 
echoed what was demonstrated within the community: the solidarity 
and strength of will, spirit, and faith. The Chinese had become 
members of the community, and the positive outpouring of personal 
and spiritual support was one of the most truly significant and 
endearing aspects of the history of the Chinese Educational 
Mission. 
Administrativia and Matters of Great Consequence 
Throughout its years in Hartford, the Chinese Educational 
Mission, despite being a radical and path breaking educational 
program with numerous cross-cultural influences, was nevertheless 
steeped in traditional Chinese protocol and elements of interna-
tional diplomacy throughout its history. Chen Lanbin's position 
within the Chinese Educational Mission was in many ways only a 
stepping-stone to permanent diplomatic relations between China 
and the United States. Chen returned to the United States in 
1878 as Minister of the Chinese Legation at Washington. Chen‘s 
party arrived at Hartford in August, aboard the train from 
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Springfield in the special Lake Shore line car, Sunnyside, which 
brought them through from Chicago. Although official prepara-
tions had been made for their arrival, there was no one to meet 
them at the Asylum Street depot as they had opted to take the 
express, arriving sooner than expected at twelve thirty in the 
afternoon. David E. Bartlett was the first to greet them, 
hurrying to the station and arriving only a few minutes after the 
train. Accompanying Chen Lanbin were the three new consuls-
general for San Francisco, Lima, and Havana, with their respec-
tive secretaries, attaches, and servants； and Huang Sheng, the 
new interpreter, with his three sons. After disembarking, Chen 
Lanbin proceeded to 352 Collins Street where he was received by 
Rong Hong, who left immediately to the train depot where the rest 
of the party was carried out in ten carriages at half past one 
in the afternoon. ^ ®^ 
The Chinese Legation to the United States was officially 
established when Minister Chen Lanbin and Assistant Minister Rong 
Hong presented their credentials to United States President 
Rutherford B. Hayes on September 28, 1878.'^^ During this and 
other diplomatic functions in his initial months as Chinese 
minister to Washington, Chen Lanbin wore a helmet-shaped hat 
covered with red silk feathers laid flat along the hat brim, 
while Rong Hong continued to dress in the Western style, though 
he would, on occasion, dress in a long, simple silk robe.'^° 
Not long after his appointment: to Washington, however, Chen 
gave a farewell dinner on April 9, 1879, leaving the tenth on a 
diplomatic mission to Spain. Rong Hong would be stationed in 
« 
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Washington as Acting Minister in Chen's absence, together with 
David E. Bartlett, who was appointed Secretary of Legation at 
Washington. ^ ^^  
〇u Eliang's successor as commissioner in 1879 was Rong 
Zengxiang, who had unfortunately just learned of the death of 
his father in China. According to Chinese etiquette, it was 
reported； Rong Zengxiang was obliged to retire from official life 
and immediately return to China at the end of March, 1879. 
Though Rong Hong continued to be responsible for the administra-
tion of the commission at Hartford, the post of commissioner 
remained officially vacant for the duration of the year.''' With ‘ 
the arrival of Huang Sheng, Kuang Qizhao was also relieved of his 
i j 
official duty as interpreter, planning to return to China as soon I 
as he had completed his labor-of-love： his Chinese-English 
lexicon.⑴ 
In June 1880, Rong Hong, together with the Reverend Joseph 
Twichell, attended the funeral of their beloved friend and mentor 
i4 
Reverend Dr. Samuel Robbins Brown, at Monson, Massachusetts. For 
Rong Hong it was a solemn affair. Also present at the services 
were the Rev. Dr. Ferris, Secretary of the Reformed Church Board 
of Missions； George E. Day of Yale College； Professor Williams 
of New Haven, the veteran Chinese missionary and United States 
plenipotentiary； and the Rev. Dr. Stout of New Jersey. Brown's 
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett Brown was attended to by her son, 
J. H. Brown of Albany, New York, and her daughter, Harriet W . 
Brown.i34 The departure of Reverend Brown marked for Rong Hong 
the end. of one of his earliest and most intimate friendships, and 
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the relationship with his Chinese colleagues became noticeably 
strained thereafter. 
The Face of DefianrP 
Throughout the Chinese Educational Mission, the most-feared 
consequence of the students‘ increasing Westernization would be 
the almost inevitable cutting off of their queues. While the 
majority retained their hair in the traditional manner, it is 
highly probable that a small few actually performed the unthink-
able, an act which would qualify them to be returned to China for 
“general misconduct.“ In many ways, this was a reflection of 
what the boys perceived in Rong Hong, who remained, above all, ！ 
their greatest influence and mentor. It was Rong Hong in whom 
they placed their complete trust, and it was Rong Hong who； from 
all outward appearances, had chosen to live his life as a Chinese 
American gentleman co-existing in two cultures. This powerful 
realization was perhaps what attracted the young students most • 
of all. Though they had not set foot in China since their 
arrival in the United States, and had spend many of their most 
formative years of development in New England, they could only 
hope to aspire to be as Americanized as they possibly could, 
irrespective of their racial background. 
Though he held Rong Hong in a high regard, Interpreter Kuang 
Qizhao was keenly aware of the rift developing between Rong Hong 
and Chen Lanbin over the way the boys should be attired in public 
school, where the pressure to assimilate with their American 
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schoolmates must have been tremendous. Kuang later wrote to a 
host of one of the students： 
One of Kia Yau's younger brothers here has 
cut off his queue without getting my consent 
but all the members of the mission and 工 are 
quite displeased with what he has done so 
please tell Kia Yau not to do so, as we are 
particular in having a queue no matter 
(whether) we are in China or other coun-tries.i35 
Such a dilemma was clearly and embarrassingly made public 
when Rong Kui, a nephew of Rong Hong, and a member of the second. 
I 
detachment, graduated from Springfield High School in 1879 in 
preparation to enter college. During his years at Springfield, 
Rong Kui openly adopted Christianity and had even written to his 
father proclaiming his new faith--and the resulting cutting off 
of his queue. Rong Kui*s father immediately wrote a scathing 
letter to the Chinese commissioners ordering Rong Kui‘s immediate 
return to China, and furthermore made quite clear that a beating • 
would soon put an end to Rong Kui's religious nonsense.^^^ Rong 
Kui, then twenty years old, and one of the most promising 
students in the group, made up his mind not to return to China 
at all. As he was determined to be true to his new faith, he 
looked upon his return to China as an almost certain spiritual 
(if not physical) death, but there was no use in remonstrance. 
Rong Kui was called into Hartford briefly by the commissioners, 
and at the end of August 1880, he duly started for Boston where 
he was to board a steam ship bound for China via Europe. 
At Springfield, however, Rong Kui left the station to bid 
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farewell to some of his friends in the city and promptly disap-
peared. Rong Kui's partner in crime was Tan Yaoxun, who had also 
converted to Christianity, and he, together with Rong Kui, staged 
their nonchalant "escape" in Springfield. None of the commission 
staff had been able to obtain any clues as to their whereabouts, 
and rumor was circulated widely that if Rong Kui could avoid 
discovery and a forced return to China until he could become a 
citizen of the United States, he could safely reappear. Rong 
Kui's initial escape, as it was reported, however, would be sure 丨 
I 
to have considerable influence on Chinese governmental policy ！ 
regarding Western instruction for the students of the Chinese 
Educational Mission.:” 
Not surprisingly, the disappearance of Rong Kui and Tan 
Yaoxun aroused considerable concern in the community, but the ； 
teachers in the Chinese commission were quick to notify the other 
students as well as their American friends that neither Rong Kui 
nor Tan Yaoxun would be punished in any way. They would be i 
protected by the United States Government, and could not be *" 
forcibly taken from United States soil without voluntary 
consent. ^ ®^ 
Many of the students from Tan Yaoxun‘s detachment agreed to 
contribute from their own pockets to help pay his way through 
college, but it took a considerable amount of skilful planning 
from Rong Hong to keep Rong Kui safely in the United States. 
Tan resided with the family of the late Dr. Bacon, and having 
been converted to Christianity, was informed by Rong Hong that 
his life might be in peril if he returned to China. Tan was to 
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study at Yale College for the ministry, and one of the late Dr. 
Bacon's last labors was in arranging for Tan's education.''' 
Rong Hong had known all along about Rong Kui's plight, and, 
seeking to distance himself from any direct connection with the 
intrigue, he contacted Rong Kui through the assistance of the 
Reverend Twichell, who informed Rong Kui about Rong Hong's plans 
idea for the "escape" as well as agreeing to provide the monetary 
support necessary to keep Rong Kui in college, the only stipula-
tion being that Rong Kui would, of course, have to pay the money ！ 
'1 
back in due time, and, more importantly, that he would agree to 
render his services to the Chinese government upon completion of 
his education. To this Rong Kui consented and thus he was kept 
from deportation.i40 
I 
The Much-Maligned "Old Man Wu" 
I 
Rong Hong's diplomatic duties as assistant minister 1 
continued into 1880, which marked the appointment of a new 一 
commissioner, Wu Jiashan, to oversee the Educational Mission at 
Hartford. Wu, previously secretary of the Chinese legation at 
Madrid, Spain, was expected to be present at the Chinese New Year 
festivities at Hartford that year, but the steamer on which he 
sailed had not yet reached New York by February 10, the beginning 
of Chinese New Year. Thus, while the Chinese New Year celebra-
tions of 1879 were a grand affair, the reception held in 1880 was 
small by comparison. Only those personally acquainted with the 
Chinese commission were expected to call, and the Chinese 
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students residing at Hartford met at 352 Collins Street at ten 
in the morning, indulging in festivities throughout the day, when 
they were later given a grand dinner by the teachers.''' 
〇ne of the first newspaper accounts of newly-arrived 
commissioner Wu Jiashan's engagements describes his presence at 
the religious exercises at the Asylum for the Deaf and D u m b . ^ 
Mr. Crossett, a former missionary of the Presbyterian Board of 
Missions in China, was also present, and the exercises, which | 
were conducted in sign language, were translated into English by ； 
one of the teachers for Mr. Crossett, who, in turn, translated I 
them into Chinese for coimdssioner W u . ^ 
From the moment he first laid eyes on the students of the 
Chinese Educational Mission, Wu Jiashan was extremely critical 
of their deportment and conduct, which was not rude or unbecom-
ing, but was very definitely un-Chinese, and in numerous reports 
I 
at the time unbeknownst to Rong Kong, Wu Jiashan complained of 
their ever-increasing Americanization, citing Rong Kui‘s and Tan ( 
Yaoxun‘s cases as prime examples, questioning the ability of the ^ 
students to apply themselves to their Chinese s t u d i e s ? " 
In addition, another act undertaken by commissioner Wu 
Jiashan, and conveyed to the public via the Hartford newspapers, 
had been to issue to the students a stern letter, in which their 
importance in the eyes of the Chinese government and the future 
anticipated for them in their own country were explicitly 
indicated. For the benefit of the entire community, the letter 
was written in English. Curiously, Wu was portrayed by the New 
England newspapers as being in entire sympathy with the object 
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of the Chinese Educational Mission, and was reported to belong 
to the small but increasing party of public men in China who 
recognized the new demand created by the events and changes of 
modern times (see Appendix H for complete text).''' 
In just over a year from the issuance of Wu' s letter, a 
rapid succession of events would collectively contribute to the 
closure of the Chinese Educational Mission in New England and the 
recall of the students to China. In 1878, L>i Hongzhang would 
learn that the Chinese students would not be allowed to enroll 
at the United States military academies at West Point and 
Annapolis. Military schools, so went the rhetoric, did not fall 
under the aegis of the "educational exchange“ clause of the 
Burlingame Treaty, and Li Hongzhang thereafter felt that the 
Chinese Educational Mission had been drastically undercut in 
I 
worth.i" Zeng Guofan had died in 1872, just as the Chinese ， 
Educational Mission was beginning. Li Hongzhang had continued i 
i 
to remain its staunch ally, but by 1879, Li was beginning to lose i 
m 
faith in the continuation of the mission. The military academy 
disappointment remained a paramount issue, and thus the mission 
was becoming too great an expenditure, both monetarily and in 
principle. Li‘s misgivings were attributed to friction caused 
not by the students themselves, but among the administrators, 
most notably Chen Lanbin and Rong Hong, the former detailing the 
latter's penchant for Western learning, thereby neglecting the 
students ‘ study of the Chinese classical texts.''' 
With much of the railroads having been completed in the 
American West by the 1870s, large numbers of out-of-work Chinese 
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laborers began to flood the local labor market. Many migrated 
to other parts of the country or diversified into agriculture or 
established businesses in the city. These laborers, despite 
their resilience, fell victim to a growing anti-Chinese movement 
in America. While there is no evidence of such hostile feelings 
towards the Chinese students in New England, the respective 
governments of the United States and China were at odds in 
resolving the issue. On December 30, 1880, Chen Lanbin lodged 
an official protest urging the United States government to 
protect the Chinese with military force, and demanded compensa-
tion for those who had sustained physical injury or damage to 
property, but to no avail. As hostility towards Chinese laborers 
continued, the United States government unilaterally reversed the 
Burlingame Treaty in 1881, which would officially place severe 
restrictions on future Chinese immigration. These factors, 
coupled with the irreconcilable differences between the Chinese 
Confucian elites and the liberal reformers in dealing with the 
growing aversion to the students‘ Westernization, eventually led 
Li Hongzhang to withdraw his support for a continuation of the 
program, and on June 8, 1881, the Zongli Yamen ordered the 
immediate abolishment of the Chinese Educational Mission and a 
recall of its students and administrators. The decision would 
have far-reaching implications and had lasting significance on 
the lives of nearly all concerned.'^® 
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Recall and Reassimilat,ion 
〇n June 15, 1881, it was announced via the New England 
newspapers that the Educational Mission was to be disbanded. 
From dispatches first received at the Chinese commission during 
the previous week, the Chinese government had definitely decided 
to discontinue the mission. Of the students in the original four 
detachments, all were hard at work by 1876. Perhaps fifty had 
entered or were about to enter the higher educational institu-
tions in the country, many having only just passed their college 
entrance examinations. Several more, including Zhan Tianyou and 
Ouyang Geng, were connected with the Sheffield Scientific School 
at Yale College. Zhan and Ouyang had only just received their 
degrees when the notice of their recall was given. 
By orders which had been issued by the Chinese government 
recalling the mission, the students would be immediately 
withdrawn from their American institutions and would return to 
China in the Fall, accompanying either returning ministers Chen ‘ 
Lanbin or Rong Hong, both of whom would leave for Peking upon the 
arrival of Chen‘s replacement as minister at Washington, Jiang 
Zanyi."9 
When their recall had at last been announced, the senior-
level students--the eldest and of college age--called a meeting 
and delegated a group to consult with Rong Hong with the hope of 
having him intercede with the Chinese government on their behalf. 
If only they had known that Rong Hong knew full well the severity 
of the orders leading to the recall. At the time, Rong Hong was 
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able to placate the students‘ nervousness only by telling them 
they were merely going to China for a vacation and would soon be 
back in America to finish their studies. It was on this initial 
assurance that the majority of the students consented to return 
to China, though they remained distrustful of commissioner Wu 
Jiashan and harbored great animosity towards him, ever conscious 
of the possibility that they would never set foot in America 
again.i5。 
The causes, therefore, leading to the recall of the Chinese 
Educational Mission are many and varied. True, the growing anti-
Chinese mood in America was <5irected at the labor market, and not 
at the students themselves, but despite even the military academy 
disappointment, the commissionei:s could no longer keep the 
growing anti-Chinese rhetoric from the ears of the students. 
Discussion of the "anti-Chinese mood" surfaced around dinner 
tables and in churches and had become an unwelcome but inescap-
able presence. By 1882, an examination of mass-media in the 
United States indicated a surge of opinion in favor of anti-
Chinese immigration, with many once-lit>eral business leaders no , 
longer advocating their anti-exclusion stance.^^^ The crucial 
underlying factor in the decision to recall the Mission, however, 
remained the growing belief that the students had become so 
Westemizeci they could not be adequately qualified for government 
service in their own country. The long period that they had 
already been abroad, the fear of their American habits supplant-
ing the traditional Chinese ethic--an issue which would have to 
be addressed upon their return--were all reasons for apprehension 
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that the young men would drift away from the conservative policy 
of the bureaucracy. 
Strong efforts to avert the closure of the mission had been 
made by many supporters of the Educational Mission, most notable 
were former president Ulysses S. Grant and writer Samuel L. 
Clemens (Mark Twain), the latter of whom resided in Hartford. 
The various heads of institutions where the Chinese students had 
been enrolled jointly signed a memorial urging that the mission 
should be fully tested and allowed to run its original, planned 
course. It was still hoped by many that the more advanced 
students would be allowed to return to the U.S. and complete 
their program of study. 
In whatever way the educational mission is examined, the 
most lamentable fact was that it could not be carried through. 
The completion of the original plan of study, said the Reverend 
Joseph H. Twichell, who had perhaps given the work of the 
students the broadest public consideration, would be of incalcu-
lable value to China. Whatever the outcome, reported the newspa- • 
pers, the best results could only be hoped for from what has been 
already been completed.''' 
An editorial which ran in the New York Times on July 31, 
1881 further stated: 
The educational scheme which the Chinese 
government has been trying in this country, 
for ten years has been, from our point of 
view, very successful! 
They are alert, inquisitive, bright, and 
intelligent. No American youth could possi-
bly, in addition to conquering an alien 
language, make such progress in study as is 
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made by these high-caste students from the 
oldest Asiatic Empire. . . • 
It. is unreasonable to suppose that the 
b3Tight young men like those educated in the 
U.S. at the cost of the Chinese government 
should content themselves with absorbing the 
principles of engineering, mathematics and 
cpther sciences remaining, meanwhile, wholly 
irresponsive to the political and social 
influences by which they are surrounded. 
China cannot borrow our learning, our sci-
ence, and our material forms of industry 
without importing with them the virus of 
political rebellion.i53 
A transportation contract with William H. Cromwell of the 
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad was duly signed to 
transport the students to the Pacific coast, from whence they 
would sail by a Pacific Mail Company steam ship. Mr. Cromwell 
acted as an overland escort for the party and accompanied them 
as far as Chicago. Mr. William H. Jenny, New England passenger 
agent of the Chicago Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, and Mr. 
George B. Morton, New England travelling agent of the Boston and 
Albany Railroad, would also accompany the party. The rail route ‘ 
would run over the Boston and Albany, New York Central, Lake 
Shore and Michigan Southern, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific and 
Union Pacific lines.''' 
Soon after four thirty on the afternoon of Tuesday, August 
8, 1881 (a combination usually considered prosperous), a group 
comprising twenty-two students in the charge of corranissioner Wu 
Jiashan； left Hartford bound for San Francisco. Rong Hong also 
accompanied the party. Their baggage, consisting of about forty 
trunks and boxes, made a huge pile on the platform at the Asylum 
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street depot. The trunks were of black leather and of nearly 
uniform size. Both the trunks and boxes had labels with the 
words "Chinese Commission" stenciled in English, also an address 
in Chinese characters, and each trunk and box was numbered.'" 
While at the depot, the party attracted considerable 
attention. The Western attire of the students was the same as 
seen on well-dressed gentlemen on the street every day. Their 
black hair hung in long, single braids down their backs, with 
the ends carefully tucked into a side pocket of their coats. 
Several wore eyeglasses with the ease and grace of a native New 
Englander.''' As expected, there was a large gathering of host 
family members at the depot to bid the travellers farewell, all 
of whom hoped the recall was only a temporary one. It was on 
this hope that the goodbyes that day were perhaps made more 
bearable than they might have been. Nevertheless, there were a 
good many tearful partings that day as students bade their 
a d o p t i v e families f a r e w e l l ? ” 
The Chinese students deeply regretted to leave the United 
States, and attributed the cause directly to commissioner Wu 
Jiashan. It had been rumored that some of the more headstrong 
individuals threatened him with violence, and that he ordered 
all of the students searched for weapons before they left the 
Hartford train depot/'® 
Wu Jiashan, Rong Hong, together with the first returning 
party of students would travel west by way of Niagara Falls, 
arriving in San Francisco on August 17 and sailing for Yokohama 
on August 19. With favorable passage they were expected to 
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arrive in Shanghai on September 25.''' 
〇n the evening of August 18, 1881, the families of the 
Asylum Hill Congregational Church met at the Bartlett home and 
were led in a special prayer service by the Reverend Joseph H . 
Twichell. Wu Yangzeng, also present at the gathering, was given 
a letter by Mary Bartlett. The letter was intended for Wu's 
mother. It read： 
Dear Mrs. Wu, 
You w i l l ,工 am sure, be glad, to see your 
little boy grow into a man, and feel proud 
of him. 
He has been with us during his whole stay in 
America and we have become very much at-
tached to him. He has pursued an upright, 
steadfast course in his studies as well as 
in his general character, and we feel that 
he will be a useful man and serve his coun-
try with honor to himself and to his par-
ents . 
We shall miss him and the others who leave 
us tomorrow and shall always feel the most 
affectionate interest in his welfare and 
hope for his success in whatever he may 
undertake. ‘ 
工 hope that we may see him sometime in the 
future, but if we do not, we shall never 
cease to wish the best things for him. 
With sincere respect and best wishes. 
Yours very truly, 
Margaret L. Bartlett 
Hartford, August 21, 1881/'° 
Jin Dating, a member of the fourth detachment of students, 
then enrolled at Phillips Academy in Exeter, New Hampshire, upon 
learning of their recall, wrote a letter to the Reliaious Herald 
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in which he accused Chen Lanbin of sending to China adverse 
reports founded on meaningless statements by commissioner Wu 
Jiashan, and that the recall of the students was owing wholly to 
those reports. Jin stated： "There can be no doubt that if the 
minister at Washington had made a personal investigation of our 
standing for scholarship and conduct, his report would have been 
different."iQ 
Throughout the summer of 1881, groups of students began to 
leave Hartford, accompanied by their Chinese teachers or by 
administrative staff of the Chinese legation at Washington. The 
last returning division, 27 in number, followed the first group 
rather quickly, leaving Hartford on Monday, September 26, bound 
for China via San Francisco aboard the steamer Oceanic. Their 
departure from the Asylum Street depot, which was again witnessed 
by a large crowd of host families and friends, effectively 
concluded, the Chinese Educational Mission in the United 
States.is2 In a movement of solidarity in observance of their 
collective disappointment, each boy wore in his jacket button-
hole a bow of black and white silk--a symbol of m o u r n i n g / " 
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PART THREE: DEAR PHILANTHROPIC NEW ENGLAND: 
REFLECTIONS ON AMERICAN-CHINESE 
HOSPITALITY, 1882-1940 
A Rude Awakening in China 
Upon their return to China, the first group of twenty-two 
students were ordered immediately to proceed to Tianjin, and the 
second returning party arrived in Shanghai in early October. 
Instead of being allowed their freedom in Shanghai, the students 
were confined in an old, vacant building, the “Knowledge Wishing 
Institution,“ located behind the office of the Taotai, the 
administrative governor of Shanghai. Three or four who had 
influential friends in Shanghai, who were willing to be their 
sureties, were allowed their liberty, but the rest, whose homes 
were in other parts of China, were kept in very unpleasant 
quarters in which they were confined and guarded day and night. 
The students were naturally vexed and indignant, thinking that i 
they ought to at least be trusted by the authorities. The reason • 
for their detention was presumably that the authorities feared 
that they would scatter to their homes before an opportunity had 
been given for an adequate examination. To be deprived of their 
liberty, however, even for a short time, was considered a great 
hardship by the students, and a move of unnecessary strictness 
on the part of the Chinese authorities, which viewed the students 
with mistrust and suspicion and turned their homecoming into a 
nightmare. 
The American friends of the Chinese students could do 
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nothing but hope that their detention was not of long duration, 
and that they had been permitted at last to go to their homes and 
would soon enter into fields of usefulness, for which their 
western education had hopefully prepared them.''' 
The Hampshire Gazette, of Northampton, Massachusetts, 
received letters in November, 1881, from Tang Guoan, He 
Tingliang, and Kuang Rongguan, students who left for China with 
the second party. While it was originally inferred from the 
letters received from the students who sailed home in the first 
returning party that the reports of their imprisonment were 
false, the new letters confirmed that the confinement of the 
first returning part was indeed genuine. The students were 
placed in confinement at Shanghai and so ill-treated as to excite 
the indignation of resident foreigners and missionaries. In some 
cases； their confinement was aggravated by the avarice of certain 
subordinate officers in Shanghai, who sought their own personal 
gain at the expense of the students, and in one instance ran off 
with the latter's money. 
The students expected to enter Chinese schools though they 
remained homesick for America. They were constantly taunted as 
being "foreigners.” One of them wrote： 
工 wish 工 could return to dear philanthropic 
New England, where teachers are better than 
mothers, where friends are better than sis-
ters, and classmates more agreeable than 
brothers.i65 
A letter received from another one of the returned students 
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dated November 12, 1881, stated that those in Shanghai had been 
taken to Tianjin, stopping briefly at the China Merchants 
Steamship Navigation Company building, and were "well treated by 
all officials and people.” Thus the initial feelings toward the 
returned students, while unfavorable, had changed somewhat. One 
early report which was widely circulated about them stated that 
they all had their queues cut off, but when they arrived in China 
and were seen by everyone to have retained their queues, the 
inaccuracy of the story was manifest. The returned students had 
been to see the Taotai, and were all examined in his presence on 
their studies in America. Each was to write a short composition 
in English and translate it into Chinese, a task which the 
students supposedly performed flawlessly. One letter stated that 
the boys were not even allowed to exercise, a pastime they had 
grown very fond, of in the United States ： 
The climate here is almost the same as in 
New England, but we feel the cold more from 
putting on the Chinese shoes and loose 
gowns. . . . I am getting very fleshy, do 
nothing but eat, have no outdoor exercise, 
and miss my baseball playing very much. You 
know it is not considered very dignified for 
any Chinese over sixteen, especially a 
student, to play any kind of outdoor 
games.工“ 
"Homesickness Where The Devil Is But No Women" 
During his confinement in Shanghai, Huang Kaijia wrote a 
long and highly descriptive letter to the Bartlett family in 
Hartford in which he described in vivid detail the homecoming of 
the returned students： 
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I was prostrated with Shanghai fever for 
five weeks, and on my sick bed 工 often 
thought of writing to you, but the hand that 
could not lift a quill was not fit to pen a 
l e t t e r .工 wonder whether you really wish to 
know our misfortunes ever since we stepped 
on the shores of our generous native land. 
You will be astonished to learn the shabby 
and mean treatment we received at the hands 
of our paternal government. 
Huang writes of the indignant greeting that awaited them on 
their return to Shanghai. A sea of humanity but not one friendly 
face to look upon. No transportation awaited them at the dock, 
and they were carried out in wheelbarrows. All were exposed to 
the gaping and jeering crows, who followed the procession and 
mocked the students‘ Western clothing. Some of the wheelbarrow 
operators had no license to pass through the French concession 
of Shanghai, and the group split, some of the students grasping 
their bags to walk through the city. Huang was revolted, by "the 
filth and fifty-seven different kinds of foul smells, and the 
muddy uneven slippery walk made of stones.” The students were 
then placed under guard by a detachment of Chinese soldiers. Of 
the so-called "Knowledge Wishing Institution,” Huang wrote： 
Your western imagination is too sublime to 
conceive a place so vile as this so-called 
institution； you may have read about Turkish 
prisons or Andersonville Horrors, but com-
pared with this they must have been enviable 
places.i" 
What was viewed in New England was the shabby treatment of 
the returned students, but much of it was superfluous and added 
for dramatic effect. In many instances, the students were 
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initially charged with "conspiracy against the government, theft 
of valuable property, and change of religious views." The 
students were allegedly detained in order to await trial by the 
Chinese government. 
The students were shut up for some weeks at this dilapidated 
building in Shanghai for fear that they would scatter and somehow 
return to America or to their homes or relatives throughout 
China. For that reason, the students were not allowed to leave 
their confinement without bond. The students were later freed 
but a majority remained in Shanghai, the rest were sent to Naval 
Institutes in Fuzhou or Tianjin, Others, after a farcical and 
indiscriTninately-assigneci examination, were sent along to 
different schools, industrial factories, and technical institu-
tions . As one letter stated： 
We have not ceased to be homesick and to 
pine for America. We have been disappointed 
a number of times in our hope of seeing our 
parents. It is doubtful whether we can go 
this spring. Mr. Rong Hong is probably now 
in Shanghai. We heard of him last as having 
arrived at Yokohama. He may be able to do 
something for us, but 工 am not sure. 
工 feel that 工 am only wasting my life on 
this desert. 工 learn nothing here but what 
工 have learned before. 工 see nothing here 
worth seeing. I experience nothing but 
homesickness and solitude. This surely is 
just the place for a hermit. Were St. 
Anthony alive he would find my surroundings 
congenial. The devil is here, but no women 
are allowed within the grounds. 
Accordingly, I have little to tell you about 
China which is agreeable and interesting. 
工 hope to, though, when 工 get permission to 
see my mother.^^® 
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strange Rumors 
At the turn of the year 1881-1882, there were certain 
alarming reports which arose within the New England community as 
to the fate of some of the returned students. For instance, it 
was reported that Shen Dehui, who, having been sent back to China 
in 1879 for general misconduct, had since his return displayed 
his ferocious disposition by murdering his father, an act for 
which he had been beheaded. He was while in the United States, 
so the report went, a terror to Ms. Harriet Georgia Atwell, in 
whose home he lived.'^^ 
An article appearing in the Hartford Evening Post on January 
9, 1882, gave additional rise to widespread rumors about the 
disastrous fate of one of the returned students. Zhou Chuanjian, 
the elder brother of Zhou Chuane, both of whom were originally 
stationed, at Colchester but were about to move to New Haven to 
enter the Hopkins Grammar School in the Fall of 1881, had gotten 
into a disastrous predicament. While in Colchester, zhou 
Chuanjian, then aged 19, became interested in a young lady named 
Mary Sherman--his interest interrupted only by his departure for 
China. He had corresponded with Mary ever since, and word 
received in Connecticut stated that Zhou's persistence in his 
devotion to Ms. Sherman soon came to the knowledge of the Chinese 
authorities upon his return, and the young man had been condemned 
to death, and, according to ”Chinese custom,“ was beheaded in 
Hong Kong.i70 
The Hartford Daily Times carried an even more sensational 
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version of the account, stating that Zhou Chuanjian's shocking 
fate was not a consequence of any crime, but of something which 
the Chinese authorities regarded as quite a great offence--
namely, he had fallen in love with a young American girl and had 
persisted in sending letters to her. The report continued: 
For that persistence, the poor fellow was 
actually beheaded! What a government that 
Chinese government is. No wonder that even 
Rong Hong, here, is nervous and apprehen-
sive .171 
The Zhou brothers once boarded in the house of Mrs. R. S. 
Bestor at 59 Kensington Street, Colchester, where Zhou Chuanjian 
fell desperately in love, so went the report, with Mary Sherman, 
who also lived in that neighborhood. As American girls were ever 
the object of the most unbounded admiration on the part of the 
Chinese boys who resided in Connecticut, poor Zhou Chuanjian 
proved to be no exception. Zhou was a member of Mr. G. B. 
Hubbell‘s telegraphy class in Hartford in the summer of 1881, 
and, shortly before his departure for China he wrote to Sherman 
frequently, and also while on his way to San Francisco. It seems 
that Mary's friends had tried their best, though apparently in 
vain, to break up the attachment, not deeming it a "wise" one due 
to Zhou's return to China. 
Zhou and his fellow classmates, after returning to China, 
hoped to be sent back to America after a short period of 
evaluation. Hence, Zhou kept up his letters. 
Unfortunately, it turned out that one significant reason 
for the recall of the students was the fear that by marrying 
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American wives, as Rong Hong had already done, they would be so 
thoroughly tied to American institutions that the original 
intention of the government in educating them their return to 
serve China would be lost. It was this apprehension, in part, 
which made Wu Jiashan such a determined foe to the continuation 
of the Chinese Educational Mission in America and the ever 
growing Americanization of the Chinese students. 
Zhou's "offence" however, if it can even be called that, 
while lightly regarded in the United States, was portrayed by 
American newspapers as a heinous and serious crime in the eyes 
of the Chinese authorities, and it was apparently resolved to 
make his persistence in this forbidden love affair the subject 
of a terrible lesson to the other students. He may or may not 
have had a trial, it was reported, but of the fact that he was 
beheaded there was apparently no longer room for doubt.''' 
1 
The Hartford Daily Courant. after having expressed its 
concern as to the reality of the so-called execution, later „ 
brought to light certain facts which may have proved the story's ’ 
improbability. Mrs. Sherman, mother of young Mary, told the 
D^ily CQur^nt. that both Chuanj ian and Chuane used to play with 
her daughter when they were growing up together in Colchester, 
as was natural among children who are neighbors, but ciismisseci 
the fact that there may have been any special intimacy between 
them. Rather, Mrs. Sherman said that her daughter had only a 
pleasant childhood friendship with Chuanjian, who would come to 
the Sherman house in the evenings to socialize. There was only 
a pleasant acquaintanceship with the Zhou brothers, and of 
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Chuanj ian in particular, M r s . Sherman stated: 
The talk of their being lovers, or of keep-
ing up a correspondence which my daughter 
vainly tried to break off, is all 
nonsense/^^ 
Mary Sherman herself, heroine of the story, corroborated 
her mother's statements as to her relationship with Zhou 
Chuanjian. She said he left Colchester for Hartford in June of 
1881 and that while he was in Hartford some letters passed 
between them. Mary saw him in Hartford on the day he left for 
China： 
We wished on a ring, and his wish was that 
we might keep our correspondence. He said 
he would write to me when he got home if the 
authorities did not object. 
工 felt very bad to think that anyone should 
have their head cut off on my account, but 
工 don't believe anything of the kind as 
happened.i74 
In a letter dated April 8, 1882, and published in the � 
Journal and Courier of New Haven, May 15, 1882, M r . S. C. , 
Partridge wrote that it was simply impossit>le for any former 
Chinese student to have been beheaded in Hong Kong as it is a 
British possession, nor indeed, anywhere else in China without 
coming to the knowledge of the American community there, none of 
whom, Partridge writes, put much faith in the whole story. M r . 
Partridge also wrote that M r . F. E. Woodruff of the Imperial 
Customs Office, and in Chinese employ for seventeen years, 
pronounced the story a complete hoax. Woodruff believed young 
Chuanj ian was probably under instruction in a technical school 
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in the northern provinces• Others were of the opinion that he 
was already in government employ in engineering somewhere near 
Shanghai.i75 
Such wild stories surrounding the fate of Zhou Chuanj ian 
were untrue, and only served to heighten the journalistic mania 
which was presented in New England newspapers. In a letter 
received--supposedly from one of the students--and subsequently 
published, the story was at last put to rest： 
. . . t h e queerest thing about the story is 
the fact that, according to Chinese custom, 
he was beheaded in Hong Kong, a British 
possession. The author of the story has a 
fertile imagination, for he only tickled it 
with a hoe of fact, and it laughed back with 
a harvest of fancies--of course the Chinese 
empire is so over-populated, that Chinese 
criminals must be executed on foreign soil! 
Let me say that China hasn ‘ t done what 
American papers said she did, nor is she 
likely to take the trouble. Let those young 




New England Endures 
The now empty and commodious Chinese Educational Mission 
building at 352 Collins Street would remain under the direct 
supervision of Rong Hong until a further use could be found for 
the structure. M r . J . H . Brown, son of the late Reverend Samuel 
R. Brown, who, like his father, had been a close associate of 
Rong Hong, remained in charge of the house and grounds.”' 
The sightly new residence of Rong Hong, on the corner of 
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Prospect Avenue and Fern Street, just within the border of West 
Hartford, was one of the finest dwellings in the city, and one 
of the most lavishly-constructed new homes in Hartford. The 
public delighted in learning the full details of one of their 
most famous neighbor's sumptuous new home. Construction began 
in December 1880 and was completed in January 1882 at a cost of 
$20,000,178 
In 1882, the Chinese Educational Building at 352 Collins 
Street was put up for sale. Advertisements ran in the Hartford 
Daily C w r a n t , where it was said that since the building was 
three stories high and built of brick, it was especially suited 
to serve as a boarding school or double residence, both the 
building and the property being unusually large. Bids could be 
niade to until January 25, 1882. William H . Kellogg was to 
supervise the sale of the building/'' 
The announcement that a number of furnishings of the Chinese ； 
I 
Educational building at Collins Street were to be sold at auction 」 
by the Chinese legation drew a large and curious crowd to the ‘ 
sale on January 17, 1882. Aside from the reception room, all the 
furniture was of American manufacture, and did not attract any 
particular interest. The Chinese iron-wood parlor set including 
a divan, however, brought $360, selling in pieces, but most of 
them going to one buyer, Mr. Linus T. Fenn. The office safe 
brought $60, a typewriter $22, a French clock $20, and other 
articles in similar proportion. A few small Chinese articles 
left in the attic were secured by curiosity hunters. A quantity 
of new Chinese hats of the regulation style were "cornered" by 
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one buyer, and another bidder collected a set of ornately-crafted 
chopsticks. The auctioneer himself was the purchaser of a 
Chinese set of carved chess pieces, one of the first sets that 
was ever brought to the United States. The sale realized 
$1,625.18° 
Fenn later exhibited the divan in his shop window in 
Hartford, and it became a local attraction for a time, deserving 
examination by all who had not seen it. It was supposedly made 
of a very hard dark wood called "iron wood", though no one was 
altogether certain. Most importantly, and to the astonishment: 
of many Hartford carpenters, no screws or nails were used! The 
divan became a subject of local gossip. It was said to be 
beautifully carved in front and at the sides in high relief and 
open woodwork. The cushions were covered with red satin, and 
there were little square elbow rests which, in spite of their 
uncomfortable appearance, formed a very relaxing resting ； 
place.i8i J 
Mr. G . B. Hubbell received a pleasant letter from Huang ‘ 
Yaochang, one of the students who was instructed in telegraphy 
by Hubbell himself at Hartford. The letter, from Shanghai dated 
December 11, 1881, contained nothing to indicate any trouble. 
Huang, however, was mourning the death of his mother, which had 
occurred only eight days before his return to China. In 
consequence of this sad event, Huang was excused from government 
service for one hundred days. Huang was about to go into the 
new cotton cloth factory at Shanghai under the supervision of 
Mr. A . W . Danforth of Newbury Port, Massachusetts. D a n f o r t h h a d 
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made Huang's acquaintance on the return voyage, both remembering 
the "happy days" in America, but Huang gave no outward indication 
as to any unpleasantness or difficulty in dealing with Chinese 
government officials, though this was doubtless due to the 
compassion afforded him upon the passing of his mother.'®^ 
M r . 工 . P . Bissell, principal of the Hartford Classical 
School, received a letter from Wu Yangzeng, one of his former 
Chinese pupils, who, at the time of his recall, was about to 
enter the mining school of Columbia College. Wu stated that the 
returned students arrived duly in Shanghai on October 6, 1881 
via San Francisco aboard the steamer City of Peking. Though the 
students spent several days in Yokohama, Japan, during transit, 
it was only after they had returned to China that they all felt 
a narrow, illiberal spirit was being applied to them. Confirmed 
1 
were the reports that they were placed in an old, deserted, and 
I 
damp school house and were fed only small amounts of food. ； 
( 
During the two weeks of their "imprisonment," all doors to the i 
building were nailed shut, except for the front door, which was ‘ 
constantly guarded by soldiers. All around the building were 
high mud walls and several canals. Wu wrote that apparently some 
students, whose families had influential friends in Shanghai, 
were allowed to leave the old school building and live elsewhere. 
Most all of the letters written by the returned students offer 
similar variations on this theme.^®^ 
In an article which originally appeared in the Norwich 
Bulletin, Ms. Carrie E. Rogers received a letter from one of her 
former pupils, Shen Shouchang, dated December 15, 1881, f r o m t h e 
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Imperial Naval Academy in Tianjin where he was enrolled as a 
student. Shen further wrote that the first detachment of 
returned students had apparently set a bad example on their 
arrival in Shanghai, by several trying to reach the foreign 
settlements in hopes of successfully secreting themselves and 
leaving the country. Upon the return of the other detachments, 
they were all confined to poor and gloomy quarters and placed 
under constant guard/®^ 
Though their treatment was lacking, the Chinese authorities 
did not fail to notice that many of the students had become quite 
skilled in their chosen fields of study. In his letter, Shen 
stated that each of the returned students was given a choice of 
study in the field of medicine, mining, telegraphy, or the option ‘ 
< 
of entering military service--though at a higher rank. Shen 
( 
joined the Naval Academy at Tianjin: • 
,1 
Our teachers of Chinese tell us that we ‘ 
shall be treated, as gentlemen, that we are \ 
here more to study Chinese than to study , 
English which will be valuable to us in 
after years, as we are all destined to have 
very high positions in China. We rise at 6, 
go to school at 8 and study until 12, dine 
and resume study at 2, the afternoon session 
closing at 5； after that, play. Sunday, 
Thursday, and Monday afternoons we study 
Chinese and on the other days study English 
under a Chinese teacher. There is skating, 
so we find plenty of exercise. ^ ®^  
Some of the students found comfort in that they were able 
to at least converse in English with foreigners who had been 
assigned to their supervision. In a letter received at North 
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Iadley, Massachusetts, Jin Dating, formerly a student at Philip's 
3xeter Academy in New Hampshire, had begun the study of medicine 
Arith seven other recalled students at the Imperial Hospital at 
rianjin under the charge of Dr. John K. McKenzie, an English 
Presbyterian missionary. At this hospital, Jin wrote, was a Dr. 
Howard, a female physician whose services were once so grateful 
to the wife of viceroy Li Hongzhang, that it led him to endow the 
hospital with a substantial financial gift. J"in was one of the 
first ever students allowed by the Chinese government to study , 
I 
Western medicine under a foreigner in China. ^®® 
The writer of another letter, Yang Zhaonan, formerly a 
(' 
student at the Boston School of Technology, served at the Fuzhou 
\ 
Arsenal under the care of Professor C. H. Taylor.,®" 
Several of the returned students died not long after their j 
return to China, and this news was received with much sadness in « 
New England, as the students were still so young and about to '� 
enter into the most productive years of their lives . Chen Juyong ^ 
^ 
died on August 23, 1883, in Fuzhou, of typhoid fever.^®® Since '' 
I 
his return to China； Chen had studied at the Fuzhou arsenal and ‘ * 
passed an examination which fitted_ him for naval service, and at 
the time of his death he was stationed on the naval ship Rongwu 
as an officer. While in Hartford, Chen lived in Ms. Mary 
Boardman‘s house on Sigourney Street. When Chen was recalled he 
had just been admitted to the prestigious Sheffield Scientific 
School at Yale. The letter received in Hartford announcing his 
death was written by Rong Shangqian, Rong Hong's nephew, and 
during Chen's final moments he was attended to by Deng 
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Shicong.i89 
Word was also received of the death, much closer to home, 
of Tan Yaoxun, a member of the class of 1883 at Yale, who died 
at Colebrook, Connecticut, November 13, 1883. Since his 
graduation, Tan had been employed at the office of the Chinese 
consulate in New York.''° Tan, together with Rong Hong‘s other 
nephew Rong Kui having been converted to Christianity soon after 
arrival in America, upheld his belief throughout his college 
years. Tan's death was the first of the Yale graduating class 
of 1883.191 
The Struggles of Kuang Oizhao 
After the death of his wife in 1877, interpreter and 
translator Kuang Qizhao and his American-born son continued to 
reside with the family of Jay and Julia Filley of Hartford. 
Having been a resident for some seven years in Hartford, Kuang 
finally departed for China on December 26, 1882, aboard, the two 
o'clock express train to San Francisco. There, the pair sailed 
for Canton on January 9, 1883 , 2 Kuang had resigned his post to 
Huang Sheng upon the latter's arrival in America, and had for the 
last several years completed the work on his Chinese and English 
phrase book and lexicon. Kuang had even learned the fundamentals 
of typesetting from printer William H. Lockwood. Kuang‘s work 
in the United States was finished when the English-language 
portions of the printing plates for his book were cast. 
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Kuang intended to prepare the Chinese translation after his 
return to China, after which the molds would be sent to Hartford 
for electrotypes to be made and the plates soldered to the 
English side, en face. The printing of Kuang's book would be 
performed at the firm of Case, Lockwood & Brainard's.”〕 m 
addition to his lexicon and Chinese and English phrase book, 
Kuang had also prepared an English reading book for beginners; 
a series of conversation books in three volumes； a manual of 
correspondence and social usages； and a comprehensive United 
States geography.i94 
Kuang planned to be absent from Hartford for at least two ‘ 
years, after which he expected to return to oversee the final , 
；] 
preparations for the printing of his book. His son, Qinfan, who 、 
II 
first learned the English language in his American home, would 
I' 
be placed in one of the international schools in China, and 5 
1 
receive instruction in Chinese and English in preparation for his �¥ 
'i 
return to the United States for the continuation of his educa- 1^  
tion. Several friends of Mr. Kuang were at the Asylum Street ” 
depot to t)id him a warm goodbye, as many friends were made since 
his residence in Hartford.^^^ 
Kuang Qizhao never forgot the hospitality he and his young 
son received from the Filleys. When Julia Filley passed away on 
September 14, 1881, Mr. Kuang wrote one of two published 
obituaries: 
When a stranger in a strange land, experi-
ences sickness in his family, her neighborly 
council and services brought relief to his 
perplexity. When, later, the death of a 
loved wife plunged him into desolation and 
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sorrow, and cast upon him the charge of a 
little one of months, it was her open house 
and heart which received himself and mother-
less boy, and gave them not a t>oarding 
place, but a home. From that day till this 
has it been a home to them of motherly 
kindness and care, not to be expressed in 
words •… 
Before Kuang returned to China, he purchased the machinery 
and metal necessary to aid in the production of the Chinese-
language typesetting plates for his book, for a sum of approxi-
mately $1,500. This, together with the wardrobe of his deceased 
wife was shipped to China in advance of his departure. Only 
later did Mr. William Lockwood learn that the ship was reported ； 
I 
lost at sea, and nothing was saved. , 
Kuang, after learning the news, was not completely disheart-
ened. Though he had but a small insurance on his goods, he wrote � 
>1 
今 
that he intended to have the plates and electrotypes prepared in 
China and then sent to the U.S. to be printed. The English ‘ 
plates were stored in Mr. Lockwood's vault. '^ ' 
Rong Hong's Last Years 
After the closure of the Chinese Educational Mission in 
1881, Rong Hong, out of diplomatic etiquette, was obliged to 
return to Peking upon the expiration of his appointment as 
assistant minister at Washington. He was to remain in China for 
almost two years, and his Hartford home, hardly completed at the 
time of the recall, remained unoccupied during his absence. Rong 
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Hong's wife, Mary, and their two children Morrison and Bartlett 
stayed at the Kellogg family homestead in A v o n . Rong Hong 
returned to the United States in early August of 1883, coming 
back to Hartford to move into his handsome new house on the 
corner of Prospect Avenue and Fern Street• 
The admirable building that was the former headquarters of 
the Chinese Educational Commission on Collins Street had found 
an appropriate use again. Well designed for the purpose, it gave 
excellent accommodation to the Collins Street Classical School, � 
a school for boys just established in Hartford. Classes began ] 
on September 22, 1883, and a large number of applications had ‘ 
been received for both boarding and day purposes that fall. '^ ® 
j 
In his autobiography, Rong Hong writes of discovering his ‘ 
h 
wife's ill health upon his return from China to Hartford in 1883, 
I 
due, most likely, to her worrying about his personal safety while j 
1 
abroad. Rong Hong remained three years in Hartford, but after ^ 
^ 
the death of his wife on May 29, 1886, while his sons, Morrison j| 
and Bartlett, were nine and seven years old respectively, his • 
American dream effectively ended . ”， Their beautiful home was 
later sold, and Rong Hong moved, into a small house at 10 Atwood 
Street, Hartford. Morrison was away at school and Bartlett was 
taken temporarily into the home of the Rev. Joseph Twichell.。。。 
Rong Hong continued to travel abroad and remained an act:ive 
figure in the growing reform movement in China. In 1894, Rong 
Hong was summoned out of retirement to return to China and 
address the crisis arising from ever-increasing Japanese 
aggression, which would lead eventually to the outbreak of the 
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Sino-Japanese W a r . Rong Hong's return to China in 1894 is 
covered in some detail in his autobiography, with the exception 
of the following incident with an elite assembly of high 
officials, among them the scholar Gu Hongtning, and the viceroy 
Zhang Zhidong, who held an active interest in China's self 
strengthening effort.'°' Rong Hong was asked by the distinguished 
group： 
"Dr. Rong, what are your suggestions for putting the country 
on a sound basis and on the road to prosperity?" To which he | 
replied： j 
“Throw open all your schools and colleges to the girls of ‘ 
t 
the country and have them educated alongside the boys.” I 
1 
A moment of stunned silence fell as the delegation of 
I 
^ 
officials looked at one another and then burst out laughing: ^ 
"You do not mean to say that you have come all these j 
t 
thousands of miles with this idea in your mind?" 今 
， 
Rong Shangqian, Rong Hong‘ s nephew, was also present at that j| 
^ 
meeting, and remembers that at the first burst of laughter, Rong 
Hong appeared very calm though his whole body was tensed, his 
eyes sparkled and seemed to shoot out sparks of fire at the 
audience. Rong Shangqian wrote: 
工 sat stupefied and perspired like a stuck 
pig and felt like slaughtering the whole 
crowd there and then, red button, peacock 
feather, and all.''' 
Rong Hong nevertheless continued, and his proposal stunned 
the audience yet again： 
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If you do not believe me 工 will convince 
y o u . Take a foreign child whose parents are 
both equally educated and intelligent,, 
suppose each of the parent can transmit only 
70% of their intelligence to their 
offspring, the child will inherit a total of 
140%. Suppose a Chinese child of a family 
of equal standing, whose mother has no 
education and only the father to draw upon 
for transmission, and suppose the child 
inherits the father's brain and intelligence 
100%, he is still short 40% of the foreign 
child's inheritance. Under such conditions, 
how can we hold our own and compete with 
foreign nations? If China desires to be 
great she must lay the foundation of her 
greatness with her sons and daughters who 
are in the wombs of their mothers and to be 
born.2" 
Rong Hong was greeted with silence again, but no laughter. It 
was Viceroy Zhang Zhidong who rose to Rong Hong's side and said 
to everyone present: 
"You are correct and 工 have never thought of the subject in 
that light; it shall be done.'"°' 
For the seated Rong Shangqian: 
When the dear old Viceroy Zhang Zhidong 
spoke,工 felt like running up to him to give 
him a hug and kiss of joy and gratitude, for 
he had saved the day for the Rong family and 
shamed those who had laughed and as it 
turned out, this same crowd had all the 
greater respect for Dr. Rong Hong thereaf-
ter.205 
With the Imperial coup d'etat and collapse of the One 
Hundred Days of Reform in 1898, however, Rong Hong feared for 
his life and fled Peking, living secretively within the foreign 
community at Shanghai for a brief period before moving to Hong 
Kong, where he remained for two years.— 
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Rong Hong returned to Hartford permanently in 1902' but 
despite the love shared between him and his sons (both graduated 
from Yale, Morrison in 1898, Bartlett in 1902), he remained a 
lonely man. Rong Hong‘ s dislike of commissioner Wu Jiashan never 
abated, and in his 1909 autobiography, Rong Hong wrote of his 
profound distaste for Chen Lanbin's utter failure to grasp the 
significance of the Educational Mission, as well as condemning 
Chen and Wu for their underhanded and clandestine criticisms of 
the students' Westernization. Of Wu Jiashan, Rong Hong wrote 
that he should have been ”relegated to a cell in an insane asylum 
or to an institution for imbeciles.'"°' 
In 1903, Rong Hong had the honor of welcoming Kang Tongbi, 
the second daughter of the prominent Chinese intellectual and 
reform movement activist, Kang Youwei, to Hartford.'°® Kang 
Tongbi was met by Rong Hong at the Asylum Street depot on October 
22. Rong Hong was dressed "stylishly in the American fashion." 
Ms. Kang was the first Chinese woman to come to Hartford since 
the closure of the Chinese Educational Mission, and there she 
began her preparations for college under the instruction of Dr. 
Mary S. Tudor of East Windsor, Connecticut.'°® 
The publication in 1909 of Rong Hong's autobiography My Life 
in China ^nd America was very well received by the Hartford 
community, and autographed copies could be found in most of the 
homes of those in any way connected with the Chinese Educational 
Mission. The book, though extremely rare today, remains one of 
the most sought-after sources for Chinese Educational Mission 
scholarship. Though many critics and serious scholars of the 
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Chinese Educational Mission recognize that Rong Hong's memory had 
perhaps faded considerably and the book was less of a serious 
attempt to analyze his life rather than a collection of memoirs 
and musings tailored to a largely American audience. 
Rather than bask in the glow of fame, however, Rong Hong 
would spend his final years living in boarding houses in and 
around Hartford. In one instance he was even asked to leave a 
boarding house as some of the boarders--none of whom had any 
knowledge of Rong Hong nor his work--objected to eating at the 
same table with a Chinese. Hartford had changed considerably 
since the days of the Educational Mission. 
Rong Hong moved into a small apartment on Atwood Street, and 
took in a Japanese servant. His apartment was only a block away 
from the first commissioner's initial residence at 43 Willard 
Street, the residence of the Capron family, and he continued to 
remain on friendly terms v/ith them, visiting Eunice Capron and 
her two surviving daughters, Clara and Bertha, and son William, 
discussing projects and plans he wished he could implement in 
China.21。 
Rong Shangqian recalls that after the overthrow of the Qing 
government in 1911, the nationalist Revolutionary Assembly 
gathered in Nanjing which had become their center of government. 
When the assembly met, Dr. Sun Zhongshan, more popularly known 
as Dr. Sun Yat Sen, was asked to take the office of President of 
the new republic. Sun rose to address the assembly and said he 
would instead propose a man, that many of them knew if not by 
name, who by attainment and experience and every way was more 
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fitted, so Sun said, to hold the high office than he himself. 
That man was Rong Hong, and Sun's motion was carried by acclaim. 
Only later when Rong Shangqian came to Shanghai did he learn of 
the dramatic change in his uncle's health. At the time, 
preparations were being made to welcome Rong Hong as the first 
President of the Republic of China.''' 
In 1911 Rong Hong suffered a stroke which greatly impaired 
his health and forever hampered his physical movement.^^^ Soon 
after, he moved in with his son, Morrison, at 284 Sargeant 
Street, Hartford. Morrison's wife was a Chinese woman who had 
been educated in Australia. She gave the ailing Rong Hong the 
utmost care and affection, and the months the three spent 
together were full of joy.''' Rong Hong died on April 21, 1912, 
aged 83, soon after the birth of a new China in which he played 
a pivotal role, but did not live to s e e ? " 
Chinese Educational Mission Memories 
As Arthur Robinson has stated, the entire educational 
process for the Chinese students, indeed, the very act of living 
together with their American hosts in house and school and 
community, was a reciprocal relationship of ideas and feelings 
of genuine and profound emotional content. This contributed most 
significantly to the psychological development of not only the 
host families, but the students, both Chinese and American, as 
well. A good example is Robinson's depiction of Mary Bartlett 
on a Sunday morning before church, braiding the queues of the 
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four Chinese boys whose older sister she had become.''' The fact 
that these students would later become separated from their 
American friends by several thousand miles, and that a letter 
sent could take months to find it:s destination, gave an even 
greater exoticism to the flowering of this unique friendship, and 
endeared a special urgency to the messages which spanned the 
globe, continent to continent, hemisphere to hemisphere. In a 
letter to Wu Yangzeng, Margaret Bartlett wrote: 
I suppose we are all learning the same 
lessons in life even though under such 
different conditions, the lessons of faith, 
patience, and obedience. The same Heavenly 
Father gives us our leading and we are 
nearer to each other than we think in His 
big human family. Mother and Mary join with 
me in love to you. We shall never call you 
anything but "the boys“ even when we are 
grey-haired. ^ ^^  
So familiar were the New England Chinese students in their 
adoptive homeland that in many cases they did not even bother to 
ring the front door bell of other neighborhood families, instead 
merely walking in to the house to see who was home.''' The 
memories shared by both cultures look in fondness to the past--an 
era retained only in memory--but forever serving as a guiding 
inspiration, a constant and unwavering presence that bespeaks the 
endurance of childhood memories manifest in adult life. The 
messages are short, but they speak of an extraordinarily high 
level of friendship and intimacy. In a letter to Willis D . 
Northrop, his American "brother,” Luo Guorui wrote: 
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To receive a letter from you reminds me of 
our boyhood when we were kids together in 
the village of West Haven, there 工 really 
b?lieve 工 spent the most happy days of my 
life, where we have the seaside and the 
woods. Well cared for, and everybody so 
kind and above all what a boy appreciated 
and retains in memory, plenty of good chow, 
without the care and worry as we grow up to 
manhood. ^ ®^ 
Luo thanked Northrop for the picture postcard of the New 
Haven lighthouse, which brought back fond memories. Luo's final 
query was to ask Northrop to send him some muskmelon seeds, which 
Luo wanted to grow on his own in China. Even Zhan Tianyou； who 
maintained a gruelling schedule in his career as China's foremost 
railway engineer, wrote to his former hosts, also the Northrop 
family, after receiving a letter： 
When 工 received your letter it reminded me 
of the old times we used to have with you 
and how we used to enjoy ourselves in your 
yard, and the pleasant evenings in your 
house. 
Since 工 left America 工 have not forgotten 
you. I have always remembered, the kindness 
you used to show us and the pains you used 
to take in teaching us. The only thing 工 
regret was that 工 didn't learn more. ^ ®^ 
Crossing thg? Bridgg^ 
After the closure of the Chinese Educational Mission, and 
even with the severe limitations placed on Chinese immigration 
to the United States, a select group of students, many from 
influential or wealthy families, began to make their way in 
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numbers once again to New England. The road had been paved and 
the bridge built. In 1903, a number of these students, nephews 
of Tang Shaoyi, arrived in Springfield at the home of Eugene 
Clarence Gardener, previous host not only to Tang Shaoyi, but 
Liang Ruhao, Huang Youchang, and Sheng Wenyang. As Helen G . 
Williams, the granddaughter of Eugene C. Gardener, remembers, the 
atmosphere upon their arrival that night was charged with 
excitement. The members of her family were all gathered together 
to await the return of her father, who had gone to the railway 
station to meet the arriving students. As Williams writes: 
At last there was the sound of horses ‘ 
hooves. We all rose, exchanging glances, 
and went into the front hall. A cab door 
slammed, many footsteps came up the steps, 
the front door opened, my father's voice was 
saying, "Please walk right in,“ and there, 
in our old familiar front hall were five 
Chinese boys. Although they wore the uni-
form of an English school, dark blue pin-
striped suits with short trousers and wide, 
white turnover collars, they seemed as 
foreign as if they had been in real Chinese 
dress. The tallest one said, in precise 
English, "My name is Paul. I am the spokes-
man, “and then, with my father's help, we 
were all introduced. Even Mittums, loudly 
purring, was included, and brought the first 
smiles to the formal young faces of our 
visitors. So began several of the most 
memorable years of my life?:。 
In addition to Paul, the other boys‘ names were Hugh, Manly, 
Young, and Philip. The boys used to congregate in the bathroom 
which the five of them shared on the second floor of the family's 
three-story house, and which also was their social center and 
"debating" hall. The Gardener family never ceased to be 
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fascinated by the sounds these young Chinese students produced: 
frantic running up and down stairs, slamming of doors, urgent 
knocking and demands in Chinese for admission to the bathroom, 
the sound of splashing water and gargling, thumps and bumps and 
incessant talk and highly excited arguments, usually in Chinese 
but with occasional English phrases thrown in, such as "If you 
dare,工 will tell M r . Gardener!''22i 
Williams remembers that at first the boys were naturally 
homesick, and, harder yet, that they had to put up with three 
young girls (Williams and her sisters), as playmates, but they 
soon began to amuse themselves out of doors, as Williams recalls ： 
They often did their reading lying in the 
grass on a steep bank that sloped down to 
the woods. One day I found two of them 
lying face down, murmuring a little song and 
intent on a spot in the grass. They had put 
two small crickets on a piece of bark, and 
were gently trying to make them fight. 
"Oh,” was their response, ”in China we make 
box, have this pet and he fight other 
pet."222 
In order to prepare the students for school, Gardener had 
them read English aloud as a group, the idea being very similar 
to the Chinese method of oral study. After concentrating all 
summer, Gardener had them reading sections of Walter Scott‘s 
Marmlon, and, as Williams remembers: 
Although rather a baffling bit of education 
for the boys, it certainly helped. 工 feel 
sure if must have given them a great feeling 
of confidence to shout in chorus: "What, 
Warden! Ho! Let the Portcullis fall. "'^ ^ 
Thus the Gardener family students were ready to begin their 
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life in public school. But even the simple matter of catching 
the trolley to school every inoming was an event in itself: 
Catching this car was productive of great 
tension. There was the usual running up and 
down stairs and slamming of doors, with 
shouts of advice and urgent cries of "Fi dee 
la," meaning, "hurry up,” the one Chinese 
phrase we really learned. It all reached a 
climax in the noise of the trolley car 
coming down the hill and grinding to a 
stop.224 
A highlight for the students, and indeed for the entire 
Gardener household, was when they would receive packages from 
China. Many of these were from Tang Shaoyi himself, and the 
entire family would crowd around the large, battered tin steamer 
trunk, heavily roped and sealed, or perhaps around a small but 
heavy parchment or wicker hamper. Inside were often luxuries 
such as rolls of silk, wall hangings, cloisonne and porcelain, 
teas, furs and embroidered fabrics, and gifts for the entire 
Gardener family. Helen Williams remembers that they all eagerly 
anticipated the first burst of Chinese fragrance that came 
pouring out when the packages were opened. ^ ^^  
Throughout their years in America, the Chinese students had 
formed deep friendship and a strong sense of familial belonging 
with the people they stayed with, and carried with them the most 
grateful memories of the kind and parental treatment they 
received from their American guardians and teachers.^^® As Eugene 
Gardener later reflected: 
While these boys were growing from childhood 
to youth they were members of our family. 
If they had been near kindred and of the 
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same race they would not have been made more 
cordially at home. An interesting conse-
c^ence of this close relationship was the 
increasing sense in us of the oneness of the 
human family, of the fundamental unity of 
all the sons of men. In their work and in 
their play, in their sense of humor, in 
their pet vanities, in their susceptibili-
ties and in their pronounced tastes, espe-
cially in their instinctive demand for 
justice and fair play, they were exceedingly 
human.227 
Throughout this study, the concept of "bridge-building" has 
been discussed. It is true that the Chinese Educational Mission 
did contribute to positive relations between Chinese and 
Americans, and there exist many bridges, both real and imagined. 
One of the most tangible bridges--a tribute to the Chinese in New 
England--is located at Wickham Park in Manchester, Connecticut. 
Wickham Park was formerly the site of the Manchester estate, also 
known as "The Pines," of the wealthy Connecticut industrialist, 
Clarence Horace Wickham and his wife, Edith F. M . Wickham. 
Clarence Wickham had been a schoolmate and close friend of 
several of the Chinese students, most notably Cai Shaoji and 
Zhong Wenyao, with whom he was in grammar and high school while 
they were in Connecticut .^ ®^ As his fortune grew in later years, 
Mr. Wickham never lost touch with Cai and made at least two trips 
to China to visit him. After Cai's death in 1933, Mr. Wickham 
travelled to China again to visit the grave, to "say goodbye to 
Shou iCie."229 In the late 1930s, one of the more generous acts 
of philanthropy toward the citizens of China from the citizens 
of the United States were the Rice Bowl Parties, which were held 
across the United States in hundreds of communities to raise 
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money for famine relief in China. Essentially a festival of 
arts, culture, music, food, and dance, the parties became a 
centerpiece of the c o i r a n u n i t y . ' ]。 Clarence and Edith Wickham 
sponsored Rice Bowl parties which were held at their estate, "The 
Pines.” Over a million dollars in financial aid was raised by 
such charities."' Clarence Wickham constructed a Chinese-style 
bridge in a garden on his estate to forever symbolize the 
crossing between East and West. 
Conclusion 
Throughout their stay in New England, the Chinese students 
had ample occasion to become keen observers of social, religious 
and political matters in America, and this, as Rong Hong had 
foreseen, enlarged the scope of their views and convictions, 
stimulating an awakening of purpose for inauguration in their 
native land, and modelled on the principles and modes of life and 
conduct as established, in the New World. and provided the home 
for China‘s pioneering educational mission, educating its youth 
in grammar schools, high schools, and colleges."^ Despite its 
premature recall, the mission successfully served as a bridge 
between East and West, and helped enable future generations of 
Chinese students to study abroad. Between 1901 and 1920, 2,406 
Chinese students entered American colleges and universities; and 
from 1921-1940, there were nearly 5,500."^ Because of the long-
established tradition of Chinese students in the field of Western 
learning, and because of their knowledge and ability to adapt to 
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both cultures with consummate ease, an article which appeared in 
the Hartford Daily Times on February 16, 1929, credited the 
cities and towns of New England, but Hartford in particular, with 
being the very cradle of the Chinese Republic, providing the 
atmosphere necessary to nurture and stimulate the minds of a new 
China."4 
During the years 1872-1881, 120 Chinese students were taken 
into New England homes where they were received on social parity 
with other members of the households wherein they resided. They 
were quick to adapt themselves to the strange new environment 
and took back with them to China the spirit and idealism which 
they had learned while in the United States, their adoptive 
homeland.235 As such, any discussion of the formative years of 
the Chinese republic will undoubtedly turn to the Chinese 
students in the cities and towns of New England and the Chinese 
Educational Mission. Though they were certainly conscious of 
the fact that their very lives were born out of an imperial 
decree, often they were all too quick to point out its faults and 
react critically to the policies which contiruied to shape China 
and of which they had been a part. As Liang Ruhao wrote： 
The sum total squandered on the unbelievably 
large imperial palaces, mausolea & other 
needless projects were enormous, which, if 
had been employed for the betterment of 
riverain vagaries, intercommunication facil-
ities, agricultural & industrial quagmires, 
social disabilities, etc., would have left 
an entirely different popular impression & 
might have kept the Imperial House a still-
going concern today.^^^ 
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We do not wonder then, that when Wu Jiashan came to the 
United States he was struck with alarm and even horror when he 
saw that these hand-picked youths had abandoned their national 
dress and adopted the Christian faith, and that they had readily 
adapted themselves to the ways and habits and almost certainly 
acquired the modes of thought and imbibed the free notions of 
the people among whom they lived."' 
It was intended in the official Chinese Educational Mission 
proposal of Zeng Guofan and Li Hongzhang in 1872, that the 
students were to be sent to the United States while in their 
years of late childhood to early adolescence, thus they would 
absorb and earnestly seek mastery of their specific discipline, 
whereupon they would return to China when somewhere in their 
thirties. It was proposed that by this time, "their energies 
will be in their prime; they will be able to render their 
services at their best time of life. "'^ ® 
What was seemingly neglected in this equation, however, was 
the nature of the children themselves, for that is what they 
were, and their extremely high capacity to learn, adapt, absorb, 
to emulate everything around them. They could not be controlled 
into learning only from their schoolbooks or from the Chinese 
classical texts. The influences all around them during their 
stay in America were simply too great to be ignored. 
Not only were these Chinese students able to learn their 
school lessons, they vied for and won the highest honors in 
education in America at the time. Some came to discover the 
Christian faith and others came to the call their a<5optive 
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country their own. Most significant was their ability to learn 
and experience firsthand, in what can be described as methodic 
and precise terms, the same stages of emotional development and 
feelings of joy, pain, tenderness and tumult, felt by children 
everywhere, and which, irrespective of race, culture, or whatever 
realization of the higher purpose their government had planned 
for them, so naturally accompanies youth. 
Most critics have dismissed the significance of the Chinese 
Educational Mission entirely, and it is generally considered a 
failure in most Chinese history texts. The students themselves 
were perceived almost as a single entity, their experiences 
understood and shared only by fellow members, leaving them in 
many cases historically isolated by the tumultuous history of 
modern China. At the time of its inception, the Chinese 
Educational Mission was a radically different program which 
challenged the prevailing conservatism of late Qing imperial 
society, but by the May Fourth era the program and the former 
students themselves was perceived as outdated and of no real use 
to China's future. 
Very little has generally been said of the influence that 
the years the students spent in New England ultimately had on 
their lives. In terms of its original aim, the end expectations 
fell far below what was originally anticipated. Nevertheless, 
when viewed in the context of the building of positive and 
lasting cross-cultural relationships between the citizens of the 
United States and China, very few examples in history are as 
positive and hopeful in scope. Despite all odds and all 
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processes which were turned against them, lifelong bonds of 
friendship were formed. This is the true value of the Chinese 
Educational Mission. 
This study is but one facet of this great relationship, and 
it is hoped that the perceived boundaries in race, religion, 
politics, government, and culture, will no longer serve to 
prevent such similar exchanges in the future. 
It is worth speculating for just a moment whether or not 
Rong Hong, or any of the Chinese students in the United States, 
had, at any time during the latter portion of their years in 
America, or even after they returned to China, read the following 
poem by Walt Whitman. Perhaps Whitman had the Chinese and 
American boys and girls of New England in m i n d . . . 
An old man's thought of school, 
An old man gathering youthful memories and blooms that youth 
itself cannot. 
Now only do I know you, 
〇 fair auroral skies--0 morning dew upon the grass！ 
And these 工 see, these sparkling eyes, 
these stores of mystic meaning, these young lives, 
Building, equipping like a fleet of ships, immortal ships, 
Soon to sail out over the measureless seas. 
On the soul‘s voyage. 
Only a lot of boys and girls? 
Only the tiring spelling, writing, ciphering classes? 
Only a public school? 
Ah more, infinitely more; 
And you America, 
Cast you the real reckoning for your present? 
The lights and shadows of your future, good or evil? 
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1. Rong Hong at Yale in 1854. Thomas E. LaFargue Papers, 
Washington State University, Pullman. 
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2. The Anson Burlingame Mission to the United. States, 1868. 
Arkush and Lee, et.al., 1989, p . 26. 
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3. The Anson Burlingame Mission at New York, 1868. Frank 
Leslie's Illustratg^d. June 20, 1868. Choy, et. al., 1994, p . 70. 
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4. Liang Ruhao (left), and Tang Shaoyi in 1872. Thomas E。 
LaFargue Papers, Washington State University, Pullman. 
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5. Newly-arrived students in 1872. Thomas E . LaFargue Papers, 
Washington State University, Pullman. 
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6. M r . and Mrs. David E . and Fanny P. Bartlett. Thomas E . 
LaFargue Papers, Washington State University, Pullman. 
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7 . Mary Louisa Kellogg Rong at the time of her marriage to Rong 
Hong, 1875. Thomas E. LaFargue Papers, Washington State 
University, Pullman. 
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9. The Chinese Educational Mission Building at 352 Collins 
Street, Hartford. The building later served as the site for the 
Collins Street Classical School, the St. Thomas Seminary, and 
also as part of St. Francis Hospital until torn down in 1967 to 
make room for hospital expansion. When called inside to study 
the Chinese classics, the students often referred to the building 
as the "hell house.“ Connecticut Historical Society collection 
Hartford. ‘ 
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10. The Chinese Educational Mission headquarters at Hartford, 
Connecticut. Rong Hong is pictured top center. Harper's Weekly, 
May 18, 1878. Choy, et. al., 1994, p . 43. 
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11. Zeng Guofan (left), and Li Hongzhang. ,Spence, 1990. 
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L2. Hopkins Grammar School, New Haven, as it appeared from 1840-
1926. Crofut, 1937, p . 608. 
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13. Hartford Public High School, ca. 1870, as it appeared during 
the Chinese Educational Mission. Geer's Hartford City Directory, 
1878. Connecticut Historical Society collection, Hartford. 
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14. Minister Chen Lanbin recieved in San Francisco, 1878. Frank 
Leslie's Illustrated, August 17, 1878. Choy, et. al., 1994, 
p . 71. 
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15. The Chinese students in baseball attire outside 352 Collins ‘ 
Street, 1878. Standing (left to right), Cai Shaoji, Zhong 
Juncheng, W u Z h o n g x i a n , Zhan Tianyou, Huang Kaijia. , Seated (left 
to right) , Chen Juyong, Li Guipan, Liang Dunyen, Kuang Yongzhang. 
Thomas E. LaFargue Papers, Washington State University, Pullman. 
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16. E.C. Garnder‘s house, Springfield, Mass. Williams, 1966, 
p . 36 . 
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17. Interpreter Kuang Qizhao. Connecticut Historical Society 
collection, Hartford. 
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18. Rong Hong's house at the corner of Prospect Avenue and Fern ！ 
Street, Hartford. Connecticut Historical Society collection. • 
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19. Rong Shangqian at Fuzhou, 1883. Thomas E. LaFargue Papers, 
Washington State University, Pullman. 
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20 . Rong Hong in Chinese dress, 1907 . Thomas E. LaFargue Papers, 丨 
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21. Cai Shaoji and Clarence H. Wickham, Tianjin. Connecticut 
Historical Society collection, Hartford. 
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22. The Chinese Bridge at Wickham Park, Manchester. Connecticut 
Historical Society collection, Hartford. 
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23. Zhan Tianyou with the graduating class of the Sheffield 
Scientific School, Yale College, 1881. Ling and Gao 1977 
p . 4. , 
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24. Rong Hong, 1909. Frontispiece from his biography. 
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Appendix A： A Note on sources 
As previously mentioned, the four primary sources of 
original documents on the Chinese Educational Mission to the 
United States are contained in the Thomas E. LaFargue Papers at 
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington； The Connecticut 
Historical Society and Connecticut State Library, Hartford, 
Connecticut; the Yale University Library, New Haven, Connecticut; 
I 
For additional research, another smaller but no less significant ； 
i 
collection of letters and documents is housed at the National ‘ 
Museum of History in Taipei, Taiwan. i 
In examining original materials on the Chinese Educational i 
Mission, Thomas E. LaFargue‘s 1942 China's First Hundred remains 
i 
unique as it was written while a great many of the original 、; 
students were still living, and LaFargue, during the 1930s, ‘ 
solicited contributions from them, obtaining invaluable biograph- ) 
ical accounts and personal reminiscences that were incorporated ‘ 
into his ground breaking book. “ 
With regard to the original materials in China which pertain 
to the former students‘ experiences in America, these remain 
scattered and are extremely difficult to quantify. For instance, 
Rong Hong‘s thirty-year correspondence with his nephew Rong 
Shangqian was destroyed by Japanese troops in Shanghai in 1932.''° 
Rong Shangqian writes that in Shanghai: 
The cost of living has gone up over 300 
percent as compared with prewar days so you 
can imagine keeping the rice pot a-going 
twice a day is quite an acrobatic fear and 
house keeping is anything but an unmixed 
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joy, a common table green of any kind is 40 
cents a pound, $50 a ton of coal official 
quotation is not to be got. Many necessi-
ties we have to cut off, so now a cup of 
coffee and a piece of cheese one really does 
enjoy. For a cup of coffee the price is 50 
cents, small cup too mind you, and every-
thing else in like proportion. The conse-
quence is, this little hamlet called Shang-
hai, once so orderly, is now the toughest 
spot on the face of the world: murders, 
assassinations and armed robberies in broad 
daylight take place all over the two settle-
ments, so when one goes out he never knows 
what he will meet because these are almost t 





Arthur G . Robinson, a member of the American Board Mission > 1 
at Tianjin and later superintendent of the Walker Missionary Home ,, 
'i 
in Auburndale, Massachusetts, like LaFargue, conducted extensive , 
research on the whereabouts of the former Chinese Educational • 
Mission students, was also a victim of misfortune. Robinson , 
) 
wrote: > 
On coming back from a vacation 工 was not • 
able to locate a carton of the China boys ‘ “  
material which 工 treasured most of all. 
I've searched and searched and simply can't 
locate it. Our goods are scattered in this 
big house and it would have been possible 
for such a box to be carried off and even 
destroyed carelessly. . . it is frightening-
ly upsetting to contemplate and 工 must just 
put it out of my mind.^'^ 
Fred Gilbert Blakeslee moved to California in 1931, and 
travelled to China in 1936 to visit Wu Yangzeng, Zhong Wenyao, 
I 
and Tang Shaoyi. While Blakeslee's donations to the Connecticut 
State Library remain accessible, the personal documents belonging 
to his mother, Helen, had long since been destroyed, and a good 
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deal of his personal papers, including information on the Chinese 
students, were destroyed in a fire in his apartment in August, 
1938.243 
When asked by Thomas LaFargue for additional information on 
the former students, Rong Shangqian again replied： 
工 have lost everything 工 possess when my 
home was bombed and shelled and 工 walked out 
of it while the fighting was going on and 工 
left the house with only an overcoat on my 
back and two servants following. . . because 
on account of the economic state of our 
country it is so filled with robbers and 
pirates you could never have the peace and 
quiet one is seeking f o r ? " 
Perhaps the single most tragic loss of materials were those 
that belonged to Louise Bartlett, who, together with Fred 
Blakeslee, had served on the Hartford committee engaged in 
preparing the city's records of the Chinese students. Increcii-
bly, virtually all of her personal papers were destroyed by her 
nephew, Valentine Bartlett, after her death in 1939. Arthur 
Robinson describes the scene： 
On a trip to Hartford to see my mother 工 
talked with Mrs. McKean of McKean's 
Restatorium where Miss Louise Bartlett lived 
the last years of her life and at whose home 
she died. She convinced me that Valentine 
Bartlett destroyed all those papers, pho-
tos . , e t c . of his aunt ‘ s- -several barrels of 
them--and took nothing with him back to 
Chicago. How 工 should like to give him a 
"piece of my mind" for his stupid and ruth-
less handling of valuable papers”*= 
Mrs. McKean further confirmed the sad news to LaFargue when 
she wrote： 
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工 am indeed sorry to tell you that all the 
valuable information you are in so much need 
of was burned. M r . Valentine Bartlett came 
and went through Miss Louise Bartlett‘s 
things. The letters, etc., which you so 
much desire, were in her desk drawers. He 
went over the things hurriedly and put no 
end of papers, letters, and pictures into 
the waste basket, which was emptied and 
refilled over and over again. Of course 工 
had them burned after he had gone through 
them, there seemed nothing else at the 
moment to do. Knowing how this would grieve 
my dear Louise,工 am just sick over it but 
can do nothing about it. M r . Robinson came 
here and knew all about this. I am so truly 
sorry.2“ 
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Appendix B： Geographic origins of Chinese Educational 
Mission students 
Group lise'7 
Province 1872 1873 1874 1875 Tota3. Percent 
Anhui 0 0 2 1 3 2.5 
Fuj ian 1 0 1 0 2 1.7 
Guangdong 25 24 17 18 84 70.0 
Jiangsu 3 2 8 9 22 18.3 
Shandong 1 0 0 0 1 0.8 
Zhej iang 0 4 2 2 8 6.7 
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Appendix C： Geographic origins of Chinese Educational 
Mission students 
Individual list'^® 
Province County Name LaFargue# 
Anhui Huaiyuan Huang Zulian 120 
Xiuning Wu Jingrong 68 
Yixian Cheng Daye 74 
Fuj ian Dongan Huang Xibao 16 
Zhangpu Xue Youfu 75 
Guangdong Boluo Luo Guorui 4 
Chaoyang Zeng Pu 46 
Chenping Huang Kaijia 17 
Guangzhou Huang Jiliang 86 
Guangzhou Huang Zhongliang 7 
Guangzhou Liang Pixu 118 
Guangzhou Liang Pushi 57 
Guangzhou Liang Puzhao 58 
Guangzhou Lin Peiquan 71 
Haiyang Zeng Dugong 30 
Heshan Feng Bingzhong 117 
Kaiping Fang Boliang 42 
Nanhai Chen Fuzeng 108 
Nanhai Chen Peihu 54 
Nanhai Kuang Jinghuan 55 
Nanhai Kang Jinyang 64 
Nanhai Kuang Xianchou 84 
Nanhai Kuang Yongzhong 56 
Nanhai Liang Aodeng 107 
Nanhai Lin Lianhui 109 
Nanhai Ling Lianshen 101 
Nanhai Pan Mingquan 13 
Nanhai Pan Siji 97 
Nanhai Su Ruichuan 35 
Nanhai Tao Tingguang 99 
Nanhai Xu Zhixuan 76 
Nanhai Yang Zhaonan 85 
Nanhai Zhan Tianyou 15 
Sihui Wu Yangzeng 3 
Sihui Wu Yingke 32 
Sihui Wu Zhongxian 33 
Shunde Cao Jiajue 77 
Shunde Cao Jiaxiang 67 
Shunde He Tingliang 18 
Shunde Liang Dunyan 11 
Shunde Yang Changling 87 
Xiangshan Cai Jinzhang 9 
Xiangshan Cai Shaoj i 1 
Xiangshan Cai Tinggan 31 
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Xiangshan Cheng Daqi 22 
Xiangshan Chen Jinkui 110 
Xiangshan Chen Shaochang 104 
Xiangshan Deng Guiting 52 
Xiangshan Deng Shicong 25 
Xiangshan Huang Yaochang 94 
Xiangshan Huang Youzhang 41 
Xiangshan Li Enfu 40 
Xiangshan Li Guipan 48 
Xiangshan Liang Jinrong 39 
Xiangshan Liang Ruhao 62 
Xiangshan Liu Jiazhao 14 
Xiangshan Liu Yulin 91 
Xiangshan Ouyang Geng 5 
Xiangshan Lu Yongquan 23 
Xiangshan Rong Shangqian 6 
Xiangshan Rong Shangqin 47 | 
Xiangshan Rong Yaohuan 66 
Xiangshan Sheng Wenyang 103 ； 
Xiangshan Shi Jinyong 29 : 
Xiangshan Song Wenhui 50 ‘ 
Xiangshan Tan Yaofang 102 丨 
Xiangshan Tan Yaoxun 21 I 
Xiangshan Tang Guoan 49 
Xiangshan Tang Ronghao 105 
Xiangshan Tang Rongjun 106 ‘ 
Xiangshan Tang Yuanzhan 53 , 
Xiangshan Tang Shaoyi 61 
Xiangshan Tang Zhiyao 73 
Xiangshan Wu Qizao 100 
Xiangshan Xu Zhenpeng 72 
Xiangshan Zhang Kangren 9 
Xiangshan Zhang Yougong 51 
Xiangshan Zheng Tingxiang 88 
Xiangshan Zhong Juncheng 27 ‘ 
Xiangshan Zhong Wenyao 2 
Xiangshan Zhuo Renzhi 59 
Xinan Zhou Changling 63 
Xinhui Chen Juyong 19 
Xinhui Chen Ronggui 26 
Xinhui Lu Zuhua 70 
Xinning Kuang Binguang 93 
Xinning Kuang Guoguang 92 
Xinning Kuang Rongguang 8 
Xinning Rong Kui 34 
Xinning Wen Bingzhong 36 
Jiangsu Baoshan Jin Dating 111 
Baoshan Shen Jiashu 90 
Baoshan Zhou Wanpeng 69 
Changzhou Zhu Baokui 65 
Chuanxia Lu Dezhang 98 
Dantu Huan Weicheng 80 
Huating Li Rujin 115 
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Jiading Niu Shanzhou 12 
Jiading Zhou Chuane 119 
Jiading Zhou Chuanj ian 96 
Shanghai Cao Maoxiang 78 
Shanghai Lu Xigui 38 
Shanghai Shen Shouchang 114 
Shanghai Qi Zuyi 82 
Shanghai Qian Wenkui 28 
Shanghai Kang Gengling 83 
Shanghai Zhu Xishou 79 
Wujian Wu Huanrong 95 
Wuxian Wang Renbin 116 
Wuxian Zhang Xianghe 43 
Zhuansha Cao Jifu 20 , 
i 
Shandong Jining Shi Jintang 24 ‘ 
( 
Zhej iang Ciqi Shen Dehui 113 ' 
Ciqi Shen Deyao 112 : 
Ciqi Wang Fengj ie 45 
Dinghai Ding Chongji 37 ！ 
Dinghai Huang Liangdeng 60 >^  
Shaoxing Yuan Changkun 81 ': 
Qiantang Sun Guangming 89 , 




Appendix D： Age range of Chinese Educational Mission 
Students upon arrival in the United States''' 
1872 1873 1874 1875 Total Percent 
Age 
10 3 0 4 1 8 6.7 
11 1 3 5 4 13 10.8 
12 4 3 13 8 28 23.3 ‘ 
V-
13 9 13 6 13 41 34.2 * 
f 
14 9 11 2 3 25 20.8 、 
i 
15 2 0 0 1 3 2.5 ^ 





Appendix E： Rong Hong's Declaration of the 
Chinese Educational Mission^'° 
The new Chinese Educational Mission awakens profound 
interest； as a prophecy of great progress to the oldest and 
largest nation on the globe. America congratulates China on the 
inauguration of this noble work, and gives a cordial welcome to 
the ambitious and earnest students. Every possible effort should 
be employed to make this experiment a success. If wisely managed 
at the outset, it will expand into broad agencies and vast 
results. That nothing may be omitted to give efficiency to this 
comprehensive and liberal scheme, the following suggestions are 
submitted for your careful consideration。 
!• 
I. The students should have regular school hours for study 丨 
and recitation, as well as for exercise and recreation. So far 
they seem to be exemplary, cheerful, studious and promising, but 
their youth necessitates a parental supervision and watchful 
control--a kind but firm and steady government. While their 
habits of prompt and cheerful obedience must be continued, they ‘ 
should be thrown upon their own resources and trained, to self- ‘ 
reliance, self-denial, self-command, energy and perseverance and 
every manly virtue. The children justly despise vacillation and , 
effeminacy. They scorn sloth, love labor and practice industry i 
and economy. Resisting all temptations to indolence, prodigali-
ty, fickleness or irresolution, these boys should emulate that 
patience and persistence and frugality, which are the pride and 
practice of the true Chinaman. 
II. A regular record should be kept of the branches daily 
pursued, the progress made, the department of each, and any 
aptitude shown for special studies. If any students should so 
underrate his privileges as to become irregular in his habits, ,. 
as negligent in his studies, he should be promptly reported to “ 
the commissioners. 
III. As these students are preparing for positions of 
responsibility at home, it is important that they should continue 
the study of their own language and literature. Hence at least 
one hour a day will be set apart for each student to devote to 
the Chinese studies prescribed for him for a period of three 
months. Thus the knowledge and use of their vernacular will be 
kept up and enlarged. 
IV. Filial piety and patriotism are to be inculcated, love 
of country and an ambition to become the exponents of our science 
and culture, and this the benefactors of their own land should 
be an incentive and inspiration to them as soon as they can be 
led to appreciate their privileges and responsibilities. 
V . They should be early instructed in the laws of health, 
especially as to neatness and bathing, precautions against colds 
in the sudden change of our climate, protecting their feet and 
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the person, guarding against currents of air or a sudden chill 
after violent exercise and when in a perspiration. 
. VI. For the present, reading, spelling, drawing, and 
writing., and especially writing simple English sentences should 
be their prominent exercise. Geography and arithmetic and 
particularly rapid addition and mental combinations will soon 
follow. 
The commission will frequently visit the boys, and the 
continuance of the boys in each locality will depend upon their 
progress and improvement. All questions and letter from those 
who have charge or these students should be hereafter addressed 










Joint Declaration of the Chinese Educational Mission as 
Issued by Rong Hong and Chen Lanbin, August, 1873 .''' 
1) As the students have just begun the study of English, 
they will need object teaching, private instruction in reading 
and spelling, defining and penmanship； and as they progress, they 
should be taught drawing, and especially to compose simple 
sentences, and speak English correctly. Teachers are requested 
to exercise their own discretion as to the proper time when 
students should take up arithmetic and geography, grammar and 
history, or any other higher branches of study. 
•i 
2) Teachers should see that each student devotes one hour ^ 
of every working day to the study and writing of Chinese. ^ 
Besides at the end of every three months students shall be ‘ 
transferred to headquarters to devote two whole weeks to the 
exclusive study of their own language and literature, unless they 
shall have joined a class either in a public school or academy, 又 
in which case they are not to be transferred 'till vacation. 
3) Regular hours for study and recitation as well as for 
exercise and recreation should be strictly observed by students. 、 
They should be taught to observe the general laws of health and 
cleanliness. All irregularities or neglect of studies should be 
promptly reported to the commissioners. 
4) Students shall not be forced to embrace Christianity or 
join any church, but they must observe the regulations of the 
family in which they live, and the rules of society, and be 
taught to respect and obey their teachers and superiors. 
5) Their continuance in each place will depend upon their . 
health and the progress they make in their studies. If the 
teacher thinks it advisable to give them up or if they are to be 
removed, notice should be given two weeks previously. 
6) Teachers are respectfully requested to make out their 
bills for each student separately, and present them at the end 
of each quarter, viz： 1st April, 1st July, 1st October, and 1st 
January every year. They are also requested to look after their 
clothes, good and substantial materials for which are desirable, 
but economy should invariably be observed. 
7) Students are not allowed to order things on their own 
account. without the expressed authority of their teachers or the 
cotranissioners of Chinese education, as neither the teachers nor 
the commissioners will hold themselves responsible for M l l s 
incurred by students on their own responsibility. 
8) The members of the commission will visit and examine the 
students regularly at stated intervals. All questions and 
letters should be addressed to "Commissioners of Chinese 
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Appendix G: “The Northern Bear" 
Oration delivered at Hartford Public High School 
by Liang Dunyan, April 18, 1878 .''^  
Russia would indeed be as noble, generous, and self-
sacrificing as she is considered by these innocent people-alas, 
too innocent for this deceitful world-if she were in truth acting 
disinterestedly. But we can detect beneath her assumed mantle 
of charity the claws of the bear. Her whole history has shown 
that her embrace is deadly. Do we need proof of her covetous-
ness? The acquisition of Finland, of the Baltic provinces and 
of Poland； the occupation of the Southwestern provinces wrested 
from Turkey, and of the districts recently seized in Turkestan； 
her encroachments upon the Chinese borders are all deliberate 
aggressions； and she is not likely to charge her policy not that “ 
she is stronger than before. Even a boy will not believe in i 
another boy, who has cheated him out of his marbles； why should • 
men believe in Russia who has robbed too many countries for her 
own aggrandizement. 
The bravery and courage of the Turks have been plainly 
marked in the war. But they are Mahometans-the Russians are 
Christians. The word Christian has a charm in the ears of the 
world but we forget that George Brown or George Smith is not 
George Washington. The Russians are Christians merely in name. ‘ 
They might as well be called Buddhists. . . thus under the 
pretext of fighting for Christianity, she has easily kept all 
undecided, she has blinded people from seeing her true interests. 
Russia is like a rock rolling from the top of a mountain, 
if her career be not checked she will carry all before her and 
crush whatever resists her onward course. When Turkey is broken 
to atoms there will be one impediment the less in her way. When 
she again sallies forth to prey her victim will have one ally 
the less. Thus she will grow mightier and mightier and resis- ‘ 
tance will become weaker and weaker. Finally the balance of 
power will be destroyed and there will be one great power in 
Europe instead of five. Distance will save none； the same fate 
will attend all sooner or later, that of being overshadowed by 
the power of the Northern Bear. 
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Appendix H： Open letter issued by Wu Jiashan to 
The Hartford Daily Courant. April 27, 1880. 
The following Letter of Instructions is for all the students 
connected with the Chinese Educational Commission in the United 
States of America: 
It should be well understood that our government fosters men 
of talent, and regardless of heavy expenses, sends you to the 
best institutions of learning； your parents, also, did not allow 
their natural affections to stand in the way of leaving your 
homes-the hope of both country and parents being, that, for a 
life-time, you may, on the one hand, recompense the state by your 
services, and on the other hand that you may bring honor to your ’ 
ancestors. Imagine how many tens of thousands, and hundreds of ‘ 
thousands, even, of your countrymen there are who would gladly ^ 
secure such advantages for themselves if they could； as, for ‘ 
example, the opportunity to study science and literature, and 
that, too, without the expenditure of money on their part. Also, 
thus early to be invested with rank, and hereafter to return to 
China, there to complete far greater honors； all of which, and 
greater advantages, as is impossible here to specify. 
But you must know that the original design to sending you 
here, while pursuing your Western education, was not that you ‘ 
should by any means forget the manners and customs of your 
country. It is important that you should attend to your studies 
with diligence, but not neglect the rules of etiquette. If you 
do not closely apply yourselves now, would not your inferiority 
be manifest when demands of life come upon you? If you deliber-
ately neglect all the rules of politeness of your native country, 
on your return home, how can you live in sympathy with your 
fellow countrymen? Your school duties, outside of the mission, 
take up nearly the whole year, leaving you but a few weeks at 
headquarters to study Chinese and to practice Chinese etiquette. * 
Should you fail to make the most of the limited time for this 
purpose, your confirmed habits cannot be easily changed. 
Let this letter of advice cause you to consider well the 
past and present state of things, and make up your minds to this ： 
since your stay here is brief, as compared with the time you have 
spent in China, foreign habits should not become so rooted as 
that you cannot change them. Chinese and English studies should 
be carried out together in order that you may attain to positions 
of usefulness, if not, of what use is your coming here? There 
are already foreigners, not a few, who understand Chinese, living 
in China, and there are many Chinese abroad who understand 
English and other languages. Why then does the government send 
you abroad at this expense? Think of these facts in all their 
aspects, and the reason is plain. 
There are now already being prepared rules and examples for 
translating Chinese into English, and vice versa. When collected 
into a book and printed, specimen copies will be sent you, which 
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you can first study in school hours； and in your leisure moments, 
instead of wasting them in idle gossip, you should pay attention 
to the Chinese classics and discuss them among yourselves. One 
or two days at this may not witness any progress, but a month's 
time should show results. In this, the principle is the same in 
all studies. Each day adds a little and in the end tells. When 
difficult characters such as conjunction, prepositions, and the 
like occur, and you are at a loss to explain them, compare 
parallel passages, and note down at the time the various uses of 
the characters and bring them to the mission when you come in for 
explanations, or, not waiting for that, write a letter asking for 
the desired explanation. Let all the students bear in mind that 
every day's advancement in study, should be a day's clearer 
understanding of principles. ^ 
That you may become men of ability and usefulness in China 『 
is the earnest hope which leads me to write this letter. ‘ 
Wu Jiashan 
commissioner 




Appendix 工：Description of Rong Hong's house from 
Hartford Daily Courant. January 1882 .''' 
Yung Wing's New House ： One of the Most Palatial of the "Over 
the Line“ Quarter. 
The sightly residence of Mr. Yung Wing, on the corner of 
Prospect Avenue and Fern Street, just within the border of West 
Hartford, is one of the finest dwellings in that locality. It 
is just completed and before the week is out will be occupied by 
Mr. Yung Wing' s family. It sets well back in the lost with ample 
lawn room on all sides. The architecture is one of the domestic 
gothic order, and the house is built of water-struck brick, with 
rock-faced Portland stone trimmings. There are a profusion of , 
verandas and window balconies. 
r 
The main entrance is on the Fern Street side, and opens into ‘ 
a spacious English hall, the floor of which,like all of the 
lower-story rooms, is of oak, with marquetry bands of black 
walnut midway between the entrance and the opposite door leading 
to the porte cochere, is a cabinet fire place. The wainscoting 
is of oak, and the ceiling is paneled and ribbed in the same 
wood. The staircase is of easy ascent, has three landings, and 
is rich in design and workmanship. The newel posts are elabo-
rately carved, and the balustrade is of an angle design, with ‘ 
carved, fan shaped embellishments all of oak. The side walls are 
of heavy embossed maroon paper. The carriage entrance is of 
graceful design, and the steps are of brown stone. 
The first room to the right from the hall--the sitting room-
-is finished in ash, with frescoed ceiling, and has a French bay 
window opening onto the veranda. It is finished in ash, and its 
doors like all the first floor rooms, sli<le into partitions. The 
parlor, in the northeast corner of the house, is similar to the ,, 
sitting room in design and finish. On the other side of the '' 
hall, opposite the sitting room, is the dining room, which is 
wainscoted and finished in butternut. The corner fireplace and. 
mantle are elegant in design. There is a long window opening 
onto the piazza and the front is half-octagon with large, airy 
windows. 
The kitchen, culinary departments and butler's pantry 
connect, and are finished in polished pine. The ground-floor 
rooms correspond in dimensions with the ground floor apartments, 
and the wood-work is of white pine. There is a nursery on this 
floor, and the third story has a children's play room. Yung 
Wing's study is in the third story and has a balcony opening from 
it. A pretty feature of the building is the second story corner 
window arched with rough-faced stones, so that the corner is 
continued unbroken into the next study. All the windows in the 
house are of imported French plate made to Yung Wing‘s order. 
Every room in the house is well lighted and ventilated, and 
special care has been taken for proper sanitary fittings. 
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The barn and carriage houses are of corresponding design 
with the house. 
All the rooms in the house are connected by electric bells 
and speaking tubes, and the barn is in connection with the house 
by electric bells. The house is heated by furnace and steam 
heat, and will be lighted with gas made on the premises. 
The contractor and builder was Mr. H.B. Philbrick who built 
the Chinese Educational house, and the plan was drawn by M r . 
Philbrick and M r . George E. Potter. Charles B . Andrews was the 
contractor for the mason work, and the mantles, tiling, ceiling 
and wall decorations were by Messrs. Fox, Bruselars & Co. The • 
doors were made by Mr. H.R. Gridley, and the gas fixtures were “ 
from the Bradley & Hubt>ard Company, West Meriden. ^ 
f 
» 
” • • 
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Appendix J: Letter from Wu Yangzeng to I. P. Bissell, 
Tianjin, November 30； 1881.''' 
Imperial Naval Academy 
Tianjin, China 
November 30, 1881 
Dear Mr. Bissell, 
We arrived safely at Shanghai on the 6th of October. On the 
6th of September we left San Francisco and went on board the 
steamer City of Peking for Japan. After the prosperous voyage 
of nineteen days we reached Yokohama, where we stayed four days , 
at a Japanese hotel, and took a steamer to Shanghai. We were ‘ 
treated very coolly by the officials at Shanghai. After our 丨 
arrival we were immediately placed in an old, deserted, damp and '' 
dirty schoolhouse, where most of us starved for two weeks. The 
doors to all the entrances of the building were nailed up, except 
the front door, which was guarded by soldiers. Even those who 
had homes were not allowed to step beyond the front door. After 
a few days of confinement those who had influential friends who 
were responsible were permitted to live elsewhere. 
The people here have a very bad opinion of us. They thought 
that we had all cut off our queues, married American wives, and 
that we are too much Americanized. At Shanghai, our party was 
divided, into three divisions. The first division consisting of 
twenty-seven students came up to Tianjin. The second, containing 
eleven students, were sent to Fuzhou, and ten remained at 
Shanghai. 
We were examined in the Imperial Telegraphing College in 
telegraphy, international law, chemistry and mechanics. The ,^  
question in international law is the following： "Write an essay 
on the origin of property.“ These questions they expect us to 
answer because they thought we had already studied law and must 
be able to answer them. 
Two of us are studying Chinese in telegraphy school and 
teach English in the afternoon. Four have been sent to the 
torpedo college, two to the customs house, two have been ordered 
to study medicine and eight others and myself are studying for 
the naval service in this academy which is newly established. 
The head Chinese professor, who is going to teach us navigation, 
astronomy, trigonometry, geography, etc., cannot even speak 
English correctly so I don't see now he will manage to teach us 
in those studies. 
This school in surrounded by high mud walls and several 
canals. We are not allowed to go outside this mud wall, or even 
to visit our friends in the neighboring school, situated within 
this wall. In fact this is just like a prison. My father is now 
trying to get me out of this school that I may go somewhere else 
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to study mining. Three of us already have permission from 
viceroy Li Hongzhang to return home for a few months. 工 am 
expecting somebody every minute to bring the letter from the 
viceroy to the commissioner of this school to let us out. Our 
party went to the viceroy about ten days ago. He asked us what 
we are studying for and made a speech in Mandarin, a dialect 工 
did not understand. 
How is your school getting along? There is quite a 
difference in attending your school and this one. But when 工 was 
in your school 工 had both work and freedom. My hope is to get 
through my education as soon as 工 can, then 工 shall have more 
freedom. 
" ； 
Yours very truly, 【 
Wu Yangzeng. '' 
(Postscript dated December 11)： 
工 wish you could see my present dress of all the colors of 
the rainbow. If 工 should walk through the streets of Hartford 
in this manner, I shouldn't wonder that many eyes would stare at 
m e . 
工 will send you my picture in my present costume as soon as 
工 get to Hong Kong, where I shall get it taken. I have at last 
got out of this old naval college after a great deal of trouble. 
I have now permission from viceroy Li to study mining at Kaiping 
coal mines, where my father has lately been elected commissioner. 
There is very little hope of my going back to America to finish 
my education, because my mother will not permit me to go outside 
China to study and my father wants me to go to Kaiping mines to 
study mining. The government will hire some foreign professors ‘丨 
next year to teach five of us in mining. At the same time we 
have a Chinese teacher to teach us Chinese. "Old Man Wu's" 
detachment of students have arrived in T i a n j i n .工 will start for 
Canton in a few days with my father.^" 
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Appendix K： American Hosts of the Chinese Students^'^ 
First Detachment. 1972 
a. b . c. d . e. f. 
Connecticut 
Bridgeport Zhang Kangren (10) 13 Guy B. Day 
* Ouyang Geng (5) 14 “ 
* Luo Guorui (4) 12 “ 
Clinton Cheng Daqi (22) 14 M . J . Post 
Colebrook Liu Jiazhao (14) 12 H . Carrington 
Tan Yaoxun (21) 13 “ ‘ 
Hartford • Chen Juyong (19) 13 Miss C. Goldthwaite 
* Deng Shicong (25) 14 Miss J. Goldthwaite 
* Chen Juyong (19) 13 Miss Mary Boardman 
Chen Ronggui257 (26) 14 J. 0. Barber 
* Zhong Wenyao (2) 13 Mrs. V . T. Smith 
Liang Dunyan (11) 15 David Bartlett 
Huang Kaijia (17) 13 “ 
Wu Yangzeng (3) 12 “ 
Cai Shaoji (1) 13 ” 
* Deng Shicong (25) 14 Mrs. H. Blakeslee''® 
Cao Jifu (20) 13 ” 
Rong Shangqian2 5 9 (6) 10 Julia B. Burbank 
Zhong Juncheng (27) 14 W . R. Potter 
Pan Mingquan2" (13) 10 (N/A) 
Zeng Dugong (30) 16 (N/A) 
West Haven Zhan Tianyou (15) 12 L. H. Northrop 
* Ouyang Geng (5) 14 ” 
* Luo Guorui (4) 12 ” 
Winchester Huang Zhongliang (7) 15 James Coles 
Washington Lu Yongquan (23) 14 J. L. Richard 
Cai Jinzhang2Q (9) 14 ” 
(N/A) Qian Wenkui (28) 14 (N/A) 
(N/A) Huang Xibao (16) 13 (N/A) 
i 
Massachusetts 
Northampton Kuang Rongguang (8) 10 M . E. Matthews 
He Tingliang (18) 13 “ 
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Springfield Niu Shangzhou (12) 11 Mrs. H . R . Vaille 
• Zhong Wenyao {2) 13 A . S. McClean 
(N/A) Shi Jintang (24) 14 (N/A) 
(N/A) Shi Jinyong (29) 16 (N/A) 
Seconq Detachment, lg73 
Connecticut 
East Windsor • Huang Youzhang'" (41) 13 (N/A) 
• Chen Peihu (54) 11 (N/A) 
Hartford • Chen Peihu (54) 11 William R. Potter 
• Lu Xigui (38) 13 James R. Stevens 
Hebron Chen Qiansheng (44) 14 (N/A) 
• Lu Xigui (38) 13 (N/A) 
Norwich Wu Zhongxian (33) 14 Patrick Burke 
• Chen Peihu (54) 11 George H. Martin 
• Chen Peihu (54) 11 L. A . Garett 
• Chen Peihu (54) 11 Edward Howard 
• Chen Peihu (54) 11 M . W . Hakes 
• Huang Youzhang (41) 13 ” 
Plantsville Rong Shangqin (47) 14 (N/A) 
Zhang Yougong (51) 12 D . T. Hall 
• Tang Guoan (49) 14 “ 丨 
Simsbury Wang Fengjie (45) 14 (N/A) 
Zhang Xianghe'" (43) 11 (N/A) .j 
Washington Wu Yingke (32) 14 (N/A) 
• Deng Guiting'" (52) 13 (N/A) 
Massachusetts 
Amherst Song Wenhui (50) 13 (N/A) 
Wen Bingzhong (36) 12 (N/A) 
Greenfield Liang Jinrong (39) 14 A . G . Loomis 
• Zhuo Renzhi'" (59) 12 “ 
Holyoke Ding Chongj i (37) 14 N . L. Dickerman 
Wang Liangdeng (60) 13 ” 
North Amherst Li Guipan'" (48) 14 J. N . Herrick 
Northampton Liang Puzhao (58) 13 H. M. Clarke 
Liang Pushi (57) 11 J. G . Clarke 
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Kuang Jinghuan (55) 13 M. E. Matthews 
* Tang Guoan (49) 14 “ 
Su Ruichuan (35) 14 “ 
Springfield Rong Kui (34) 13 (N/A) 
Li Enfu267 (40) 13 Mrs. H . R . Vaille 
Tang Yuanzhan (53) 13 A . S. McClean 
Cai Tinggan (31) 13 “ 
Wilbraham Kuang Yongzhong (56) 13 (N/A) 
Fang Boliang (42) 13 (N/A) 
(N/A) Zeng Pu (46) 14 (N/A) 
Third Detachment. 1874 
Connecticut 
Clinton Huan Weicheng (80) 10 M . J. Post 
Colchester * Zhu Baokui (65) 12 Mrs. R. S. Bestor 
Hartford * Wu Jingrong (68) 11 James R. Stevens 
* Tang Shaoyi (61) 12 Mary B. Brownell 
* Tang Zhiyao (73) 13 Helen E. Blakeslee 
Kang Gengling (83) 12 Wm. H. Kellogg'" 
Cheng Daye (74) 12 J.-〇. Barber 
New Britain • Yuan Changkun (81) 12 Henry E. Sawyer 
West Winstead Zhou Changling''' (63) 14 Mrs. W. S. Phillips 
Rong Yaohuan (66) 10 ” 
,< 
Winchester * Huang Jiliang (86) 13 James Coles ‘ 
M^ggachus^ttg 
Belchertown Zhu Xishou (79) 10 A . S. Moody 
Cao Maoxiang (78) 10 ” 
Easthampton Kang Jinyang (64) 12 D . C. Miller 
Kuang Xianchou (84) 12 “ 
Greenfield * Lin Peiquan (71) 12 Lizzie Clark 
* Yang Changling (87) 12 ” 
* Tang Zhiyao (73) 13 “ 
* Huang Jiliang (86) 13 ” 
Hadley Xu Zhen^ng'?。 （72) 11 M. L. Paseo 
Zheng Tingxiang (88) 13 “ 
Lu Zuhua'7i (70) 11 ” 
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Holyoke Zhou Wanpeng (69) 11 E. R . Kagwin 
* Yuan Changkun (81) 12 “ 
Xu Zhixuan (76) 12 A . Worswick 
Xue Youfu (75) 13 (N/A) 
Lee Sun Guangming (89) 14 Alexander Hyde 
* Wu Jingrong (68) 11 “ 
North Amherst Cao Jiajue''' (77) 12 M . W . Kellogg 
South Hadley Yang Zhaonan (85) 13 John W . Lane 
South Hadley * Zhu Baokui (65) 12 E. A . Moore 
Falls Qi Zuyi (82) 12 “ 
Springfield • Liang Ruhao (62) 12 E. C. Gardner 
* Tang Shaoyi (61) 12 ” 
* Liang Ruhao (62) 12 William B. Smith''' 
* Tang Shaoyi (61) 12 ” 
Westfield * Lin Peiquan (71) 12 W . H. Foote 
* Yang Changling (87) 12 ” 
Whateley Cao Jiaxiang''^ (67) 11 M. H. Lane 
(N/A) Shen Jiashu (90) 13 (N/A) 
Fourth Detachment. 1875 
Connecticut 
Colchester Zhou Chuane (119) 13 Mrs. R. S. Bestor''' 
Zhou Chuanj ian (96) 13 ” 彳 
Hartford * Wu Qizao (100) 12 H. E. Blakeslee 
* Pan Siji (97) 11 “ 
New Haven Wu Huanrong (95) 13 Rev. Stephen Hubbell 
Wang Renbin (116) 12 '…^ 
Norwich Lu Dezhang (98) 13 Miss C. E. Rogers 
Shen Shouchang2 77 (ii4) 11 ” 
Andover Li Rujin (115) 11 Mrs. J . H. Marsh 
Huang Zulian (120) 13 ” 
Columbia * Kuang Guoguang (92) 13 M i s s E . C . W i l l i a m s 
• Kuang Binguang (93) 13 “ 
Fair Haven Tang Ronghao (105) 13 E. Edwin Hall 
Tang Rongjun (106) 14 ” 
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Pleasant Shen Deyao (112) 14 Miss H . G . Atwell 
Valley Shen Dehui (113) 12 ” 
Massachusetts 
Enfield Lin Liansheng (101) 13 Miss C. J . Porter 
Lin Lianhui (109) 15 “ 
Holyoke • Kuang Guoguang (92) 13 N . L. Dickerman 
* Kuang Binguang (93) 13 “ 
Springfield Huang Yaochang^'® (94) 13 E. C. Gardner 
Sheng Wenyang (103) 12 ” 
Amherst Chen Shaochang (104) 13 J. M . Harrington 
Liang Pixu (118) 12 “ 
Easthampton Chen Fuzeng (108) 14 Miss H. E. Chapman 
Liang Aodeng (107) 11 “ 
North Hadley Jin Dating (111) 13 Miss M . E. Lamson 
Chen Jinkui (110) 12 ” 
South Hadley * Wu Qizao (100) 12 Mrs. R. C. Dwight 
Falls * Pan Siji (97) 11 ” 
Huntington Feng Bingzhong (117) 12 Miss A . M . Allard 
Tao Tingguang (99) 12 ” 
Winsted Tan Yaofang''' (102) 10 Miss L. S. Hulbert 
Liu Yulin (91) 13 ” 
i 
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Appendix L: Administration of the Chinese 
Educational Commission— 
1872-1875 1876-1879 1880-1881 
Minister at 
Washington： Chen Lanbin Chen Lanbin 
Jiang Zanyi 
Assistant 
Minister： Rong Hong Rong Hong 
Commissioner： Chen Lanbin 〇u Eliang Wu Jiashan 
Rong Zengxiang 
Co-
Commissioner ： Rong Hong Rong Hong -
Translator/ 
Interpreter： Zeng Lansheng Kuang Qizhao Huang Daquan 
Huang Sheng 
Teachers: Ye Yuanjun Rong Zengxiang R o n g S i q i 




Appendix M： Diagram of Rong-Kellogg gravesite, 
Cedar Hill Cemetery, Hartford'®' 
1 _ _ 7 LJ 1 4l__ 
2 1 _ _ 8 l _ _ 1 5 1 _ _ 
1 3 l 
3 _ _ 9 _ _ 1 6 l _ _ _ 
I , 




4 1 l o l 1 7 1 丨 
5 1ll 18l 
6 1 2 1 i 9 l 150 
1. Evelyn Frances, daughter of William H . & Isabelle Chapman 
Kellogg, 1881-1951. 
2. Isabelle Chapman, wife of William H . Kellogg, 1854-1935. 
3. William H . Kellogg, 1853-1914. 
4. E . Philip Walker, March 13, 1904 - August 28, 1972. 
5. Hillis Peterson, 1906-1967. 
6. Ruth Hilah Kellogg, wife of Hillis Peterson, 1895-1983. 
7. Arthur B . Kellogg, 1872-1928. 
8. Edward W . Kellogg, 1840-1921. 
9. Hilah A . Kellogg, 1845-1927. 
10. Edward R . Kellogg, 1869-1936. 
11. Robert B . Kellogg, 1884-1940. 
12. Beula M . Post, wife of Robert B. Kellogg. 
13. Mary Kellogg, wife of Yung Wing, b . July 26, 1851, d . May 29, 
1886. Yung Wing, b. November 17, 1828, d . April 21, 1912. 
14. Mary Yung, February 4, 1919 - February 4, 1919, Shanghai. 
15. Bartlett Golden Yung, Jr. , March 16, 1923 - June 1, 1956, ashes 
interred in Shanghai. 
i 
16. Bartlett Golden Yung, January 23, 1879 - October 30, 1942, 
ashes interred in Shanghai. 
17. Elsie Heu Yung, wife of Bartlett Golden Yung, September 18, 
1888 - January 21, 1984. 
18. Violet Yung, July 25, 1926 -
19. Elsie Jane Yung, February 19, 1921 -
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Appendix N: List of Primary-Secondary Educational 
Institutions attended by 
Chinese Educational Mission students^®^ 
Connecticut 
New Britain High School: Cai Tinggan 31 
Hartford Classical School： Wu Yangzeng 3 
Hartford Public School： Cai Tinggan 31 
Hartford Public High School: Cai Shaoj i 1 . 
Cao Jiaxiang 67 
Cao Jifu 20 
Cheng Daqi 22 
Cheng Daye 74 
Chen Juyong 19 
Chen Ronggui 26 
Deng Guiting 52 
Deng Shicong 25 
Huang Kaijia 17 
Huang Yaochang 94 
Huang Zhongliang 7 
Liang Dunyan 11 
Liang Ruhao 62 , 
Lu Xigui 38 
Lu Zuhua 70 ； 
Rong Shangqian 6 i 
Kang Gengling 83 
Tang Shaoyi 61 J 
Wu Jingrong 68 j 
Wu Qizao 100 J 
Wu Yangzeng 3 
Xu Zhenpeng 72 
Zeng Dugong 30 
Zhang Kangren 10 
Zhang Xianghe 43 
Zheng Tingxiang 88 
Zhong Juncheng 27 
Zhong Wenyao 2 
Zhuo Renzhi 59 
Hillhouse High School, 
New Haven： Zhan Tianyou 15 
Hopkins Grammar School, 
New Haven： Huang Zulian 120 
Li Enfu 40 
Li Rujin 115 
Qi Zuyi 82 
Wang Renbin 116 
Wu Huanrong 95 
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Zhan Tianyou 15 
Zhou Chuane 119 
Zhou Chuanjian 96 
Zhu Baokui 65 
New Haven High School： Ouyang Geng 5 
Norwich Free Academy： Cai Jinzhang 9 
Cheng Daqi 22 
Deng Shicong 25 
Huang Zhongliang 7 
Li Guipan 48 
Lu Dezhang 98 
Lu Yongquan 23 , 
Pan Mingquan 13 
Shen Shouchang 114 
Wu Zhongxian 33 
Zhong Juncheng 27 
Zhong Wenyao 2 
Rockville Public School： Xu Zhenpeng 72 
Zheng Tingxiang 88 
Seaside Institute, New Haven： Ouyang Geng 5 
Pan Mingquan 13 , 
Luo Guorui 4 
Zhan Tianyou 15 丨 
丨 
South School, Hartford: Cai Jinzhang 9 ； 
Chen Ronggui 26 、\ 
Stevens School of Technology： Liang Ruhao 62 j 
Wadsworth Street Public School: Cai Jinzhang 9 | 
West Middle Public School, 
Hartford: Cai Shaoj i 1 
Cao Jiaxiang 67 
Cao Jifu 20 
Chen Juyong 19 
Deng Shicong 25 
Li Guipan 48 
Liang Dunyan 11 
Lu Xigui 38 
Huang Kaijia 17 
Rong Shangqian 6 
Kang Gengling 83 
Wu Jingrong 68 
Wu Qizao 100 
Wu Yangzeng 3 
Zhang Xianghe 43 
Zheng Tingxiang 88 
Zhuo Renzhi 59 
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West Winstead School： Lu Zuhua 70 
M^gs^chus^ttg 
Easthampton High School: Fang Boliang 42 
Holyoke High School： Deng Guiting 52 
Ding Chongji 37 
Xue Youfu 75 
Northampton High School: He Tingliang 18 
Kuang Jinghuan 55 
Kuang Yongzhong 56 
Liang Pushi 57 
Liang Puzhao 58 
Tang Guoan 49 
Su Ruichuan 35 
Phillips Andover Academy： He Tingliang 18 
Liang Pixu 118 
Lin Lianhui 109 
Lin Liansheng 101 i 
Liu Yulin 91 
Su Ruichuan 35 丨 
Wu Yingke 32 : 
Yang Zhaonan 85 
Zhang Kangren 10 
Zhou Changling 63 
Zhu Xishou 79 
Springfield Public School： Huang Yaochang 94 l 
Liang Ruhao 62 
Tang Shaoyi 61 
Springfield High School： Rong Kui 34 
Springfield Collegiate 
Institute: Huang Zhongliang 7 
Zhong Wenyao 2 
Somerville High School: Song Wenhui 50 
South Hadley High School: Zhu Baokui 65 
Wesleyan Academy, 
Wilbraham： Fang Boliang 42 
Cheng Daqi 2 2 
Chen Ronggui 26 
Huang Zhongliang 7 
Kuang Yongzhong 56 
Zhong Juncheng 27 
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Zhou Chuane 119 
Williston Academy： Fang Boliang 42 
Kang Jinyang 64 
Kuang Xianchou 84 
Kuang Yongzhong 56 
Tan Yaoxun 21 
Wang Fengjie 45 
New Hampshire 
Phillips Exeter Academy: Chen Jinkui 110 
Huang Zulian 120 
Jin Dating 111 
Kuang Guoguang 92 
Niu Shangzhou 12 
Li Rujin 115 
Tang Guoan 49 
Wang Liangdeng 60 






Appendix 〇：List of Tertiary Educational Institutions 
attended by Chinese Educational Mission students 
Connecticut 
Yale College： Cai Shaoji 1 
Chen Juyong 19 
Chen Peihu 54 
Deng Shicong 25 
Huang Kaijia 17 
Li Enfu 40 „. 
Liang Dunyan 11 
Liu Jiazhao 14 
Lu Zuhua 70 
Ouyang Geng 5 
Qi Zuyi 82 
Rong Kui 34 
Rong Yaohuan 66 
Tan Yaoxun 21 
Tang Guoan 49 
Wu Zhongxian 33 , 
Xu Zhenpeng 72 f, 
Zeng Pu 46 丨 
Zhan Tianyou 15 ,； 
Zhang Kangren 10 { 
Zhong Wenyao 2 
Massachusetts 
Amherst College： He Tingliang 18 丨 
Boston School of Technology： Song Wenhui 50 
(M.I.T.) F a n g B o l i a n g 42 
Kang Jinyang 64 
Xue Youfu 75 
Yang Zhaonan 85 
Harvard College： Ding Chongj i 37 
Hopkins College: Shen Jiashu 90 
Lafayette College： Kuang Rongguang 8 
Lehigh University： Huang Zhongliang 7 
Worcester Institute 
of Technology: Wen Bingzhong 36 
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New York 
Columbia College： Tang Shaoyi 61 
Wu Yangzeng 3 
Zhou Changling 63 
Rensselaer Polytechnic, 
Troy: Luo Guorui 4 
Pan Mingquan 13 
Su Ruichuan 35 
Wu Jingrong 68 
Wu Yingke 32 
Unknown 
(Exact details of school attended unknown. Student probably 
attended the primary school in the town where he lived before 
moving to secondary or tertiary institutions in other cities.) 
Connecticut: 
Clinton Huan Weicheng 80 , 
Columbia Kuang Binguang 93 | 
Fair Haven Tang Ronghao 105 . 
Fair Haven Tang Rongjun 106 
Hartford Pan Siji 97 丨 
Hebron Chen Qiansheng 44 
Norwich Huang Youzhang 41 
Plantsville Rong Shangqin 47 
Pleasant Valley Shen Dehui 113 
Pleasant Valley Shen Deyao 112 j 
Winchester Huang Jiliang 86 丨 
0 Huang Xibao 16 
？ Qian Wenkui 28 
Massachusetts: 
Amherst Shen Chaoyang 104 
Belchertown Cao Maoxiang 78 
Greenfield Liang Jinrong 39 
Greenfield Lin Peiquan 71 
Greenfield Tang Zhiyao 73 
Easthampton Chen Fuzeng 108 
Easthampton Liang Aodeng 107 
Holyoke Xu Zhixuan 76 
Holyoke Yuan Changkun 81 
Holyoke Zhou Wanpeng 69 
Huntington Feng Bingzhong 117 
Huntington Tao Tingguang 99 
Lee Sun Guangming 89 
North Amherst Cao Jiajue 77 
Springfield Sheng Wenyang 103 
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Springfield Tang Yuanzhan 53 
Westfield Yang Changling 87 
Winstead Tan Yaofang 102 
？ Shi Jintang 24 







Appendix P： Comparative Table of R o m a n i z a t i o n ^ 
LaFargue# BaFaroue rom. Pinyin rom. Variants 
1 Tsai Shou Kee Cai Shaoj i Tsai Chen Chi 
Tsai Shen Shi 
Tsoy Sin Kee 
Shou Ki Tsai 
2 Chung Mun Yew Zhong Wenyao Chung Won Yau 
Men Yun Chung 
3 Woo Yang Tsang Wu Yangzeng Tong Woo Yang 
Woo Yung Tsang 
Y.T. Woo 
4 Low Kwok Sui Luo Guorui Low Koh Sui 
5 Ouyang King Ouyang Geng Owyang Keng 
Owyang King 
6 Young Shang Him Rong Shangqian Jonnie Liang 
Yung Leang 
Yung Shang Him 
Yung Siang 
7 Wong Chung Liiang Huang Zhongliang Liang Wong Ching 
Whang C. Liang 
8 Kwong Young Kong Kuang Rongguang Kwong Yung Kwang 
9 Tsai Cum Shang Cai Jinzhang Tsai Gum Shang 
Tsoi Cum Ching 
Tsoy Cum Ching 
10 Chang Hon Yen Zhang Kangren Kang Jen Chang 
11 Liang Tun Yen Liang Dunyan Tun Liang Yen 
12 New Shan Chow Niu Shangzhou Chow Niu Shung 
New Shung Chow 
Niu Shung Chow 
13 Paun Min Chung Pan Mingquan Ming Chung Pawn 
14 Liu Chia Chew Liu Jiazhao -
15 Jeme Tien Yau Zhan Tianyou Chan Tien Yu 
Jeme Tien Yao 
Jeme Tien Yow 
Tien Yao Jeme 
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16 Wong Sic Pao Huang Xibao Whay Sih Pou 
Wing Set Pow 
17 Wong Kai Kah Huang Kaijia Kie Kah Wong 
18 Ho Ting Liang He Tingliang -
19 Chun Kee Young Chen Juyong Chin Kee Yung 
Chin Ku Yung 
Chun Kee Yung 
Kee Yung 
Ku Yung Chin 
20 Tso Ki Foo Cao Jifu Ki Tso Woo 
Woo Ki Tsao 
Woo Ki Tsaw 
Woo Ki Tso 
21 Tan Yew Fun Tan Yaoxun Yew Fun Tan 
Yung Fu Tan 
22 Ching Ta Hee Cheng Daqi -
23 Luk Wing Chuan Lu Yongquan Chan Lok Wing 
Chuan Luk Wong 
Chuan Sok Gung 
24 Shih Kin Tong Shi Jintang -
25 Ting Sze Chung Deng Shicong See Chung Tyng 
Ting See Chung 
Ting Si Chun 
Ting Si Chung 
Tung See Chung 
Tyng Le Chung 
Tze Chung 
2 6 Chun Wing Kwai Chen Ronggui Chien Wan Kwei 
Chin Wing Kwei 
Chin Yung Kwei 
Wan Kwei Chieng 
Wau Kwei Chien 
27 Chung Ching Shing Zhong Juncheng Chung T. Ching 
Chung Tsung Ching 
Tsing Ching Ching 
2 8 Chin Mon Fay Qian Wenkui -
29 Sze Kin Yung Shi Jinyong -
30 Tseng Tuh Kun Zeng Dugong -
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31 Tsai Ting Kan Cai Tinggan Chai Ting Kan 
Ting Kan Choy 
32 Woo Ying Fo Wu Yingke Woo Ying Fu 
Woo Ying Kho 
Woo Yung Fu 
33 Woo Chung Yen Wu Zhongxian Chin Pae Woo 
Woo Chin Poy 
Woo Chung Yen 
Woo Yen Chung 
34 Yung Kwai Rong Kui -
35 Sue Yi Chew Su Ruichuan Soo Yui Chin 
Su Yi Chu 
Su Yu Tchu 
Su Yui Tsin 
36 Won Bing Chung Wen Bingzhong B.C. Won 
Wan Ping Chung 
37 Ting Sung Kih Ding Chongj i Ting I Hsien 
Ting Shing Ki 
38 Lok Sik Kwai Lu Xigui Loh Sih Kain 
Luk Sik Quai 
3 9 Liang Kin Wing Liang Jinrong Liang Kin Yung 
40 Lee Yen Fu Li Enfu Lee Guan Foo 
Lee Hung Foo 
Yan Phou Lee 
Yen Fu Lee 
41 Wong Yau Chang Huang Youzhang Chung Wong Gau 
Whang Yew Chiang 
42 Fong Pah Liang Fang Boliang Fan Pe Liang 
Fong P. Liang 
Liang Pak Fong 
43 Chang Hsiang Woo Zhang Xianghe Cheang Yan Kung 
Chin Kia Shu 
Shin Woo Ching 
44 Chun Kin Sing Chen Qiansheng Chin Kin Sing 
45 Wong Fung Kai Wang Fengjie Fung Kai Whang 
Fung Ki Whang 
Wang Fung Kai 
46 Tseng Poo Zeng Pu -
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47 Yung Shan Kun Rong Shangqin Yung Kuoh Kjan 
48 Lee Kwai Pan Li Guipan Lee Kai Pan 
Lee Kwai Pau 
49 Tong Kwo On Tang Guoan K.0. Tong 
Kwoh On Tong 
Tong Kaison 
50 Sung Mon Wai Song Wenhui H.K. Kwong 
Song Wan Yu 
Sung Mun Wai 
51 Chang Yau Kung Zhang Yougong Cheang Yan Kung 
Chiang Yew Kung 
Yan Kung Cheong 
52 Ting Kwai Ting Deng Guiting Tang Kuei Lyng 
53 Tong Yuen Chan Tang Yuanzhan Tang Yun Shin 
Yen Chen Tong 
54 Chun Pay Hu Chen Peihu Chiang Siang Ho 
55 Kwong King Huan Kuang vJinghuan Kwang Kin Wan 
Kwang Ting Hjng 
Kwon King Hoon 
56 Kwong Wing Chung Kuang Yongzhong Chung Wing Kwong 
Kwang Yin Chung 
Kwan Yung Kwang 
Kwong C. Wing 
Yung Chun Kwang 
Yung Chung Kwang 
57 Liang Pao Shi Liang Pushi Leang Poo She 
Liang Poo She 
58 Liang Pao Chew Liang Puzhao Liang Poo Chou 
Liang Porcheon 
59 Chuck Yen Chi Zhuo Renzhi Cheak Yan Che 
Tcheuck Tung 
60 Wong Liang Ting Wang Liangdeng Leung Tung Wang 
Liang Tun Wong 
Wang Liang Tun 
Wong Leung Tun 
Wang Liang Tung 
Wong Lun Tun 
61 Tong Shao Yi Tang Shaoyi Sin Ye Tong 
62 Liang Yu Ho Liang Ruhao Liang J u H o 
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M.T. Liang 
^feng Ting Liang 
63 Chow Chang Ling Zhou Changling Cheung Ling Chow 
Chow Cheong Ling 
Sir Shouson Chow 
64 Kwong King Yang Kang Jinyang King Yang Kwang 
Y.K. Kwong 
65 Chu Pao Fay Zhu Baokui Chu Pao Kuei 
Chu Pau Fay 
66 Young Yew Huan Rong Yaohuan Hoy Yung 
Yung Hoy 
Yung Sing Kew 
67 Tsao Ka Hsiang Cao Jiaxiang Kai Cheong Tsao 
Tsai Kia Cheong 
Tsao Ka_hsiang 
Tsao Kai Cheong 
68 Woo King Yung Wu Jingrong King Yung Woo 
Yung Woo King 
69 Chow Wan Pung Zhou Wanpeng Chow Van Pang 
70 Loo Ssu Wha Lu Zuhua Tsu Wha Loo 
71 Lin Pay Chuan Lin Peiquan -
72 Chu Chun Pan Xu Zhenpeng Ching Pan Chu 
Chu Chin Pan 
73 Tong Chi Yao Tang Zhiyao Tong Chi Yew 
Tong Shi Yew 
74 Ching Ta Yeh Cheng Daye Ta Ye Ching 
75 Sit Yau Fu Xue Youfu -
7 6 Chu Chi Shuan Xu Zhixuan -
77 Tsao Ka Chuck Cao Jiajue Tsae Kia Cheou 
Ts'au Kia Tsich 
Ts'au Kia Tsioh 
Tsao Kia Tsioh 
Tsao Kuei Cheong 
78 Tsao Mao Hsang Cao Maoxiang -
79 Chu Sik Shao Zhu Xishou Chu Si Chu 
Chu Sih Shu 
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80 Won Wai Shing Huan Weicheng -
81 Yuen Chan Kwon Yuan Changkun -
82 Kee Tsu Yi Qi Zuyi Key Tsu Ye 
Ki Tsu Ye 
Tsu Ye Key 
Tsu Yi Ki 
Tsoy Sin Kee 
83 Kong Kin Ling Kang Gengling Kang Ling Kong 
Kong Kang Lin 
Ling Kong Kong 
84 Kwong Yen Chow Kuang Xianchou Ying Chow Kwong 
85 Yang Sew Nan Yang Zhaonan Yang Si Niam 
Yang Sin Niam 
Yang Sui Nam 
86 Wong Kwei Liang Huang Jiliang Wan Kwei Chieng 
Wong Kwei Cheong 
87 Yang Chan Ling Yang Changling -
88 Jang Ting Shan Zheng Tingxiang Jan Ting Shan 
Jang Ting Seong 
Jang Liang Sing 
Tsiang Ting Sheong 
89 Sun Kwong Ming Sun Guangming -
90 Shen Ke Shu Shen CTiashu Chin Kia Shu 
Shen Chia Shu 
91 Liu Yu Lin Liu Yulin Lew Yuh Lin 
Yuk Lin Lin 
92 Kwong Kwok Kong Kuang Guoguang Kwang Kwok Kwong 
Kwong Kock Kwong 
Kwong Kwock Kong 
Kwong Kwock Kwang 
93 Kwong Pin Kong Kuang Binguang Kwang Cinq Kwong 
Kwong Cinq Kwong 
Kwong Ping Kong 
94 Wong Yew Chong Huang Yaochang Cheung Yen Wang 
Cheung Yew Wang 
Wong Chung 
Wbng Yew Cheong 
Wong Yew Cheung 
Wong Yew Chiang 
Wong Yew Tscheong 
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Wong Yu Chung 
Y.C. Wong 
95 Woo Huan Yung Wu Huanrong Woo Hwon Yung 
96 Chow Chuen Kan Zhou Chuanjian C h i n C h i n C h a u 
Chow Chow Kan 
Chow Chua Chien 
Chow Chun Kan 
Chun Kan Chow 
97 Paun Sze Chi Pan Siji Pawn Si Chi 
Pawn Sz Chi 
98 Lok Teh Chang Lu Dezhang Chang Luh Tik 
Luh Teh Tcheang 
Luke Tuck Chang 
99 Tao Ting King Tao Tingguang Tow Ting Kan 
100 Woo Kee Tsao Wu Qizao Woo Ki Tso 
101 Lin Yuen Shing Lin Liansheng Lin Luen Shing 
Lin Yuk 
102 Tan Yew Fong Tan Yaofang Tan Yui Fong 
103 Shen Mou Yang Sheng Wenyang Shen Man Yang 
Sin Wan Yang 
104 Chun Shao Chang Chen Shaochang Chin Shan Tcheon 
105 Tong Wing Ho Tang Ronghao Tong Yung Ho 
106 Tong Wing Chun Tang Rongjun Tong Yung Chin 
107 Liang Ao Ting Liang Aodeng Liang l^ gcM Ting 
108 Chen Fu Tseng Chen Fuzeng Chin Foh Tsang 
109 Lin Yuen Fai Lin Lianhui Chow Chang 
Lien Luen Fay-
Lin Luen Fai 
110 Chin Kin Kwai Chen Jinkui Chin Kin Kwei 
Chin Wan Kwei 
111 Kin Ta Ting Jin Dating Kin Ta Chang 
112 Shen Teh Yew Shen Deyao Shin Teh Yew 
113 Shen Teh Fai Shen Dehui Shin Tah Fay 
Shin Teh Fai 
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114 Shen Shao Chang Shen Shouchang Shin Shin Tcheong 
Shin Shu Tseong 
Tsang Shin Shin 
115 Lee Yu Kin Li Rujin Kien Li Yu 
Li Yu Kin 
Yu Kim Lee 
116 Wong Yen Bin Wang Renbin Whang Yen Pin 
Wong Yen Bing 
117 Fung Bing Chung Feng Bingzhong Fung Ping Chung 
118 Liang Pe Yuk Liang Pixu Chentung Liang Chen 
Leang Pe Yuk 
Leang Pi Cook 
Liiang Pi Yu 
Liang Pi Cook 
Liang Shing 
Sir Chentung Liang Chieng 
Sir Chun Tung Liang Shing 
119 Chow Chuen Ao Zhou Chuane Chin Chin Yateh 
Chow Chune Yoh 
Chou Tat Chun 
Chun Yot Chow 
120 Wong Chu Lin Huang Zulian Wong Tsoo Lian 
Wong Tsoo Liang 
Woo Tsoo Liang 
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Appendix Q: Glossary of Chinese Students 
By Detachment'®' 
'Students 
I cai Shaoji 蔡绍基 ^ a n g Yougong 张有恭 Liu Yulin 刘玉麟 
！ Zhong Wenyao 钟文耀 Deng Guiting 又|1桂庭 Kuang Guoguang ^5国光 
1 Wu Yangzeng 吴仰曾 Tang Yuanzhan 唐元湛 Kuang Binguang n5抦光 
！ Luo Guorui 罗国瑞 Chen Peihu 陈佩瑚 Huang Yaochang 黄耀昌 
I Ouyang Geng 欧阳庚 Kuang Jinghuan ；15景桓 wu Huanrong 吴焕荣 
iRong Shangqian 容尚谦 Kuang Yongzhong ；15泳钟 Zhou Chuanjian 周传谏 
I Huang Zhongliang 黄仲良 Liang Pushi 梁普时 Pan Siji 潘斯机 
\ Kuang Rongguang )15荣光 Liang Puzhao 梁普照 Lu Dezhang |^得彰 
,Cai Jinzhang 蔡锦章 ^ u o Renzhi 桌仁志 Tao Tingguang 陶廷赓 
:Zhang Kangren 张康仁 Wang Liangdeng 王良登 Wu Qizao 吴其藻 
:Liang Dunyan 梁敦彦 Lin Lianshen 林联盛 
:Niu Shangzhou 牛尚周 Tang Shaoyi 唐绍议 Tan Yaofang 谭耀芳 
i Pan M i n g q u a n 潘铭徐 L i a n g Ruhao 梁如浩 Sheng Wenyang 盛文扬 
Liu Jiazhao 刘家照 Zhou Changling 周长龄 Chen Shaochang 陈绍昌 
Zhan Tianyou 詹天佑 Kang Jinyang 广卩景扬 Tang Ronghao 唐荣浩 
Huang Xibao 黄锡宝 ^ u Baokui 朱宝奎 Tang Rongjun 唐荣俊 
Huang Kaijia 黄开甲 Rong Yaohuan 容耀洹 Liang Aodeng 梁警登 
丨 He Tingliang 何廷梁 Cao Jiaxiang 曹家祥 Chen Fuzeng 陈福增 
Chen Juyong 陈矩镛 Zhou Wanpeng 周万鹏 Lin Lianhui 林联辉 
:Cao Jifu曹吉福 Lu Zuhua卢祖华 Chen Jinkui陈金撲 
Tan Yaoxun 潭耀勋 Lin Peiquan 林沛泉 jin Dating 金大廷 
:Cheng Daqi 程大器 Xu Zhenpeng 徐振鹏 Shen Deyao 沈德耀 
Lu Yongquan 陆永泉 Tang Zhiyao 唐枝壳 shen Dehui 沈德辉 
Shi Jintang 石锦堂 Cheng Daye 程大 ^ shen Shouchang 沈寿昌 
:Deng Shicong 又[5士聪 Xue Youfu 薛佑中畐 Li Rujin 李汝^  
Chen Ronggui 陈荣贵 Xu Zhixuan 徐之煊 V^ang Renbin 王仁彬 
Zhong Juncheng 钟俊成 Cao Jiajue 曹家爵 Feng Bingzhong 冯炳钟 
Qian Wenkui 钱文魁 Cao Maoxiang 曹琴祥 Liarlg Pixu 梁3^旭 
Shi Jinyong 石锦堂 Zhu Xishou 朱锡绶 Zhou Chuane 周传谔 
Zeng Dugong 曾驾恭 Huan Weicheng 宦维城 Huang Zulian 黄祖莲 
Yuan Changkun 袁长坤 “ 
Cai Tinggan蔡廷干 Qi Zuyi祁祖弈 
Wu Yingke 吴应科 Kang Genling 康赓龄 Administrators and Teachers 
,Wu Zhongxian 吴仲贤 Kuang Xianchou ；^贤俦 
:Rong Kui 容授 Yang Zhaonan 杨兆楠 Rong Hong 容闳 
Su Ruichuan 苏锐钏 Huang Jiliang 黄季良 Chen Lanbin 陈兰彬 
Wen Binzhong 温秉忠 Yang Changling 杨昌龄 Wu Jiashan 吴嘉 ^ 
Ding Chongji 丁崇吉 Zheng Tingxiang 郑廷襄 Zeng Lansheng ^ 兰 生 
Lu Xigui 陆锡贵 Sun Guangming 孙广明 Yeh Yuanjun 叶源； 
Liang Jinrong 梁金荣 Shen Jiashu 沈嘉树 Rong Zengxiang 容增祥 
Li E n f u李恩富 Ou Eliang区谔良 
Huang Youzhang 黄有章 Kuang Qizhao ^^其照 
Fang Boliang 方伯梁 Huang Sheng 黄生”、、 
Zhang Xianghe 张祥和 Liu Qijun 刘妄骏 
Chen Qiansheng 陈乾生 Rong siqi 容思济 
Wang Fengjie 王凤阶 jiang Zanyi 蒋赞艺 
Zeng Pu 曾溥 Huang Daquan 黄大权 
Rong Shanqin 容尚勤 Shen Jinwu 沈金午 
Li Guipan李桂攀 
Tang Guoan唐国安 
Song Wenhui 宋文挥 
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Appendix R: LaFargue Listing of Chinese 
Educational Mission Students'®' 
‘ 
I 
| ;First D e t a c h m e n t ( a r r i v e d in t he Uni ted Sta tes in 1872) 
A « e A g e 
19ame upon arrival Subseqaent OecnpattoB Name upon arrival 8ubgeqaent Oeeopadon 
ta the U . S. in the U . a 
Tsai S h o u K e e 13 D i r e c t o r of Cus toms 33. W o o C h u n g Y e n 14 C o n s u l a r Serv ice 
Chung M u n Y e w 13 Ra i l road Di rec tor 34. Y u n g K w a i 14 D i p l o m a t i c Serv ice 
IWoo Y a n g T s a n g 12 M i n i n g Engineer 35. Sue Yi C h e w 14 D i p l o m a t i c Serv ice 
Low K w o k Sui 12 Min ing Eng ineer 36. W o n Bing C h u n g 21 C h i n e s e M a r i t i m e C u s t o m s 
Ouyang K i n g 14 Dip lomat ic Service 37. T i n g Sung K i h 14 Ch inese M a r i t i m e C u s t o m s 
Young S h a n g H i m 10 Nava l Of f i ce r 38. L o k Sik K w a i 13 R a i l r o a d & M i n i n g E n g i n e e r 
Wong C h u n g L i a n g 15 Ra i lway Di rec tor 39. L i a n g Kin W i n g 14 Ch inese T e l e g r a p h Se rv ice ‘ 
Kwong Y o u n g K o n g 10 Min ing Eng ineer 40. L e e Yen F u 13 N e w s p a p e r R e p o r t e r in t h e U n i t e 
Tsai C u m S h a n g 14 Ra i lway Di rec tor ( Y e n F u - l e e ) S t a t e s 
Chang H o n Y e n 13 L a w y e r in Honolu lu and San Fran- 41. W o n g Yau C h a n g 13 T e a c h e r 二 
I cisco 42. F o n g P a h L i a n g 13 T e l e g r a p h Serv ice 1 
Liang T u n Y e n 15 Cabine t Of f i ce r and Minister of 43. C h a n g H s i a n g W o o 11 D i p l o m a t i c Service | 
F o r e i g n Affa i r s 44. C h u n Kin S ing 14 C a r e e r u n k n o w n 1 
'New S h a n C h o w 11 T e l e g r a p h Service 45. W o n g F u n g Ka i 14 D i p l o m a t i c Serv ice ij| 
'Paun Min C h u n g 10 Died in the United States 46. T s e n g P o o u n k n o w n M i n i n g E n g i n e e r i n g ？ 
Liu Chia C h e w 12 N o k n o w n occupation 47. Y u n g S h a n g K u n u n k n o w n T e a c h e r » 
Jeme T i e n Y a u 12 Ra i l road Engineer—Builder of the 43 Lee Kwai P a n 14 T e a bus iness in N e w Y o r k d 
Pek ing -Ka lgan Railway 49 T o n g K w o O n 14 M i n i n g E n g i n e e r ； 
]Wong Sic P a o 13 Ca ree r unknown — probably died ( T o n g K a i - s o n ) ‘ 
a t an ear ly age. 50. S u n g Mon>-Wai 13 Nava l O f f i c e r 
W o n g K a i K a h 13 Dip lomat ic Service 51. C h a n g Yau K u n g 12 Died a t an ear ly a g e 
Ho T i n g L i a n g 13 Nava l D o c t o r 52. T i n g Kwai T i n g 13 Died at an ear ly a g e 
Chun K e e Y o u n g 13 Died at an early age 53. T o n g Yuen C h a n 13 T e l e g r a p h Service 
Tso Ki F o o 13 P r i v a t e business in Shanghai 54 C h u n P a y H u 11 I n t e r p r e t e r in t he U n i t e d S ta te 
Tan Y e w F u n 13 Died in the Uni ted States C o n s u l a r Service 
Ching T a H e e 14 T e a c h e r of Engineer ing 55. K w o n g King H u a n 13 Died at an ea r ly a g e 
Luk W i n g C h u a n 14 Consu la r Service 56. K w o n g W i n g C h u n g 13 Nava l O f f i c e r 
Shih Kin T o n g 14 Died at an early age 57. L i a n g P a o Shi 11 R a i l w a y Off ic ia l 
!Ting Sze C h u n g 14 Naval Off icer 58. L i a n g P a o C h e w 13 M i n i n g E n g i n e e r 
Chun W i n g K w a i 14 Mining Eng ineer 59. Chuck Yen Chi 12 Died at an ear ly age 
Chung C h i n g S h i n g 14 I n t e r p r e t e r in the United States 60. W o n g L iang T i n g 13 R a i l w a y Off ic ia l a n d C o n s u | a r 
Consular Service Service 
Chin M o n F a y 14 Consu la r Service 
:，Ki; Y u n g 15 P r iva t e business in CJina T h i r d D e t a c h m e n t ( a r r ived in t h e U n i t e d S ta t e s in 1874) 
Tseng T u h K u n 16 N e w s p a p e r Edi tor and subordinate ， 
gove rnmen t official 61. T o n g Shao Yi 12 Cabine t O f f i c e r and E n v o y 
Second D e t a c h m e n t ( a r r ived in the Uni ted States in 1873) 62. U a n g Yu H o 12 Ra i lway OfFicial 
Tsai T i n g K a n 13 Admi ra l in the Navy 63. C h o w C h a n g U n g 14 
^Voo Y i n g F o 14 A d m . r a l m the Navy (Sir Shouson C h o w ) R a i l w a y Off ic ia l and Bus iness Ma, 
64. K w o n g K i n g Y a n g 12 Ra i lway E n g i n e e r 65. Chu P a o F a y 12 T e l e g r a p h Service 





A g e A g e 
N a m e upon arrival Sobseqnenl Occupation N a m e upon arrival Snbseqaenl Oecnpatktn 
in the U . S. ki the U.S. 
1 3 a 0 K a - h s ^ n g 11 Nava l Of f i ce r 107. L i a n g A o T i n g 11 C a r e e r u n k n o w n 
巧-义。。5严 l " n g Nava l Of f i ce r 舰 C h e n F u T s e n g 14 D ied a t a n ea r ly a g e 
^ C h o w W a n P u n g !J^elegraph Serv.ce i09. L i n Y u e n F a i 15 D o c t o r 
^ - L o o Ssu W h a 11 M m , n g Eng inee r and Railway Of - n Q . Ch in K i n K w a i 12 N a v a l O f f i c e r 
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二 w w \ ' “ � n : e l e g r a p h Serv,ce 119. C h o w Chuen A o 13 Died a t a n e a r l y a g e 80. W o n W a i S h i n g 10 Business Man 12o W o n g C h u L in 13 N a v a l O f f i c c r 
81. Y u e n C h a n K w o n 12 T e l e g r a p h Service ‘ ‘ 
i2. K e e T s u Yi 12 Gove rnmen t Official 
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97. P a u n Sze Chi 11 G o v e r n m e n t Official 
98. L o k T e h C h a n g 13 T e l e g r a p h Service 
"99. T a o T i n g K i n g 12 T e l e g r a p h Service 
U00. W o o K e e T s a o 12 Naval Of f i ce r 
! l01. L in Y u e n Sh ing 14 T e l e g r a p h Service 
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104. C h u n S h a o C h a n g 13 Died at an early age 
:105. T o n g W i n g H o 13 Gove rnmen t Official 




Appendix S: Alphabetical Glossary 
of Chinese Names {Pinyin) ^ ®^ 
cai Jinzhang 蔡锦章 Lin Lianshen 林联盛 Yang Changling 杨昌龄 
Cai Shaoji 蔡绍基 Lin Peiquan 林沛泉 Yang Zhaonan 杨兆楠 
cai Tinggan 蔡廷干 Liu Jiazhao 刘家照 Yuan Changkun 袁长坤 
Cao Jiajue 曹家爵 Liu Yulin 刘玉麟 Zeng Dugong 曾.驾恭 
cao Jiaxiang ^ 家 祥 Lu Dezhang 陆得彰 Zeng Pu 曾溥 
Cao J i f u曹吉福 Lu X i g u i陆锡贵 Zhan T i a n y o u詹天佑 
cao Maoxiang 曹，祥 Lu Yongquan 陆永泉 Zhang Kangren 张康仁 
Chen Fuzeng 陈福增 Lu Zuhua 卢祖华 Zhang Xianghe 张祥和 
Chen Jinkui 陈金接 Luo Guorui 罗国瑞 Zhang Yougong 张有恭 
Chen Juyong 陈钜镛 Niu Shangzhou 牛尚周 Zheng Tingxiang 郑廷襄 
Chen Peihu 陈佩瑚 Ouyang Geng 欧阳庚 Zhong Juncheng 钟俊成 
Chen Qiansheng 陈乾生 Pan Mingquan 潘铭绘 Zhong Wenyao 钟文耀 
Chen Ronggui 陈荣贵 Pan siji 潘斯机 Zhou Changling 周长龄 
Chen Shaochang 陈绍昌 Qi zuyi 祁祖— Zhou Chuanjian 周传谏 
Cheng Daqi 程大器 Qian Wenkui 钱文魁 Zhou Chuane 周传愕 
Cheng Daye 程大业 Rong Kui 容接 Zhou Wanpeng 周万鹏 
Deng Guiting 邓桂庭 Rong Shangqian 容尚谦 Zhu Baokui 朱宝奎 
Deng Shicong 邓士聪 Rong Shangqin 容尚勤 Zhu Xishou 朱锡绶 
Ding Chongji 丁崇吉 Rong Yaohuan 容耀桓 Zhuo Renzhi 桌仁志 
Fang Boliang 方伯梁 Shen Dehui 沈德辉 
Feng Bingzhong 冯炳钟 Shen Deyao 沈德耀 
He Tingliang 何廷梁 Shen Jiashu 沈嘉树 
Huan Weicheng 宦维城 Shen Shouchang 沈寿昌 
Huang Jiliang 黄季良 Sheng Wenyang 盛文扬 
Huang Kaijia 黄开甲 Shi Jintang 石锦堂 
Huang Xibao 黄锡宝 shi Jinyong 石锦堂 
Huang Yaochang 黄耀昌 Song Wenhui 宋文挥 
Huang Youzhang 黄有章 Su Ruichuan 苏锐钏 
Huang Zhongliang 黄仲良 Sun Guangming 孙广明 
Huang Zulian 黄祖莲 Tan Yaofang 谭耀芳 
Jin D a t i n g金大廷 Tan Yaoxun谭耀励 
Kang Genling 康赓龄 Tang Guoan 唐国安 
Kang Jinyang ；15景扬 Tang Ronghao 唐荣浩 
Kuang Binguang ]15柄光 Tang Rongjun 唐荣俊 
'Kuang Guoguang ；15国光 Tang Shaoyi 唐绍议 
；Kuang Jinghuan ^^景桓 Tang Yuanzhan 唐元湛 
:Kuang Rongguang ]15荣光 Tang Zhiyao 唐枝务 
;Kuang Xianchou n S ^ # Tao Tingguang 陶廷：^ 
:Kuang Yongzhong ；15泳钟 Wang Fengjie 王凤阶 
i Li Enfu 李恩富 Wang Liangdeng 王良登 
i Li Guipan 李桂攀 Wang Renbin 王仁彬 
i Li Rujin 李汝金 Wen Bingzhong 温秉忠 
丨Liang A o d e n g梁螯登 Wu Huanrong吴焕荣 
； L i a n g Dunyan 梁敦彦 Wu Qizao 吴其藻 
Liang Jinrong 梁金荣 Wu Yangzeng 吴仰曾 
Liang Pixu 梁35旭 Wu Yingke 吴应科 
Liang Pushi 梁普时 Wu Zhongxian 吴仲贤 
！ Liang Puzhao 梁普照 Xu Zhenpeng 徐振鹏 
;Liang Ruhao 梁如浩 Xu Zhixuan 徐之煌 
: L i n Lianhui 林联辉 Xue Youfu 薛佑幅 
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